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Special to The Morehead News

Fourteen residents of Rowan county were among 80 persons
recently initiated into the Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi at
Morehead State University.
Membership in Phi Kappa Phi is a mark of distinction unequaled
by membership in any other scholarly group;

To.qualify for election,

a junior student must achieve a grade point standing which places
him in the upper five percent of his class:

Senior and graduate

students must be scholastically in the upper ten percent of their
classes.
Rowan residents honored were Wanda D. Bigham, Gary W. Casper,
Stephan P. Charles, Billie Jean Clayton, Myron Lee Doan, Carolyn S.
Flatt, Nancy W. Graham, coleene B; Hampton, Keith R. Kappes, Ina
Marie Lowe, Jeanne S. Osborne, Virginia

s.

Randolph, James Dewey

Reeder and Jacqueline E. Shelton.
Phi Kappa Phi was installed on the MSU campus in May.
F. ·Ward is president of the MSU chapter.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---"Coordination and concentration are necessary
to be a successful handbell ringer," said Glenns. Daun, music
chairman for the American Guild of English Handbell Ringers.
Daun, who has been a handbell choir director since 1960,
traveled from Santa Barbara, Cal., to attend the group's 13th
National Festival last week at Morehead State University.
He was among 1,700 persons representing almost 90 different
handbell groups.

The five-day festival was primarily for ringers

from the Eastern United States.
The majority of the musicians were teenagers representing
churches, schools and clubs.

Daun estimated that more than 90

per cent of them were from churches.
"The_ type of music ranges from religious to classics to modern
songs such as music from 'Fiddler on the Roof'," said Robert Ivey,
president of the guild •
. Ivey, who represents the First Presbyterian Church of Red Bank,
N. J., busily rehearsed Wednesday and Thursday for Friday night's
massed concert.

He directed 16 selections during the free concert

at the Laughlin Health Building.
(MORE)
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---More than 1,700 new students and their
parents are visiting Morehead State University next week for the
annual Orientation and Pre-Registration Conference.
Dr. Morris K. Caudill, MSU's dean of undergraduate programs,
said the purpose of the visits on Monday, Wednesday and Friday is
to familiarize parents and students with the campus and the
university's academic offerings.
In addition to campus tours and other programs, the new
students will receive individual assistance in preparing class
schedules and registering for the fall semester.
MSU President Adron Doran is welcoming each group and panel
discussions of campus life will involve current students and
faculty and staff members.
111111111111
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KY· --- Morehead State University will be honored

next week in San Diego, calif. at the national convention of the
American College Public Relations Association.
MSU will receive a Certificate of Special Merit in the 1973
ACPRA National Honors Competition for its Golden Anniversary
Celebration.
Dr. Ray Hornback, chairman of MSU's year-long observance, will
accept the award during the ACPRA Awards Banquet on Wednesday,
James L. Sankovitz, chairman of the 1973 honors competition,
described the MSU entry as "a notable achievement worthy of
recognition by your colleagues in the higher education profession."
The 70-page entry catalogued the many aspects of MSU's 50-year
celebration, including 40 special events, production of 20 special
publications, voluntary services of more than 100 faculty and staff
members and the expenditure of only $12,000.
"We had wonderful cooperation from many people," said Dr.
Hornback, "and that fact that we were able to do all of these
things on such a limited budget apparently impressed the judges."
Dr. Hornback added, "The special, 16-page supplement which was
used in 26 daily and weekly newspapers with a circulation of more
than 120,000 certainly was the most successful of the Golden
Anniversary endeavors."
(more)

MSU award
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Other highlights of the celebration included:
)

*

Presentation of legislative resolutions honoring Morehead

and Murray state universities and a reception at the state Capitol.

*

An outdoor birthday party with a 12-foot high cake and

2,000 participants.

*
)

I .

A campus appearance by former u.s. Supreme Court Justice

Arthur J. Goldberg.

*

The Golden Anniversary Ball.

*

Three rural development conferences.

*

Golden Anniversary Homecoming, featuring enterta·:fners Victor

.

•.... •

Borge and Stevie Wonder, u.s. Sen. Thomas Eagleton and. the largest
""

_#

homecoming crowd in MSU history.

*

Meetings on campus of several statewide organizations,

including the Kentucky Academy of Science and the Kentucky
Association of communication Arts.

*

An appearance by television star Ann B. Davis for a week as

Golden Anniversary actiess-in-residence.

*

A dinner sponsored by the citizens of Morehead and Rowan

County to salute MSU's contributions.

*

Production of a 50-year report which is being distributed

this summer.
11.1111111111#
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Ten free concerts are scheduled next week at
Morehead State University during the Daniel Boone Forest Music Camp.
A 7:30p.m. piano recital Tuesday in Baird Recital Hall opens
the four-day concert schedule.

It will be followed by a 9 p.m.

faculty recital.
The music camp woodwind and brass ensemble will perform Wednesday,
July 11, at 7:30p.m.

At 9 p.m. Chris Gallaher, MSU assistant

professor of music, will direct a jazz ensemble.
A directors' Concert, conducted by Gene Norden, MSU instructor
of music, is scheduled July 12 at 7:30p.m.

Robert Schietroma, MSU

instructor of music, will direct a percussion ensemble at 9 p.m.
Gallaher will conduct a 4 p.m. concert of high school stage bands
I

July 13.

A piano recital is scheduled for 5 p.m.

James Ross Beane,

MSU associate professor of music, will direct a 7:30p.m. high school
chorus.
High school concert bands will perform July 13 at 9 p.m.

Dired~

will be Charles Campbell,of Winchester, Mike Mannarino of Cincinnati,
Ohio, and Gregg Hanson of Ogden, Utah.
More than 600 junior high and high school bandsmen are expected
to participate in the two one-week sessions of the annual music camp.
The first session opens July 8 and the second on July 15.

111111##
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University will conduct workshops
dealing with economics of the Appalachian Region, human development
in adulthood and the world of manufacturing July 9 through Aug. 3.
Economics of the Appalachian Region will be taught from 6:30p.m.
to 8:30 p.m. Monday through Friday by Dr. Gerald Grinnell, assistant
professor of economics.
Steve Taylor, associate professor of adult education, will conduct
the Human Development in Adulthood Workshop.

The graduate course

will meet from 1 to 4 p.m. Monday through Thursday.
The World of Manufacturing Workshop will focus on the management,
personnel and production techniques of manufacturing.

Dr. Robert

Newton, associate professor of industrial education, will teach the
class from 8 a.m. to noon Monday through Friday.

The course carries

four hours of undergraduate or graduate credit.
Registration for the courses will be Monday, July 9.
HUUHU
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SPECIAL TO THE PIKE COUNTY NEWS
By Hazel Dyer
Student Journalist
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Linda Lee Tackett, guest director of summer
Theatre's "She Stoops To Conquer," to be presented in Button
Auditorium July 12-13; and instructor of the creative dramatics
class, said, "Life is a continual learning process."
She makes it a point to learn something new from her everyday
experiences.
Born and raised in Virgie, she did her undergraduate work in
speech and drama at MSU, at the same time as did Harlan Hamm,
instructor in speech and dramatics at University Breckinridge
School, and Dr. William Layne, coordinator of MSU theater.

She

received her MA in speech in 1972 at the University of Iowa.
Active in Players and forensic groups, Ms. Tackett has also
worked with community theaters in New Mexico, Pennsylvania, Iowa
and Illinois.

She has directed and designed the set for "Night

Must Fall," and directed "You Can't Take It With You."
She has acted in such roles as Laura in "The Glass Menagerie,"
Romaine in "Witness for the Prosecution," and the lead in the
comedy "Lu v. "
(MORE)

director of summer theatre 2-2-2-2-2

Ms. Tackett worked with inter-city children in story-telling
and reading dramatics in Waterloo, Iowa.

She has also worked with

minority groups, such as the self-contained class of Navajo children
in New Mexico, where she taught English as a second language.
She also taught remedial reading and communicative skills in the
Job Corps in New Mexico and Pennsylvania.
Morehead's guest director expressed her love to travel, and
her dream is to travel all over the world.

"Traveling has helped

both in education and my growth as a person," Ms. Tackett said.
Perhaps it was ·.this and her love for the fine arts, with her
awareness of the need for good literature that led to her avocation
of writing children's stories.
She describes summer theater as a way of putting theory into
practice, a sharing of ideas where the students, working under
pressure, must be flexible, and maintain a constant rapport within
the group in order to remain well organized.

##111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Department of
Agriculture this summer will be conducting a three-week horticulture
workshop for agriculture teachers.
The workshop will be taught from 12:30 to 4 p.m., July 16-Aug. 3
by Robert Wolfe, assistant professor of agriculture.

It will deal

with the use of greenhouse facilities in teaching vocational
agriculture at the secondary level.
Class participants will determine the necessary facilities',
supplies and equipment for a high school program and how to utilize
these facilities-most efficiently for educational purposes,
The workshop is open to vocational agriculture teachers and
prospective agriculture teachers.

Participants may earn three

semester hours of undergraduate or graduate credit.
11!1111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Department of
Home Economics last week conducted a Family Life Education Workshop
for 30 area home economics teachers.
During the two-day session, the teachers reviewed new trends
in teaching family life education and new resource materials to
use in the classroom.

Dr. Betty B. Bailey, head of MSU's Department

of Home Economics, directed the workshop.
Dr. Ruth Jefferson, a guest consultant from Howard University,
discussed the need to include boys in family living classes and the
need for teachers to help students better cope with personal and
family problems.
The workshop participants included

)
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Carl David Burks, Shelbyville freshman at
Morehead State University, is cast in "She Stoops to Conquer"
being presented July 12-13 in Button Auditorium.

Curtain time

;
is 8:15p.m.
The 18th-century comedy, the second of four MSU Summer Theatre
productions, is being directed by guest director Linda Tackett,
an MSU graduate and a native of Virgie.
Burks, the ;son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E. Burks of Shelbyville,
was a member of the 1972 MSU Summer Theatre troupe and a member of
Shelby Theatre.

flflfiHII
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's voluntary Army
ROTC program is now open to women, MSU President Adron Doran
has announced.
The Department of the Army has authorized institutions offering
ROTC to open the program to coeds beginning this fall.
Women will be required to complete most of the existing basic
program but will not be required to take marksmanship training,
Dr. Doran said.
Women students currently attending MSU may enroll in the
program by-taking the basic ROTC course on an accelerated basis.
Current Army regulations state that

~mmen

may participate in

only the four-year program but a modified summer camp for women
is planned for 1975.
Army ROTC has been offered at MSU since 1968 and has produced
102 second lieutenant commissions.

For several years, MSU's Department of Military Science has
sponsored a coed drill team and a coed sponsor corps and women
have participated as rifle team members.
"In our program, the name of the game is leadership," said
Major Billy D. Williams, professor of military science.

"It is

a skill which will be of value to both male and female students
in whatever vocation is chosen---military or civilian."
####
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NOREHEAD, Ky.---An exhibit of landscape paintings by
Lester F. Pross, chairman of the Berea College Department of
Art, is on display in the Claypool-Young Gallery at Morehead
State University.
1.

The 55-piece show, which will be shown through Aug. 10,
features oils and acrylics.

Many of the paintings are for sale.

Pross' works have exhibited regionally in Appalachian
Corridors II Touring Exhibition, Faces of Kentucky I and II, the
Louisville Art Center's Annuals and the Mid-States Exhibition.
Pross, who holds bachelor's and master's degrees from
Oberlin College, has been a Fulbright lecturer in art at the
University of Punjab in Pakistan and a visiting professor at
Union College and the American University in Cairo, Egypt.
A member of the Kentucky Guild of Artists and Craftsmen,
Pross is a past president of the Kentucky Art Association.
"The artist has abstracted the essence of the landscape
by reducing it to flat geometric planes of color," said Dr.

p

Bill Booth, head of the MSU Department of Art.

"His canvases

are sun-splashed with color and strong organic form."
"It is an exciting show visually and provides an· opportunity
for students and gallery goers to see how an artist interprets a
single theme through numerous variations on that theme,"
said.

Dr. Booth

Summer gallery hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
7-6-73
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---More than 50 school administrators from
throughout Kentucky are expected to attend a counselors'
conference July 25 at Morehead State University.
Vocational and career possibilities will be emphasized at
the day-long conference.

Various studies conducted by MSU

regarding job opportunities in Kentucky will be discussed.
The guests will be welcomed to campus at 9:30 a.m. by
Dr. Ray Hornback, MSU vice president for university affairs.
Dr. Paul F. Davis, vice president for academic affairs, and
Roger Wilson, vice president for student affairs, are scheduled
to give "A Profile of MSU Students."
A panel composed of MSU deans and Major Billy D. Williams,
professor of military science will discuss "Careers in Kentucky:
Opportunities in the '70's" at 10 a.m.
Campus tours are scheduled in the afternoon.

Emphasis will

be placed on the Appalachian Technical Institute, which will
open this fall and house a variety of technological programs.
####
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---.An art exhibit of works by Tom J. Whitaker,
Salyersville graduate student at Morehead State University, is on
display through Friday in MSU's Johnson camden Library.
The show includes water colors, acrylics and drawings.

An

exhibit of crafts by Carol Junk, South Charleston, Ohio,

graduate student will be on display July 16-28 in the library.
Both exhibits are free and open to the public.
1111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University President Adron
Doran has been named tri-chairman of the "Committee for Legislative
Reform" to push for November passage of an amendment call:tfig·i}or
annual sessions of the Kentucky General Assembly.
The committee consists of current and former legislators and
interested groups favoring the amendment.
The other tri-chairmen are Rep. William Kenton, D-Lexington,
who sponsored the amendment in the 1972 session, and George Greer,
R-Owensboro, the mayor pro tern of Owensboro.
House Majority Leader John Swinford, D-Cynthiana, .and House
Minority Leader Harold DeMarcus, R-Stanford, will head the legislative group.
Dr. Doran, MSU's president since 1954, served as Speaker of
the House in · 1950.

He spent six years in The G.eneral Assembly

as the representative of Graves County.
1111 ~ IJ II##
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's TRIO Program has
received a $230,000 grant from the U.S •. Office of Education for
the 1973-74 school year.
t-1ith two major components, instruction and outreach, TRIO
provides the services formerly offered by the Upward Bound, Talent
Search and Special Services programs.
Roland L. Burns, former director of special services, is
administering the newly-consolidated TRIO Program.

MSU is among

only three institutions in the Southeast which have all federal
student assistance programs, Burns said.
Frank D. Sandage, instructional coordinator, is directing
the on-campus program providing academic advisement, tutoring,
counseling, remedial classes and personal development services
for 200 MSU students from low-income backgrounds.
Donald B. Tackett is serving as coordinator of the outreach
component which will identify 125 disadvantaged high school students
and encourage their participation in Upward Bound.
Another function of the

outre~ch

program is to identify

1,200 high school students with low-income backgrounds and

encourage them to pursue post-secondary education.
#41 II II II·
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Army Colonel Eff Birdsong, Jr. has been named
professor of military science at Morehead State University.
A veteran of 23 years of active Army service, Col. Birdsong
assumes his new position on July 26.

He

previo~sly

served as

professor of military science at Murray State University.
The Texas native entered the Army in 1950, received his
commission through Officers Candidate School and was promoted to
colonel in 1966.

He has completed the Artillery Officers' Advanced

Course and the Army Command and General Staff College.
Birdsong, who served in the Korean Conflict, earned a bachelor's
degree at the University of Maryland and a master's at Murray State.
His awards include the Distinguished Service Medal, the Legion
of Merit, Army Commendation Medal, Combat Infantry Badge and the
Parachutist Badge.
Col. Birdsong succeeds.Col.

~thur

Kelly, now depufy commander

of the ROTC Regional Headquarters at Fort Knox.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---An experience in international cooperation
reaches its climax Aug. 2 at Morehead State University.
Six students from Thailand will receive master's degrees in
ndult and continuing education during MSU's summer commencement.
The students, Yuth Dejagamrone, Miss Thongkum Dhadoongsook,
Sthan Suwanraj, Kla Somtrakool, Sa-Nguan Ongsrikul and Manop Galadee,
have been attending MSU the past year
..·

und~r

sponsorship of the Agency

for International Development (AID) •
AID provides tuition, a book allowance and a stipend of
approximately $200 per month.

J

'

The students, who are adult education

supervisors in their country, took instruction in English before
coming to the United States.
Three of the educators are from Bangkok and the others are from
rural provinces.

Two are married and have children at home.

Yuth Dejagamrone, who is supervisor of adult education and
elementary in Thailand's Region B, has 14 years experience in the
adult education field.

"I found the geography of this region similar

to that of Thailand," he said.

"many of the educational practices we

have learned here can be applied in our programs at home."
Miss Thongkum Dhadoongsook, who is principal of an adult school
in Bangkok, said she is favorably impressed by the use of paraprofessionals, the encouragement of free discussion. and the American
community and middle schools.
(MORE)

'·
MSU Thai Graduates-2-2-2-2-2
"I have really appreciated the kindness shown by everyone here,"
she said.

"We have been far from home but we have felt at home on

this campus."
"t'lhen we return to Thailand, we must try to overcome the
obstacles of tradition and beliefs, attitude changes and behavorial
changes," she said.
Sthan Suwanraj plans to operate reading centers in his province
of Ubon.

"Many people in my country say they are too old to learn

but it is my job to try to get them interested in improving
themselves," he said.
The educators said the Thai educational system is structured
in five levels and that the educational level is equal to about
fourth or fifth grade in the American system.

More than seven million

Thais are illiterate, according to a report from the Ministry of
~

Education.
"It has been a very positive educational experience for all of
us," said Dr. Harold Rose, chairman of MSU's Department of Adult and
Continuing Education and the group's advisor.

"We look forward to an

opportunity to work with other international students."

Ill: II 1111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---trJith the opening next month of a two-week
post summer session, Morehead State University will achieve
year-long operation of its academic facilities.
The new session becomes the fifth term in MSU's academic
calendar.

In addition to the fall and spring semesters and the

summer session, the university also has a three-week Intersession
in the spring.
Post summer starts Aug. 6 and ends Aug. 17 with 15 courses
being offered.

Students are limited to three semester hours of

credit and classes meet up to five hours daily.
"Creation of the post summer session provides another
opportunity for Morehead State University to serve the educational
_;

needs of this region,

11

said MSU President Adron Dorano

11

This

means the university now is in session 46 weeks out of the year
and that is maximum utilization of our facilities."
Fees for the post summer session include $18 per semester
hour for Kentucky undergraduates and $40 per hour for non-residents.
Graduate students pay $27 per hour as Kentucky residents and $56
per hour as out-of-staters.
Registration is scheduled Monday, Aug. 6, from 8 a.m. until
10 a.m. at Button Auditorium.

Classes start the same day.
1111111111
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course offerings include:
Home Economics 399-G, Food Cost Control, 2 hours.
Psychology 473-G, Instrumentation and Analysis, 3 hours.
Education 552, The Community School, 3 hours.
Education 476-G, Independent Study in Secondary Education,
1-3 hours.
Education 476-G;' Independent Study in Elementary Education,
1-3 hours.
Physical Education 499-G, FolR Dance Workshop, 1 hour.
Physical Education 476-G, Independent Study in Physical Education,
1-3 hours.
Physical Education 570, Research Problems, 1-3 hours.
Music 471, Choral Conducting, 2 hours.
Science 105, Introduction of Biological Sciences, 3 hours.
Biology 332, Human Physiology, 3 hours.
History 400, American Foundations, 3 hours.
History 344, Kentucky History, 3 hours.
History 477-G, Directed Readings in European History, 1-3 hours.
Geography 390-G, Weather and Climate, 3 hours.

II 1/ II II II II
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---With the opening next month of a two-week
post summer session, Morehead State University will achieve
year-long operation of its academic facilities.
The new session becomes the fifth term in MSU's academic
'

calendar.

In addition to the fall and spring semesters and the

summer session, the university also has a three-week Intersession
in the spring.
c

.-

Post summer starts Aug. 6 and ends Aug. 17 with 15 courses
being offered.

Students are limited to three semester hours of

credit and classes meet up to five hours daily.
"Creation of the post summer session provides another
opportunity for Morehead State University to serve the educational
:

heeds of this region," said MSU President Adron Doran.

"This

means the university now is in session 46 weeks out of the year
and that is maximum utilization of our facilities."
Fees for the post summer session include $18 per semester
hour for Kentucky undergraduates and $40 per hour for non-residents.
Graduate students pay $27 per hour as Kentucky residents and $56
per hour as out-of-staters.
Registration is scheduled Monday, Aug. 6, from 8 a.m. until
10 a.m. at Button Auditorium.

Classes start the same day.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---When it comes to distinguished alumnus awards,
Morehead State University President Adron Doran is amply supplied.
In fact, he may be the only person in the country to hold
such awards from three different institutions of higher education.
The third carne recently from his first alma mater,
Freed-Hardeman College, a two-year college in Henderson, Tenn.
It was the school's first "Distinguished Alumnus Award" and it
cited Dr. Doran's "outstanding service to higher education" as
president of Morehead State University since 1954.
Dr. Doran's collection of alumnus trophies began in 1965 when
the University of Kentucky, site of his doctoral study, bestowed
its "Distinguished Alumni Centennial Award."
Murray State University, his alma mater

~or

bachelor's and

master's degrees, presented him its "Distinguished Alumnus Award"
in 1972.

He is a former president of the Murray Alumni Association.

"These awards are among my most cherished possessions,"
Dr. Doran said.

"Nothing could be more gratifying for a university

president than to have all of the colleges and universities which
he attended say they are proud of his accomplishments."
In addition to three distinguished alumnus awards, the MSU
president also holds three honorary doctoral degrees.

They were

conferred by Murray, Eastern Kentucky University and Ashland College
of Ohio.
####
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to the Ashland Daily Independent)·
By HAZEL DYER

MSU Student Journalist
MOREHEAD, Ky.-'--Donna Qualls, a Morehead State University
. graduate from Russell, will direct. "Anastasia", MSU Summer Theatre's
third play of the season.

She is the youngest guest director to

act in this capacity since Summer Theatre was established here
three years ago.
Ms. Qualts, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Qualls, 89 Verna

Dr. Russell, and a graduate of Fairview High School, received her
bachelor's degree in speech and drama at MSU with emphasis on

t~e

technical aspects of play production.
She played·the irigenue in "Mary, Mary" last summer and designed
the set £or the musical comedy.

With

t~e

exception of in-class work,

this is her first major directing effort.
During~er senior year in high s~hool, Ms. Qualls attended

an eight-week workshop at MSU whose purpose was to promote interest
in drama but it was not until._later that she became .actively interested
in theater.
Ms. Qualls said she would J.ike to do an experimental play,

children's theater and some of the old classics.

She completed a

minor in history because it could help her with cred"ibility in
historical productions.

...
gue~t

director 2-2-2-2

•

.

. "Anastasia" will be shown at MSU July 23-27 in the Combs
Building Little Theatre.

Admission is $1.50 for adults and

50 cents for children.
·The last play of the sununer will be "Stop The World, I Want
To Get Off."

Directed by Marvin Philips, .the production is

·scheduled July 30, 31, and Aug. 1.
1111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Lyda Lewis, a graduate of Morehead State
University and a former MSU Homecoming Queen, is Miss .Kentucky
•

of 1973.
The 24-year-old titlist is the first black woman to win the
state pageant, the same distinction she had in 1967 as MSU's
Homecoming winner and in 1968 as MSU's entry in the Mountain
Laurel Festival.
Now a teacher and model in Louisville, Miss Lewis studied
with Mrs. Adron Doran at MSU before entering the Laurel Festival.
A former resident of Maysville, she is a 1970 graduate of MSU.
Marsha Griffith, the current Miss MSU, was a semi-finalist
in the state pageant.

Six of the 40 contestants had ties to

Morehead State.
Miss Lewis became the second Miss Kentucky with MSU connections.
Mrs. Janet Hatfield Lowman of Ashland, the 1968 winner, formerly
attended the university.
The 1973 Miss MSU competition was recognized for the best
local pageant program book_ in the state.
llflflllllll
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NEWS BRIEFS
·-~MOREHEAD 0

Ky·.--An exhibit of photography by Steven Todd,

WinChester graduate student, will be displayed July 29-Aug. 3 at
I

Morehead

S~te

University's Johnson Camden Library •

. .J:t will be shown on the _library's third floor and will be
•·· ..;

.open to the public.
II 111111 II

MO~,

Ky.--More than 50 Kentucky school. administrators

are visiting Morehead State University on Wednesday, July 25, for
·a counselors conference.·
Vocationa~

and career possibilities will be emphasized

during·the 'day-long conference.
new Appalachian

•

Technic~l

•

tours will include MSU's

Institute which is opening this fall.
II lUI II II
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Mrs. Adron Doran, the First Lady of
Morehead State University, has become a member of a very select
group.
She has been chosen for inclusion in the 1974-75 edition of
"Who's Who of American Women," published by Marquis.
With her biography listed in the volume, Mrs. Doran joins
about 20,000 individuals chosen by the publishers as "the most
eminent women in current world affairs."
MSU's First Lady since 1954 and founder and director of its
Personal Development Institute, she was selected for similar
honors by "Who's Who in America" and "Outstanding Community
Leaders of America."
Other recent tributes to Mrs. Doran include her recognition
as "National Woman of the Year" by Cardinal Key National Honor
Society, as "Outstanding Woman Kentuckian" by the Kentucky
Young Democrats, and as recipient of the University Special
Service Award from the MSU Alumni Association.
A member of the Board of Trustees of Pikeville College, she
also serves as a member of the Kentucky' Arts Commission and the
Morehead Girls Center Citizens Committee.
Mrs. Doran is a former president of the Kentucky Federation
of Women's Clubs and a former member of the Governor's commission
on Children and Youth and the Kentucky Commission on the Status
of Women.
7-20-73
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University will reach a milestone
during summer commencement exercises on Thursday, Aug. 2.
With 469 persons

s~heduled

to receive degrees at the 10 a.m.

ceremony in Wetherby Gymnasium, MSU will pass the 15,000 mark in
number of alumni.
From the first commencement in 1927 through last spring, MSU
has graduated 14,727 persons.

Nearly 88 per cent of the degrees

13,334 --have been conferred by Dr. Adron Doran since he became
president in 1954.
The university reached the 5,000 level in 1963 and the lO,OOOth
graduate carne out·in 1970.
This summer's class includes 239 bachelor's degrees, 224 master's
and six associate (two-year) degrees.

In addition, the university will

present five honorary doctorates.
One of the honorees, Eastern Kentucky University President Robert
R. Martin, will deliver the commencement address.
Also receiving doctoral degrees will be Kentucky author Jesse
Stuart, Fread-Hardeman College President Claude Gardner, Army Col.
Arthur L. Kelly and Alonzo Williams, Western Kentucky teacher, attorney
and minister.
The commencement ceremony closes the 1973 summer session which
produced MSU's largest

s~mmer

enrollment in history.

persons are attending classes on campus.
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Candy Roberts of Morehead, a special student
at Morehead State University, is a member of the cast for this
week's production of "Anastasia" by the MSU Summer Theatre.
Performances are scheduled through Friday at 8:15 p.m.
in the Combs Building Little. Theater.
for non-students.

Admission is $1.50

MSU students are admitted free.

Miss Roberts, a senior at University Breckinridge School,
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Barney Roberts, Rt. 6,
Morehead.

llllllllllll
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Patrick Neace, Florence junior
at Morehead State University, is a member of the cast for this
week's production of "Anastasia" by the MSU Summer Theatre.
Performances are scheduled through Friday at 8:15 p.m.
in the Combs Building Little Theater.
for non-students.

Admission is $1.50

MSU students are admitted free.

Neace, who is portraying "Michael Serensky, is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Neace, 206 Claxon Dr., Florence.

He

also has appeared in MSU productions of "Unwicked Witch,"
"Butterflies Are Free," and "Guys and Dolls."
1111111111
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Ford Davis of Morehead has been named president of

Lambda Province of Kappa Delta Sorority •
.She is 'the wife of Morehead State University's vice president
. for academic affai'rs.
Mrs. Davis will be responsible for Kappa Delta·Chapters at MSU,
Eastern KentuCky, Ge?rgetown College and the University of Kentucky.
A graduate of UK where she became a member of Kappa
Davis is a former president of the MSU

Woman•s·c~ub,

D~lta,

Mrs.

Morehead League

of Women Voters and Morehead Home Economists in Homemaking.
She crirrently is first vice president of Wilderness Road Girl
Scout Council, secretary of the Morehead Girls Center Citizens ·
Committee and a member of the Morehead-Rowan County Fiscal Improvement
Corporation.
· Mrs. ·Davis· had been advisor to MSU' s Delta Tau Chapter of Kappa
.Delta since its installation in 1969.

She formerly taught home

economics at Freed-Hardeman College.
Dr. and P~s •. Davis have three children.

llflflllll
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Six high school marching bands are coming
to Morehead state University for a week of concentrated
rehearsals.
Arriving sunday will be Simon Kenton and Whitesburg.
Starting Aug. 5 are Boyd county and Ashland Paul Blazer.
Lexington Bryan Station and Lexington Lafayette begin on Aug. 13.
Gene Norden, associate conductor of the MSU Marching Band,
i~

coordinating the camps.

music~ans

The student

will live on

campus and use MSU's drill facilities, including a new, all-weather
band practice area.
####

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five honorary doctoral degrees will be
'

awarded Thursday at Morehead State University's summer commencement.
Being recognized at the 10 a.m. ceremony

~n

Wetherby Gymnasium

;

are Eastern Kentucky University President

Rob~rt ~.

Martin, authof

Jesse Stuart, Fread-Hardeman college President Claude Gardner,
Army Col. Arthur L. Kelly and Alonzo Williams, Western Kentucky
teacher, attorney and minister.
MSU President Adron Doran will
450 persons.

~onfer
,
.

degrees
on
.
~

~ore

than

Dr. Martin, president of EKU since 1960, will be

the principal speaker.·
####
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Registration is scheduled Monday, August 6,

for Morehead State University's post summer session.
The term lasts two weeks with 15 courses being offered.
Students are limited to three semester hours of credit and classes
meet up to five hours daily.
Fees for the session include $18 per semester hour for
Kentucky undergraduates and $40 per hour for non-residents.
Graduate students pay $27 per hour as Kentucky residents and
$56 per hour as out-of-staters.
Registration
Auditorium.

7-30-73

lasts from 8 a.m. until 10 a.m. at Button

Classes start the same day.

.........
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Vickie Riffe, Ashland sophomore, and Van
Ramey, Flat Gap sophomore at Morehead State University, are cast
members of this week's production of "Stop the World, I Want to
Get Off" by the MSU Summer Theatre.
Performances are scheduled through Wednesday at 8:15 p.m. in
Button Auditorium.

Admission is $1.50 for non-students.

MSU

students are admitted free.
Miss Riffe, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James K. Riffe of
401 McClure St,, Ashland, had the female lead in "Butterflies Are
Free" this summer.

She has also appeared in "Guys and

Dolls,~

"The Birds" and "Send Me No Flowers" at MSU.
Ramey is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Ramey of Flat Gap.
member of the Morehead Players, he participated in the 1972 MSU
Summer Theatre.

####
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Special to Kentucky Transportation Newsletter

MOREHEAD, Ky.---State Secretary of Transportation

Elij~h_M.

Hogge has been honored by the Morehead State University Alumni
Association.
A 1937 graduate of MSU, Hogge received the "Governmental
Service Award" at the annual awards banquet of the alumni
association.
The award is presented annually to an outstanding MSU
graduate who has excelled in the field of public service through
a governmental position.
•·

Commissioner Hogge was originally named to Gov. Wendell
~-

Ford's cabinet as Commissioner of Motor Transpor'tation.

He

later was appointed to head the ne\rl Department of Transportation.
The Morehead resident previously served as county attorney ·
in Rowan County and-as commonwealth's attorney.

His award was·

presented by Deputy State Highway Commissioner Otto Ingram,
the 1972 winner.
1111111111#
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---An exhibit of 55 landscape paintings by Lester
F. Pross, chairman of the Berea College Department of Art, is on
display through Aug. 10 at Morehead State University.
Featuring oils and acrylics, the show is on display weekdays
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Claypool-Young Gallery.

Many of the

paintings are for sale.
Pross' works have been exhibited regionally in Appalachian
Corridors II Touring Exhibition, Faces of Kentucky I and II, the
Louisville Art Center's Annuals and the Mid-States Exhibition.
Pross, who holds bachelor's and master's degrees from Oberlin
College, has been a Fulbright lecturer in art at the University of
Panjab in Pakistan and a visiting professor at Union. College and the
American University in Cairo, Egypt.
1,· 1/ II II !I
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. MOREHEAD, Ky.---Marching bands from Boyd County and Ashland
Paul Blazer high schools are coming to Morehead State University
Sunday_ for a week of concentrated rehearsals.
The student musicians will live on campus and use MSU's drill
facilities, including a new, all:-weather band practice area.
'

-Gene Norden, associate conductor of the MSU Marching Band,
I

is coordinating the camp.
The band camp is the second in a series of three one-week camps
•

scheduled·this month.

Bands from Lexington Bryan Station and

Lexington·Lafayette will be on campu!l Aug. 12-18.·

###
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The "Knob Tigers 0 will be kicking up their
heels next week at Morehead State University.
More than 80 folk dancers are expected to attend the 20th
annual Kentucky Dance Institute beginning Sunday and closing
Aug. 11.
Nicknamed "Knob Tigers" several years ago by Institute
director Shirley D. Fort of Louisville, the dancers come from
throughout the United Statesand Europe.

They range in age from

teenagers to over 80.
During the week-long institute, the participants learn
new folk and square dances, practice traditional dances, plan
recreation programs and simply dance to have fun.
Participants may receive one semester hour of credit for
attending the institute.
The program offers instruction for both experienced and
inexperienced dancers.

"Some of the people have been attending

the institute since it started," 'Mrs. Fort said.
####
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State University awarded its

15,-000th degree and five honorary

doctorate~(!

Thursday at the

school's 46th summer commencement.
When Mrs. Patsy Sexton Taylor of Ashland received her
Bachelor of Arts degree, she'became the lS,OOOth MSU graduate.
The school reached the 5,000 level in 1963 and passed the 10,000
mark in 1970.
Receiving honorary doctorates were Dr. Robert R. Martin,
' and principal
president of Eastern Kentucky University
speaker~

commenceme~t

Dr. E. Claude Gardner, president of Freed-Hardeman College
Arthur~··

in Henderson, Tenn.r Army Col.

Kelly of Fort Knox:

Kentucky author Jesse Stuart of GreenuP,r;and Alonzo Williams,
teacher, attorney and minister of Paducah.
MSU President Adron Doran

conferr~d

221 master's degrees,

235 bachelor's degrees and six

associa~e

(two-year) degrees.

By receiving a degree from MSU, Stuart became the 11th member
of the Stuart family to receive degrees from the institution.
J

Dr. Martin urged the graduating class "to stand in defense
of this institution and the other regional

un~versities

and insist

that nothing stand in the way of their development."
"A true partnership should exist J;>etween the various levels
of education," Dr. Martin said.
II II 1111 /1
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MORE~AD,

Ky.---Nine recent Morehead State University graduates

have been commissioned

u.s.

Army second lieutenants including Larry

M. Jones of.Dema.
The new officers earned their commissions through MSU's
voluntary Army ROTC program.

Col. Eff Birdsong Jr., MSU professor

of military science, presented the commissions Aug. 2 at a special
ceremony.
MSU's ROTC program ranks first in number of. third-year cadets,
second in enrollment rate and third in overall enrollment among
90 institutions in the First Army Area.
A 1969 graduate of Knott county High School, Jones received bis
•

commission in .armor and will be attending the Officers' Basic Course
at Fort Knox in·necember.

He received his.BS degree in general

business·.·
lfllllllll
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Nine August graduates of Morehead State
University have been commissioned

u.s. Army second lieutenants

through MSU's voluntary ROTC program.
The new officers and their branch assignments are:
Ronald K. Bennett, Minford, Ohio,

Adjutan~

General Corps:

Gary G. Brammell, Grayson, armor: Edgar N. Collinsworth, Covington,
Corps ·of Engineers: Larry
M. Jones, Dema,
armor.
.
.
James A. McCosky, Steubenville, Ohio, air defense artillery:
Tracey Moore, Greenup, Transportation Corpsi Dennis H.· Shinkle,
Felicity, Ohio, Corps of Engineers: James H. Solter, Flemingsburg,
infantry: and Gary L. Stephens, Grayson, Transportation Corps.
Col •. Eff Birdsong, Jr., MSU professor of military science,
presided at the Aug. 2 commissioning ceremony.
MSU's Army ROTC. program ranks first in number of third-year
cadets, second in enrollment rate and third in overall enrollment
among 90 institutions in the First Army Area.
111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--...:Military and academic history was made Aug. 2 at
Morehead State University when Col. Arthur L. Kelly received an
honorary Doctor of Laws Degree at the summer commencement.
Col. Kelly, who served·with the Morehead State ROTC unit
:from July 1969 through May 1973 was, according to Department of
the Army officials, the first professor of military science to
be so honored by the institution he immediately served •
.A native of Springfield, Ky., Col. Kelly was.the MpU professor
of military science from February 1970 until he assumed his current
position as deputy commanding officer of the newly established
Second ROTC Region Headquarters at.Ft. Knox.
He is a veteran of Vietnam, Korea, and World War II.
After serving

a~

..,
an enlisted man during World War II, Kel-ly

served in the Kentucky National Guard at Springfield.

He returned

to active duty in 1951 as an artillery second lieutenant at the
U.S. Army Artillery and Missile School, Ft •. Sill, Okla •
.A graduate of the u.s. Marine Corps Command and Staff College
and the Army's "Personnel Management for Executives" course, Kelly
holds a bachelor's degree from the University of Nebraska at Omaha
and a Master of Higher Education Degree from Morehead state University.
(more)

Colonel Kelly 2-2-2

Col.-Kelly's decorations include the Legion of Merit and the
Bronze Star with Oak Leaf Cluster.
Under his leadership, the Morehead state voluntary ROTC
program has become one of the finest in the

nation~

It ranks

first in the number of third-year cadets, second in rate of
enrollment, and third) in overall enrollment among the 90 institutions in the 15-state First u.s. Al:my area •
. A unique course in national security was initiated and a
mine;:- in military science was approved during Col. Kelly's
tenure as professor of military science.
1111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The "Knob Tigers" are kicking up their
heels this week at Morehead State University.
More than 100 folk dancers are attending the 20th annual
Kentucky Dance Institute which began Sunday and closes Saturday.
Nicknamed "Knob Tigers" several years ago bY: Institute
co-director Shirley D. Fort of Louisville, the dancers come
from throughout the United States.

They range in age from

teenagers to over 80.
The publi.c is invited to attend an auction Thursday at
9 p.m. in the Adron Doran University Center ballroom.

Proceeds

go for scholarships.
During the week-long institute,· the participants .learn new
folk and square

dan~es,

practice traditional dances, plan recrea-

tion programs and simply dance to have fun.
Participants may receive one semester hour ·of credit for.
attending the institute.
_The program offers instruction for both experienced and
inexperienced dancers.

"Some of the I>eopie have been. attending

the institute since it started," Mrs. Fort said.
####
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Army Lt. Col. Otis H. Saunders has assumed
the position of director of instruction and senior instructor with
the Department of Military Science at Morehead State·university.
The Beckley, W. Va., native attended Stratton High School and
graduated from West Virginia State College in 1958.

He received his

commission in infantry and entered active duty in 1958.
~e

has served as a platoon leader, company commander, reserve

component advisor, battalion commander and advisor to the Armed Forces
of South Vietnam.
Saunders, who completed two tours in Europe and two in Vietnam,.
has received numerous awards and decorations.

His awards include the
··:

Legion of Merit, the

~ronze

Star Medal, Air Medal, Purple Heart·, Army

Commendation Medal and the Combat Infantry Badge.
He is married to the former Julie Phillips of Baltimore, Md.
They reside with their four children at 514 N•. Wilson.
1111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--.-Morehead State University recently awarded
degrees to 461 persons at summer commencement, including Leslye
Mercer Murray, granddaughter of Mrs. A. J. Mercer, Sr. of Central
City.
More than 3,000 persons witnessed the ceremony in Wetherby
Gymnasium where MSU President Adron Doran conferred 221 master's
degrees, 235 bachelor's degrees and six associate (two-year) degrees.
MSU has now awarded more than 15,000 degrees.

The school

reached the 5,000 level in 1963 and graduated its lO,OOOth alumnus
·in 1970.
Mrs. Murray, the daughter of Mrs. Rita Mercer of Miami, Fla.,
and late A. J. Mercer, received a master's degree in history.

She

is the wife of Gene Murray of Morehead.
Mrs. Murray attained a perfect 4.00 average on her graduate
I

study.
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MOREHEAD, KY. --- Morehead State University opens its doors
Aug. 20 to an expected fall semester enrollment of nearly 6,500.
Campus residence halls open Sunday, Aug. 19, at 9 a.m. and
registration begins Monday, Aug. 20, at 8 a.m. in Laughlin Health
Building.
MSU President and Mrs. Adron Doran will host a reception for
parents of freshmen and transfer students Sunday, Aug. 19, at 2 p.m.
at the University Center.

A reception for freshmen and transfer

students is set Tuesday, Aug. 21, at 8 p.m. in the Adron Doran
University Center Ballroom.
Classes begin Thursday, Aug. 23, and the last day to register
for credit is Sept. 4.
Dr. Doran, the dean of Kentucky's university presidents, is

beginning his 20th year as MSU's president.
Opening this fall for the first time will be the $3.8 million
Boyd F. Reed Hall, home of MSU' s Appalachian Technical Institute.
The structure will house two-year degree programs in 17 technical
areas.
The MSU football squad will be playing the first 11-game
schedule in the school's history.

Coach Roy M. Terry's .Eagles open

the season Sept. 8 against Central State University in the Ashland
Shrine Game.
(MORE)

I

.

.,S/

MSU Fall Registration-2-2-2-2-2
Homecoming is scheduled Oct. 4-6 and Thanksgiving vacation
begins Wednesday, Nov. 21, at noon.

Final examinations are scheduled

Dec. 10-14 with the fall term closing Dec. 15.
The 1973-74 calendar includes:
Aug. 20---Fall semester opens.
Aug. 25---Registration for night and Saturday classes.
Oct. 4-6---Homecoming.
Nov. 21-25---Thanksgiving vacation.
Dec. 10-14---Final examinations.
Dec. 15---Fall semester closes.
Jan. 7---Spring semester begins.
March 9-17---Spring break.
May 6-10---Final examinations.
May 11---Spring semester closes.
May 12---Commencement.
1111111111
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MOREHEAD, KY. --- Danny M. Burns and John E. Fugate, 1973
graduates of Rowan County High School, have been awarded four-year
Army ROTC scholarships to attend Morehead State University.
The scholarship recipients were announced this week by Col.
Eff Birdsong, MSU professor of military science.
ROTC scholarships provide for books, tuition, incidental
fees and a monthly allowance.

Upon graduation and completion of

the voluntary ROTC program, Burns and Fugate will be commissioned
second lieutenants and serve a minimum of four years on active duty.
Burns is the son of Edna Burns and William Burns of Morehead.
He plans to be a

pre-dent~~try

major.

Fugate, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest R. Fugate of Clearfield,
will be a chemistry major.
HIIIIIIHII/111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Are you a seniqr citizen who would like to
enroll in free college courses at Morehead State University?
Kentucky residents may register for MSU courses under the
William M. Caudill Senior Citizens Fellowship Program which
provides a waiver of fees for all Kentuckians 65 and older.
Interested persons should contact Mrs. Priscilla Gotsick
at MSU's Institute on the Aging before Sept. 10.

The telephone

numbers are 606/784-9229 or 783-3111.
Program participants do not
registration.

hav~

Enrollment coordination is made through the

Institute on the Aging.
Ut:UUJI!f
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University is offering an
upper le;ve;t:English course over WKYT-TV, channel 27, in Lexington,
~·

beginning Sept. 10.
English_595, formerly English 495G, Linguistics-Composition, is
open

to~college

seniors and graduate students.

The course will be aired from 6:30a.m. until 7 a.m. Monday,
·Wednesday and Friday for 15 weeks.

Dr. Lewis W. Barnes, MSU

-,Professor of English, is the instructor.

'

--

.

~,

/

Tuition for the

three-semester~hour

course is $45 for undergraduates

-.i,-and $66 for graduate students.
;,·

Graduate students who are not admitted to MSU must have a transcript sent to Dr. John R. Duncan, MSU dean of graduate programs.
Persons wishing to register for the course should contact
Dr. Harry Mayhew, Undergraduate Programs, Morehead State University,
Morehead, Ky.

40351.
111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University is offering two
l

up~er

level English courses this fall over two television stations in
Cincinnati.
Folk Literature, English 544, will be shown on WLWT-TV, Channel 5,

I

beginning Monday, Sept. 17.

It will be presented Monday, Wednesday

and Friday at 6:30 a.m. for 15 weeks.
Reading and Linguistics, English 516, will be offered on WKRC-TV,
Channel 12, beginning Tuesday, Sept. 18.

It will be aired Tuesday,

Thursday and Friday at 6:30a.m. for 15 weeks.
The courses are open to juniors, seniors and graduate students.
Dr. Lewis W. Barnes, MSU professor of English, is the instructor.
Tuition for each course is $45 for undergraduates and $66 for
'

graduate students.
Persons wishing to·register for the courses should contact
Dr. Harry Mayhew, Undergraduate Programs, Morehead
Morehead,

KY·

40351.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University will be a training
site this fall for a federally-funded project to train emergency
medical technicians.
MSU is among 18 classroom locations for the emergency medical
care program, now in its third year.

Dates for the class at MSU

will be Oct. 1 through Jan. 10.
Sponsored by the Kentucky Departments of Health and Public
Safety, the EMT training program is made possible through a grant
from the

u.s.

Department of Transportation.

The course is designed for ambulance attendants, emergency
room personnel, firemen, policemen, nurses, safety engineers,
rescue squad and life squad members, industrial health and public
health personnel.

Registration is limited to 30 students per class.

All registrants must be at least 18 years old.
EMT classes meet Mondays and Thursdays from 7-10 p.m. for 12
and one-half consecutive weeks.

The 25 lessons involve 71 hours

of classroom training plus 10 hours of in-hospital observation.
The text, "Emergency care and Transportation of the Sick and
Injured," is supplemented with more than 20 hours of videotape
instruction prepared by physicians from the University of Kentucky
Medical Center.
(more)

'"

\..

...

EMT training 2-2-2
Classes are conducted by a local course instructor, a local
physician, nurse or other emergency medical care expert.
Upon successful completion of the course, the Department of
Health certifies students as EMT's.
Certified EMT's, as well as licensed physicians, and registered
and practical nurses are covered by the "Good Samaritan" law passed

.

by the General Assembly in 1972.

The law exempts these people from

liability in civil damages for administering emergency care or
treatment when pay for such services is neither expected nor given.
Additional information and advance registration forms for the
EMT courses may be obtained from Thomas A. Thompson, training
director, Emergency Health Services, State Department of Health,
275 East Main Street, Frankfort, Ky.

40601.

must be submitted with each application.
It II It II 1111
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MOREHEAD KY.---The fall semester opens next week at Morehead
State University with nearly 6,500 students expected to register.
Campus residence halls open Sunday at 9 a.m. and registration
begins Monday at 8 a.m. in Laughlin Health Building.
'-

MSU President and Mrs. Adron Doran will host a reception for
parents of freshmen and transfer students Sunday at 2 p.m. at
the University Center.
A reception for freshmen and transfer students is set Tuesday
at 8 p.m. in the Adron Doran University Center Ballroom.
Classes begin Thursday.

Registration for night and

Saturday classes will be from 8 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. Saturday,
August 25, in Laughlin Health Building.
Boyd F. Reed Hall, home of MSU's Appalachian Technical
Institute, opens this fall.

The structure will house two-year

degree programs in 17 technical areas.
illlllllllll II####
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MOREHEAD, KY. ---Morehead State University President Adron
Doran has announced appointment or promotion of nine administrators
for the 1973-74 school year.
Changes include a restructuring of MSU's radio-television
operation with the naming of three new supervisors.

Selected were

Donald F. Holloway, director of Telecommunications production:
William Rosenberg, director of telecommunications services1 and
Leslie Davis, director of media service and maintenance.
Dr •. Jerry F. Shuck has been appointed director of the
J

Appalachian Technical Institute which is opening for the fall
semester.
Promotions include Dr. Palmer Hall to assistant dean of
graduate programs, Dr. Harry Mayhew to assistant dean of undergraduate programs and Mrs. Wanda Bigham to director of the TRIO
program.
Dr. Jack Wilson is the new chairman of the Division of
Communications and Dr. Gary c. Cox is acting head of the Department
of Geography.
HHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHH
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has appointed 44
persons to full-time faculty and staff vacancies for the 1973-74
school year.
Appointees include:
APPLIED SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY·-- Dr. Robert Kline, assistant
professor of agriculture; Norman Williams, horticulture technician;
Linda Dismuke, instructor of home economics; Mrs. Marcia Shields,
instructor of home economics; Sister Francine Janousek, instructor
of home economics: Betty Nordholm, assistant professor of nursing;
Mrs. Jane Ray, assistant professor of nursing; Mrs. Linda Salyer,
instructor of nursing: Mrs. Pauline Ramey, instructor of mantal
health technology: Howard Egan, associate professor of mining
technology: Pepper Tyree, instructor of welding technology.
BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS -- James J. Quinn, assistant instructor
of accounting; Harry Pickrell, assistant instructor of accounting:
Ralph Toler,

assis~~nt

professor of business: Donald Seat, instructor

of accounting.
EDUCATION -- Cecil Roby, assistant professor of education:
Dr. Michael Stratil, assistant professor of psychology; Stephen
Taylor, associate professor of education: David M. Mincey, instructor
of health, physical education and recreation; Mrs. Elizabeth Nesbitt,
assistant professor of HPER; Dr.·. Howard Nesbitt, professor of HPER;
Thomas E. Daugherty, instructor of education: Mrs. Colleen Hampton,
instructor of education: Lucy Yeiser, assistant instructor of
education.

(MORE)

New faculty and staff 2-2-2

HUMANITIES···-- Richard Capes, assistant professor of art;
George Coulter, assistant professor of speech and debate coach;
Paul Whaley, instructor of theatre; Walter Barr, assistant professor
of music.
SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS -- Victor Ramey, assistant professor
of science.
ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS -- Lisa· Palas, assistant to the director
of admissions.
LIBRARY·-- Albert Evans, assistant librarian; Sam

Adet~oye,

para-professional librarian.
MILITARY SCIENCE -- Major Fred E. Lord, associate professor
of military science; Captain John T. Bryant, assistant professor
of military science; Captain Robert A. Thompson, assistant professor
of military science.
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION

Mrs. Anne Shelby, staff writer; John

Caylor, research specialist.
STUDENT AFFAIRS -- James Crum, director of concessions and
special services; Gregory Clements, director of Downing Hall;
Howard R. Harris, director of Alumni Tower; Woodrow Fowler, director
of Regents Hall; Jeffrey L. Rice, director of Cooper Hall.
UNIVERSITY SERVICES

Frank Burns··. associate director of

university services; John High, associate director of university
services.

#####
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MOREHEAD, KY.---The Morehead State University Marching Band
is performing Nov. 18 at the Cincinnati Bengals-New York Jets
football game in Cincinnati's Riverfront Stadium.
Kentucky's largest university band, the MSU group features
more than 200 musicians and 24 twirlers.
Robert Hawkins.

It is directed by Dr.

Gene Norden and Robert Schietroma are associate

conductors.
Selected last January as Kentucky's representative in
President Nixon's Second Inaugural Parade, the band also performed
during Gov. Wendell Ford's Inauguration in 1971.
A current national television commercial for Army ROTC features
MSU's "Fight Song" played by the MSU Marching Band, nicknamed "The
Big Band from Daniel Boone Land."
The appearance at the Bengals game will be the second for the
MSU band.

They also performed in 1968.
###=II###
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Morehead State University's football stadium was damaged by
fire Wednesday afternoon when sparks from a welder's torch ignited
bundles of foam rubber.
MSU President Adron Doran said the blaze erupted in a storage
area used for track and field equipment.

About 100 grandstand seats

sustained heat damage and will have to be replaced.
No one was injured and damage estimates were not immediately
available.

The fire

~as

extinguished by the Morehead Fire

Department.
Dr. Doran said the loss is covered by insurance and that offices
and locker rooms at the stadium were not affected by the fire.
University workmen were renovating the stadium pressbox when
the fire started.

The pressbox was not damaged.
IIIIIIUIIII
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University is offering 37
campus

c~asses

off~

during the fall semester in the Ashland area.,

Students may register for the classes Saturday, Aug. 25, from
8 to 11:30 a.m. in the Laughlin Health Building or may register at
the first class meeting next week on campus.
The registration fee for in-state undergraduate students ·is $18·
per semester hour.

Graduate students who are Kentucky residents pay

$27 per semester hour.
The first meetings of the classes will be on campus.
.
Classes to be;offered part-time in the ' Ashland
area are:
PAUL BLAZER·HIGH SCHOOL--Business Administration 601, Advanced Management, 3 hours,
6:30-9 p.m., Thursday, Flynn.
Economics 661, Manage1=ial Economics; 3 hours, 6:30-9 p.m.,
Tuesday,

Freiberg~

Educ.ation
6:30-9·p~m.,

~22-4,

Teaching Elementary Social Studies, 3 hours,

Wednesday, Conley.

Edu.cation ·599, Workshop (Curriculum), 1 hour, 6:30-7 p.m.,
Tuesday,

c.

Martin.

Ed:ucation .600-4, Research Methods in Education·; 2 hours,
6:30-8:10 p.in., Tuesday, E. Miller.
Education 610-7, AdvaricedY1uman Growth and Development, 3 hours,
6:30-9.p.m., Wednesday, Taylor.
(MORE)

MSU Classes-2-2-2-2-2

Education 627-1, Reading in the.Elementary School, 3 hours,
6-8:30 p.m., Tuesday, Northcutt.
Education 630-4, Curriculum Construction, 2 hours, 7:30-9 p.m.,
Tuesday, c. Martin.
Education 656-2, Principles of Guidance, 3 hours, 6:30-9 p.m.,
Wednesday, Peters.
Education 634-3, The Secondary

Sc~ool

Curriculum, 3 hours,

6:30-9 p.m., Tuesday, Needham.
Education 680-3, 'History and Philosophy of Education, 3 hours,
.,

4-6:30 p.m., Wednesday, Mayhew.
ASHLAND AREA VOCATIONAL SCHOOL---

Industrial Education 103, Technical Drawing I, 3 hours,
5-7 p.m., Wednesday, Morella.
Industrial Education. 585, Principles and Philosophy, 3 hours,
6:30-9 p.m., Monday, Ward.
Industrial Education 640, Supervision of Vocational Education,
· 3 hours, 6-9 p ~m., Tuesday, Baker.
History 400, American Foundations, 3 hours, 6:30-9 p.m.,
Monday, Hanrahan.
English 101, Composition I, 3
Staff.
(MORE)

~ours,

6:30-9 p.m., Wednesday,

~

MSU Classes-3-3-3-3

SANDY HOOK HIGH SCHOOL---Geography 540-2, Wor.ld Manufacturing,
3 hours, 3:45-6:45 p.m., Monday, Martin.
PRESTONSBURG COMMUNITY COLLEGE--Business Administration 565, Human Relations for Business
Management, 3 hours, 6:30-9 p.m., Tuesday, Kirkland.
Education 599-1, Workshop (Research Applications), 1 hour,
8:10-9 p.m., Thursday, Roby.
Education 599, Workshop (Curriculum), 1 hour, 8:10-9 p.m.,
Wednesday, Murphy.
Education 600-7, Research Methods in Education, 2 hours,

,,
6:30-8:10 p.m., Thursday, Roby.
Education 610-4, Advanced Human Growth and Development, 3 hours,
6:30-9 p.m., Tuesday, Figa.
Psychology 610-4, Advanced Human Growth and Development, 3 hours,
6:30-9 p.m., Tuesday, Figa.
Education 680-6, History and .Philosophy o·f Education., 3 hours,
6:30-9 p.m., Tuesday, Campbell.
Education 630-5, Curriculum Construction, 2 hours, 6:30-8.:10 p.m.,
Wednesday, Murphy.
English 501, Semantics, 3 hours, 6:15-8:45 p.m., Thursday,
L. Barnes.
Psychology 5 90, Abnormal Psychology, 3 '!'lours, 6-8:30 .p.m.,
Tuesday, B. Clough.
Psychology 690, Psychological Research, 3 hours, 6:30-9 p.m.,
Monday, Roby.
(MORE)

MSU Classes-4-4-4-4-4

GREENUP COUNTY---Education 680-2, History and Philosophy of
Education, 3 hours, 4-6:30 p.m., Monday, Staff.
PAINTSVILLE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL---Education 599, Workshop'·
(Vocational Rehabilitation), 3 hours, 6:30-9. p.m., Monday, Staff.
MAYO AREA VOCATIONAL SCHOOL---

'

.

Industrial Education 496, Organization.and Management, 2 hours,
6:30-9 p.m., Monday, Tucker.
Industrial Education 497, Seminar in Vocational.Education, 1
hour, 6:30-9 p.m., Monday, Tucker.
LOUISA HIGH SCHOOL---Education 680-5, History and Philosophy of
Education, 3 hours, 4-6:30 p.m., Thursday, Caudill.
MARTIN COUNTY---Education 610, Advanced Human Growth anq
Development, 3 hours, 4:30-7 p.m., Tuesday, Tapp, .2 sections.
MORGAN COUNTY HIGH ScHOOL---Educa.tion 610, Advanced Human Growth
and Development, 6:30-9 p.m., Thursday, Sandage.
For further information concerning the classes, contact Dr.
Harry Mayhew at Morehead State University.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Morehead State University Student Government
Association has announced three concerts to be presented in Wetherby
Gymnasium during the fall semester.
Dr. Hook and the Medicine Show and the Goose Creek Symphony will
appear Sept. 20.
Commedienne Joan Rivers and singer Ray Stevens will perform
Oct. 4 and Ike and Tina.Turner are scheduled Nov. 15.
All full-time MSU students are admitted free to the concerts on
ID cards.

A limited number of tickets will be sold to the public.

Admission for the Sept. 20 and Oct. 4 performance is $3 in
advance and $4 at the door.

Tickets for the Ike and Tina Turner

concert are $4 in advance and $5 at the door.
Tickets will be sold at the MSU Business Office.
####
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A crafts exhibit by four Wisconsin art professors
is being displayed through Sept. 28 in Morehead State University's
Claypool-Young Gallery.
The 165-piece show features works by Prof. Richard Schneider of
Whitewater State College and Dr. Paul Donhauser, Prof. Michael Brandt
and Prof. Heather McPhearson, all of Wisconsin State University at
Oshkosh.
Most of the pieces are for sale and prices range from $6 to $300.
Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and 1 to 4 p.m.
Saturdays and Sundays.
II :,· /1 lo' II ,·1

MOREHEAD, Ky.---A book review by Dr. Victor B. Howard, professor
of history at Morehead State university, has been published in the
"Filson Historical Quarterly."
Dr. Howard reviewed "Cobbler in Congress:
Wilson, 1812-1875," written by Richard Abbott.
111111111111
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Ky. --- Horohead State Univf'rs+ty becomes a _statewide

institution next month \V"hen a linguistics

from the 19 tet•ers of the !(entuclty

sol;

:for credit is beamed

Television Authority.
.. . ..
Semantics, a three-semester.:.hour course for graduate
.

English

;ou1s~

Ed~catipna~

.

. ·i'-··(

or undergraduate credit, will b·e telecast f't 7 p.m. each Monday,
l'ledn~sday and Friday; starting Monday,·sept."

17.

The class is taught by Dr. Lewis Barnes, professor of English at
MSU and a recognized authority in linguistics.

The course consists of

45 half-hour lessons which were produced on the

M~U

11

campus.

\'le are excited about the prospects_ of televising credit CO!Jrse.s

on a state\oride basis,.. said MSU President

~~on

Doran, chairman of the

committee of state university presidents which developed ·the proposal
for college-level courses on KET.

"This effOJ;t marks the first significant step- in our pians to
share our resources with students and. teachers in other regions of the
state,• Dr. Doran added.

He described the program's potential as "limitless ...

Eastern

Kentucky University also has scheduled a class on KET this fall and
others are expected to participate 'in the future, Dr. Doran said.

The HSU course is available to the public, including students
·enrolled at otller state universi~ies and colleges.

Persons desiring to

register for credit in the course should, aS soon as Possible,
contact either the Dean of Graduate Programs or Dean of ·undergraduate

_Programs at Morehead State University, Morehead, Ry.
Fees

are-~54

for undergraduates and

Course materials are

~15

~81

40351.

for graduate students.

·and may be ordered from the University Store

at MSU.
Three other television courses by or.. Barnes are being carried this

fall on commercial stations in Lexington and Cincinnati.
illlllllllll
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Prizes are being awarded in 26 classes at
:•

the eighth annual Morehead State;University Horse Show Friday and
Saturday, Sept. 7 and 8.
Sponso~ed

by the MSU Agriculture Club,

~he

event begins Sept. 7

at 7:30p.m. at the MSU Farm, on Ky. 377, six miles north of Morehead.
Thirteen classes will be shown each night.

A total of $2,150

in prize money will be awarded, including a $90 cash prize for the
'

·,

walking horse championship.

Western pleasure classes have been

added this year.
Admission is one dollar for adults and 50 qents

for children.

Proceeds from the show will go for agriculture scholarships.
All entries in Class 1, for riders under six with adults leading
the ponies, will receive trophies.

There is no entry fee for this

class.
Jimmy Richardson of· .Owingsville is the ring announcer for the
Class AAA event and the ringmaster is Roger
president for student

L.'Wilson, MSU vice

affai~s.

Mrs. Mignon Doran, wife

of the MSU president, is

the organist.

For further information, contact the MSU Agriculture Club,
UPO 1304, Morehead State University, Morehead, Ky. 40351.

##1111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. David Appleby, former Morehead State
Uniyersity faculty member, is presenting a piano· recital Sunday
at 3 p.m. in Baird Recital Hall.
Dr. Appleby is head of the performance department at Eastern
Illinois University, Charleston, Ill.
The recital is free •and open to the public.
llllllllllllllll

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Free classes in folk and square dancing begin
Friday·night in the dance studio of the Laughlin Health'Building
at Morehead State University.
The classes will be taught each Friday from 8 p.m. to
10 p.m. by Mrs. Sue Lucke.

They are open to ·couples who are

I

either experienced or beginning dancers.
Mrs.

Luc~e

urges beginners to attend the first session.
llllllllllll
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MOREHEAD, KY.--.!!Morehead State Universi.ty Fo.otball '73", a
•

weekly television show featuring Eagle Head Coach Roy Terry, will
be aired this season by WKYT-TV, Channel 27, in Lexington.
Starting this Sunday and running through Nov. 18, the color
-· _program will be seen each Sunday at noollc.•c.......-------The show's format includes Coach Terry's evaluation of each
game with films, scouting reports on opponents and interviews with
various guests.
Sponsoring all 12 programs is Burger King of Kentucky.
II II II II II II I! II If II If II II II II
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MOREHEAD, KY.---"Sciences in the 70's;" a day devoted to career
opportunities in sciences and mathematics, is scheduled Oct. 17 at
Morehead State University.
Highlighting the activities for high school students will be a
luncheon in the Adron Doran University Center Ballroom with Dr. F.
Douglas Scutchfield, Morehead physician, as principal speaker.
His topic will be "Acupuncture:

Science or Science Fiction?"

MSU President Adron Doran will welcome the visitors to the campus.
Additional activities include career information sessions and
tours of exhibits and facilities in Lappin Hall.

An afternoon seminar

for high school science teachers is scheduled at the University Center.
Registration will be held from 9 to 11 a.m. at Lappin Hall.
More information can be obtained from Dr. John

c. Philley,

Geoscience Department, Morehead State University, Morehead, KY 40351.
The telephone is 606/783-2166.

II II II II II II~
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MOREHEAD, KY.---Dr. J. E. Duncan, dean of Morehead State
University's School of Humanities, has been elected president of
the nation's largest professional music fraternity.
He has assumed the presidency of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia for
a three-year term.
Dr. Duncan, who joined the MSU faculty in 1956, holds
bachelor's and master's degrees from Northwestern University and
the doctorate from Georg.e Peabody College.
Before coming to Kentucky, he was a music supervisor in the
city school systems of Birmingham and Sheffield, Ala., and a faculty
member at Jacksonville State University.
His professional experience includes membership in the
Birmingham and Nashville symphony orchestras and numerous solo
recital appearances as a cellist.
He has served the fraternity as national first vice president
since 1970.

He was governor of Phi Mu Alpha's Province 25 for

nearly 15 years and a member of the national executive committee
from 1967 to 1970.

He is immediate past president of the Sinfonia

Foundation, the fraternity's philanthropic affiliate.
Dr. Duncan is married and the father of two children.
II 11111111 ###
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University chapter of
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity has won first place nationally in the
fraternity's public affairs competition.
The MSU chapter was competing with 201 chapters throughout the

u.s.

and Canada.

Tom Hayhurst, Hilliard, Ohio, junior at MSU,

accepted the award as the chapter's delegate to the annual general
assembly at Ball State University.
Public service projects sponsored by Lambda Chi at MSU include
the "Watermelon

Bust·;~·-

the "Decadron," the "Sorority Kidnap" to

collect food for the needy and the Easter Seals march from Maysville
to Morehead.
The fraternity collected more than $2,800 in its 50-mile trek
for Easter Seals last spring.

1111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five Mt. Sterling students at Morehead State
University are members of this year's Women's Chorus.
Directed by Vasile Venettozzi, the·chorus will be performing
Oct. 18-19 at the MSU Choral Festival and Dec. 4 at the Christmas
Concert.
The group appears at campus functions and at events throughout the region.
Mt. Sterling students in the Women's Chorus are Vicki Botts,
sophomore soprano: Anne Ricketts, freshman alto: Victoria Ricketts,
junior soprano: Lou Ann Stull, sophomore alto: and Pam Walters,
junior alto.
Miss Walters is a section leader for the chorus.
1111111111111111
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MOREHEAD, KY.--. Morehead State University's University Theatre
season opens Sept. 13 with three student-directed one-act plays.
Written by Ray Bradbury, the science fiction plays will be
presented Sept. 13, 14, 18, 19 and 21 at 8:15 p.m. in the Little
Theatre.
Plays and directors are "The Wonderful Ice Cream Suit," Debbie
Bell, Covington seniorr "Chicago Abyss," Chris Buck, Ellicott City,
Md,, senior: and "The Velt," Bob Willenbrink, Foley, Ala. senior.
)

Other MSU Theatre productions include:
Sept. 28-29, Children's Theatre Ensemble, Little Theatre.
Oct. 10-12 and 17-19, Experimental produt'ltion of "Othello"
directed by Dr. William Layne, Little Theatre.
Nov. 28-30, Musical production of "'Ihe King and I," Button
Auditorium.
Feb. 13-15, "The Dragon," a Russian classic directed by Dr.
Layne, Button Auditorium.
March 5-8, Samuel Beckett's "End Game," directed by Dr. Layne,
Little Theatre.
April 10, 11 and 16-19, Morehead Players' production of
Thornton Wilder's "Skin of Our Teeth," Little Theatre.
Season tickets are six dollars each and may be ordered from
MSU Theatre, UPO 740, Morehead State University, Morehead, KY 40351.
Single admission is $1.50 for adults and 50 cents for children.
students are admitted on ID cards.
8-31-73
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The eighth annual Morehead State University
Horse Show begins Friday, Sept. 7, with prizes being awarded in
26 classes.
Sponsored by the MSU Agriculture Club, the Class AAA event
begins Sept. 7 at 7:30p.m. at the MSU Farm, on Ky. 377, six miles
· north of Morehead.
Thirteen classes will be shown Friday and 13 more classes
Saturday night with a total of $2,150 being awarded in prize money.
A $90 cash prize and the Claude Brown Memorial Walking Horse
championship Trophy will be awarded in the top category.
This year's show is dedicated to Mrs. Pearl Brown, widow of
Claude Brown, whose Morehead Stables trained the world

champio~

walking horse, Major Wilson, in 1961.
Admission is one dollar for adults and 50 cents for children.
Proceeds will go for agriculture scholarships.
Western pleasure and 4-H classes have been added to this year's
show.
Jimmy Richardson of Owingsville is the ring announcer and the
ringmaster is Roger L. Wilson, MSU vice president for student
affairs.
Mrs. Mignon Doran, wife of the MSU president, is the organist
and Dr. Samuel K. Grant of Morehead is the veterinarian.
fllllfflfl
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Imagine what your life would be like if you couldn't read.

You

would have to do without newspapers, magazines and books, but that
would not be the worst of it.
You would also have to get along without reading warnings,
instructions, contracts---all the things you need to read to know how
to take better care of yourself and your family.

If you didn't read,

you couldn't teach your child to read either.
An

estimated 54 million adults in this country are functionally

illiterate, meaning they can't read well enough to effectively cope
with their adult responsibilities---like betting a job and taking
care of a family.
That's why we think that helping adults learn to read well is a
good way to break the poverty cycle.

And so far, it seems to be

working.
The National Right to Read program is an effort to eradicate
illiteracy.

The Right to Read program in Pike County offers free

reading instruction to adults in their homes.

And the teachers are

people who were adult learners themselves.
September is International Literacy Month.
who needs to learn to read better, call 289-4033.

If you know someone
That's the Adult

Learning Center at Pike County High School, where they can sign up for
home instruction or prepare for a high school equivalency diploma.

######
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Air Force Lt. Gen. Daniel James Jr., assistant
secretary of defense for public affairs, is appearing Thursday,
Sept. 13, at Morehead State University.
Gen. James, the senior black officer in the
speak at 10:20 a.m. in Baird Recital Hall.

u.s.

Air Force, will

His topic will be race

ralations in the military.
He is a guest speaker for MSU's national security class, an
elective course designed to acquaint students with problems of
national security and individual responsibilities regarding military
service.
Gen. James will conduct a "rap session" with MSU students at
1:30 p.m. in the UN Room of the Adron Doran University Center.
·'

A Florida native, Gen. James was graduated from Tuskegee
Institute, where he completed flight training.

He was commissioned

a second lieutenant in 1943.
A veteran of World War II, the Korean Conflict and Vietnam, he
was promoted to three-star rank last May.
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Ky. ·--- Three ar'cicles and two book reviews by

Horehead State Universi·ty history professors recently have been
published.
"Luray Caverns in the 1890's:

A study in Speleo-Economics"

by Dr. Stuart Sprague, associate professor history, appeared in a
recent issue of "Journal of Spelean History."
V..lhaling Ports:

His article on "The

A Study of Ninety Years of Rivalry, 1784-187 5"

appeared in ":!.'he American Neptune." '
"The Black Testimony Controversy in Kentucky, 1866-1872" by
Dr. Victor Howard, professor of history, appeared in "The Journal of
Negro History."

His book review of "Cobbler in Congress:

The Life

of Henry Wilson, 1812-187 5 ", written by Richard H. Abbott, was
printed in the "Filson Club His tory Quarterly. "

-·
A boolc ·review by J. Robinson Tinsley, assistant professor of
history, 1vas published in "The Journal of Ecumen:j.cal Studies" of
Temple University.

The review concerned "Councils and Assemblies."·

###lt-iHf
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A scu!pture exhibit by four Morehead State

University students and an MSU graduate are on display through Sept.
21 in

~~U's

Johnson Camden Library.

The show includes works by Eddie Horton, Danville junior; Mark
Klingler, Morenci, Mich., junior; Rosalyn Lawson, 1973 graduate from
Lagrange; Walter Leonard, Parsippany, N.J., junior; and Joe Walters,
Morehead senior.
Most of the pieces are for sale and prices range from $30 to
$300.
The exhibit is free and open to the public.
fllllll.'ltllfl

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A crafts exhibit by four Wisconsin artists is
being displayed through Sept. 28 in Morehead State University's
Claypool-Yqung Gallery.
The 165-piece show features works by Prof. Richard Schneider of
the University of Wisconsin at Whitewater and Dr. Paul Donhauser,
Prof. Michael Brandt and Prof. Heather McPhearson, all of the
University of Wisconsin at Oshkosh.
Most of the works are for sale.

Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to

5 p.m. weekdays and 1 to 4 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays.
1111 11111111 II
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Three student-directed plays open the 1973
Morehead State University Theatre season on Thursday, Sept. 13, in
the MSU Little Theatre.
The one-act plays were written by science fiction author Ray
Bradbury and will be presented at 8:15 p.m. on Sept. 13, 14, 18, 19
and 21.
"The Wonderful Ice Cream Suit" will be directed by Debbie Bell,
Covington senior.

Bob Willenbrink, Foley, Ala., senior, is directing

"The Velt," and Chris Buck, Ellicott City Md., senior, will direct
"The Chicago Abyss. "
Admission is $1.50 for adults and 50 cents for children.

MSU

students are admitted on ID cards.
Season tickets for seven MSU Theatre productions are six dollars
and may be ordered from MSU Theatre, UPO 740, Morehead State Universnr,
Morehead, Ky.

40351.
1111111111
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Special to the Ashland Daily Independent
A meeting will be held Tuesday, Sept. 11, at Paul Blazer High
School to determine if Morehead State University will offer 13
additional classes this semester in Ashland.
Scheduled at 7:30 p.m. in Room 214, Building No. 2, the session
will enable both graduate and undergraduate students to register for
classes which will be taught only if sufficient demand is shown.
Undergraduate courses are Education 327, The Pre-School Child,
and Education 322, Teaching Elementary Social Studies.
Graduate courses in education include 600, Research Methods;
610, Advanced Human Growth and Development; 627, Reading in the
Elementary School; 630, Curriculum Construction; 656, Principles
of Guidance; 634; Secondary School Curriculum; and 680, History
and Philisophy of Education.
Other graduate classes are Sociology 620, Sociology of Education;
History 610, American Biography; History 632, French Revolution; and
History 638, The Negro in American History.
All classes will be sCheduled during evening hours.
flflflflflfl
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MOREHEAD, Ky,.---Three Northern Kentucky students at Morehead
State University are members of the MSU Concert Choir this year.
They are Dee Anne Mershop, Independence seniorr Greg Schaber,
Alexandria sophomorer and Roberta Webster, Butler graduate student.
Conducted by James Ross Beane, the 60-voice choir will perform
Sept. 18 in its first concert of the semester and Oct. 18-19 at the
MSU Choral Festival.
The choir performs at various campus functions and at events
throughout the region.
llllllllllllllllllllll
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Go Boy's Big Son, ridden by Eddie Martin and
owned by Vernon Hamilton of Morehead, won the Claude Brown Memorial
Walking Horse Championship last weekend in the eighth annual Morehead
State University Horse Show.
The horse qualified for the top prize of $90 cash and the trophy
by winning the walking stallion class on Friday night.
A total of 132 horses were entered in 26 classes of the Class
AAA show sponsored by the MSU Agriculture Club and staged at the MSU
Farm.

More than 1,300 persons attended.
The show was dedicated to Mrs. Pearl Brown, widow of the late

Claude Brown whose stables produced the world champion walking horse
in 1961.
The eight entries in the lead line pony all received trophies.
The category is for riders under six years old and the pony must be
led by an adult.
Other classes, horses, winners and owners included:
Amateur pleasure horse--Ebony Rocket, Barry Lykins, rider, and
A.G. Herald of West Liberty, owner.
Three-gaited pony (clipped mane and tail)--Silverslippers,
Nanette Loudon, rider and owner, Georgetown, Ohio.
Horsemanship (13 years and under)--Angelina Carolina, Kathy
•

Kovalic, rider and owner, Winchester.
(MORE)

•.:.~

MSU Horse Show 2-2-2-2-2
Road pony (50" and under)--Sissy Dee Pride, J.L. Tumey, .rider and
owner, Ewing.
Saddle seat equitation--Desire's

F~ncy,

Joella Calmes, rider and

owner, Irvine.
Ladies' walking horse--Masterpiece Maker, Kathy Weldon, rider and
owner, Lexington.
Amateur pleasure horse--Spindletop Princess, carolyn Robertson,
rider and owner, Mt. Sterling.
Junior walking horse--Go Boy's Cashier, 0. R. Hawkins, rider and
owner, Ewing.
Amateur three-gaited (clipped mane and tail)--The Deputy, Susan
Martin, rider and-owner, Charleston,

w.

Va.

Walking mare--Pride's Lady Lee, Bill Stephens, rider, and Roy
Johnson, owner, Grayson.
Road horse under saddle--Lil Red, Judy Byron, rider, and
Byrondale Farm, owner, Owingsville.
Rowan County pleasure horse--Diamond Jim, Mary Armstrong, rider
and owner, Morehead.
Amateur walking horse--Shake A Hand, Jim Pullens, rider and
owner, Berea.
Horsemanship (13-18

years)--A~ikanna,

Lynn Cordial, rider and

owner, Snellville, Ga.
Walking pony--Double Departure, Judy Doyle, rider, and Shady Lawn
Stable, owner, Carlisle.
(MORE)

MSU Horse Show 3-3-3-3-3
Pleasure pony--Chief Hawkeye, Jerry Huffman, rider, and T. H.
Stable, owner, Westwood.
Amateur five-gaited--Radiant Stonewall, David Anderson, rider and
owner, Huntington, W. Va.
Two-year-old walking horse--Delight's Bright Hour, Gary Kissick,
rider, and Hank Hubbing, owner, Huntington,

w.

Va.

Western pleasure horse--Green Tree Birdie, Connie Davis, rider
and owner, Thurman, Ohio.
Juvenile walking ho.rse--Special's Fair Lady, Milton Martin, rider,

.,

and Dr. Billie Jo Caudill, owner, Morehead •
Two-gaited championship--The Deputy, Susan Martin, rider and
owner, Charleston, W. Va.
Road horse

championship--Jim~~y

Crickett, Julian Cunningham,

driver and owner, Owingsville.
Five-gaited championship--Bold Elegance, Don Ison, rider and
owner, Jackson.
1111!11111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Two senior recitals are scheduled Sunday,
Sept. 30, in the Baird Recital Hall at Morehead State University.
Kathy Dodds of Salem, Ind., will present a violin recital at
2 p.m.

The program includes selections by Corelli, Tchaikovsky,

Block and Debussy.

Her accompanist is Leah Burgess, Louisa senior.

James Fitzpatrick- of Hazard will perform organ selections by
Bach, Langlais and Franck.
A graduate of West Washington High School, Ms. Dodds is the
daughter of Donald Green of Rt. 5, Salem, Ind.

She is a member of

the MSU Orchestra.
Fitzpatrick, a graduate of Hazard High School, is a member of
the American Guild of Organists and the Student Music Educators
National Conference.

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John D. Fitz-

patrick of 729 Eversole, Hazard.
Both recitals are free and open to the public.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University is awarding credit
fot' tht'ee courses offered this fall on the statewide Kentucky
~ducational

Television network.

The courses are open to juniors, seniors and graduate
c•\ld

;·

~

student~

carry three semester hours of credit.

·-.,)

:E:nglisb 501, Semantics, taught by Dr. Lewis W. Barnes, MSU
professo:i:' of E:nglish, will be telecast at 7 p.m. each Monday,
~ednesday

and Friday, starting Monday, Sept. 17.

The course consists

of 45 half-hour lessons which were produced on the MSU campus.
Histor1 550, The Course of Our Times, taught by Dr. Abram
sachar of Brandeis Ul'!ive:a;sity, begins Thursday, Sept. 20.

It

?;rcludes 26 half-hou:r;.- programs and will be aired at 7:30 p.m. on
!!:.'·Alursdays and at 6:30p.m. on Fridays.

The series was produced in

History 530, The Bladk Experience,·will be shown at 6 p.m.
-~.nday

through Friday

beg~nning

Oct. 1.

Produced in Chicago, the

,.

::1eries consists of 30 .half-hour programs.

'. ·~

Persons desiring to register for credit should immediately
p~~tact

..... ~.,~;
t~.~:

the Dean of Undergraduate Programs, Morehead State
KY

40351.

The telephone

i~

Universit~,

606/783-3112.

Fees are $54 for undergraduates and $81 for graduate students ..
llllflflllllllllllllll
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There may be a surplus of teachers ·in some

fields but jobs are plentiful for high school industrial arts teachers,
according to Carol Holt, Morehead State University's placement

directc~

In fact, the MSU Placement Center has received more than 400
inquiries for industrial arts teachers this year.
The requests for teachers have come primarily from Kentucky, Ohio,
Indiana and Florida.

Also looking are Pennsylvania, New Jersey,

Maryland, Delaware, Virginia and others.
The 17 persons who were graduated from MSU this year with
industrial arts majors and teaching certificates have been employed,
reported Dr. Norman Roberts, head of the Department of Industrial
Education.
The scarcity of
education teachers is partly due to
,- . indus;trial
. ..., "•
.•

teachers taking highe,": _,PaY~~g jobs in industry or becoming school
.

administrators, he

. .,

,;, '

-

.

add~g.

"An industrial arts .graduate
can get a job almost anywhere,"
··'
fi
Dr. Roberts said.
"It is advantageous

f~r p~ospective

teachers that there are so

many openings but it is a disadvantage to high schools where expensive
equipment is not being used," he added.
Some school:districts are even willing to retrain candidates.

~it~

teaching certificates in other fields in order
to fill their vacan¢ies,
I
• (:
.· . .,
'
Mrs. Holt said.
''We wish we had qualified persons to meet the demand," she said.
"This is a golden opportunity for persons interested in industrial
education. "
9-12-73
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MOREHEAD, I<y.---Johl). Pfleiger, a 1964 graduate of Morehead
State University, will be featured during the 1973-74 opera season
Stadttheater in Saarbucken, Germany.

Pfleiger, a baritone, will

be singing professionally for the third time in Europe.
Pfleiger, whose contract was renewed by Stadttheater, has
studied under Elena Fels Noth at the Wisconsin College Conservatory,
Lotte Lehman and Martial Singher at the Academy of the West in
Santa Barbara,

1; Cal.

, as well as with other notables.

While attending MSU, he was a student of James Ross Beane.
The South Whitley, Ind., native, also attended Indiana University.
Prior to his contract at Stadttheater, Pfleiger was instructor
of music at the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee.

In addition

to appearing as Sharpless in the Florentine Opera Company's
(Milwaukee) production of "Madame Butterfly," he also has sung in
Paris, Vienna and Munich.
Pfleiger, who won the 1971 American Opera State Auditions, is
the son of Mr. and Mrs.

w.

M. Pfleiger of South Whitley, Ind.
11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Unity could be the greatest weapon in America's
arsenal today, Air Force Lt. Gen. Daniel James, Jr. said Thursday at
Morehead State University.
Addressing more than 300 persons at an MSU national security
class, the Air Force's senior black officer urged all Americans to
join together to build up the nation instead of letting bias and
bigotry interfere with progress.
"We have another mile to run in the race for equality but we
have a much better track surface to run on," General James said.
"I'm not claiming that everything

i~

all right but we are making

progress quickly."
He stressed the importance of "the power of excellence, a
staple that doesn't fade in value and has no color."

He encouraged

young people to work for change within the system instead of
resorting to violence.
"People are shouting 'freedom now,' but we must have a place
to be free in and ours is America," he said.

Americans of all colors

will prosper in accordance with acceptance of responsibility, he
added •
.General James,

1~ho

is principal deputy assistant secretary of

defense for public affairs, was commissioned a second lieutenant in
I

1943.

.He was a fighter pilot in World War II, the Korean Conflict

and Vietnam.
9-13-73
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Miss Kentucky of 1973 and a professor who wrote
a history of Morehead State University are appearing Sunday, Sept. 23,
at a convocation in honor of MSU starting its second half century of
service.

I

Lyda Lewis, a 1970 MSU graduate and the reigning Miss Kentucky,
and Dr. Harry E. Rose, an education professor at
University, Jacksonville, Ala.,

<~ill

Jacksonvil~e

State

appear at the 2 p.m. program in

Wetherby Gymnasium.
MSU President Adron Doran will preside at the convocation which
will have as its theme, "Morehead State University In Retrospect And

I

In Prospect."

Custer Reynolds, a 1943 MSU alumnus and chairman of the

Education-Psychology Division at Asbury College, will give the
invocation.

Dr. Rose, whose doctoral dissertation dealt with MSU's history,
will trace the development of MSU and Miss Lewis, no'·' of Louisville,
will sing.
Tom Hamilton, a 1962 MSU graduate and a Christian minister
from Charlestown, Ind., will deliver the benediction.

The ·

organist is Larry Keenan, MSU assistant professor of music.
Following the convocation, a reception will be held in the
Laughlin Health Building and open house is scheduled at the restored
"Cora Wilson Stewart Moonlight Schoolhouse" on the MSU campus.
I

These activities will complete a two-day observance of the 50th
anniversary of the -opening of Morehead State Norma

School on Sept. 23,

1923.

I

On Saturday, Sept. 22, all former MSU athletes, coaches and
cheerleaders will be honored at four events on campus.

11111111##
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. Donald H. Cunningham, associate professor
of English at Morehead State University, has been named coordinator
of writing in the MSU Division of Languages and Literature.
Dr. Cunningham will be responsible for programs in English
composition, technical writing and creative writing.
Currently editor-in-chief of the national "Technical Writing
Newsletter," Dr. Cunningham joined the MSU faculty in 1972.

A

native of Columbia, Mo., he holds bachelor's, master's and doctoral
degrees from the University of Missouri.
He has published numerous scholarly articles and a book entitled
"A Reading Approach to Professional Police Writing."

IIIIIIIINII
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. John Caylor, a social psychologist from
the Human Resources Research Office in Monterey, Cal., has joined
the staff of the Appalachian Adult Education Center at Morehead
State University.
He will establish a research project at MSU to compare various
methods of preparing adult learners for the high school equivalency
examination.

The project's title is "Community Education:

Comparative GED Strategies."
Dr. Caylor, who has conducted research for state and federal
agencies and industry, is working at MSU on a year's leave of
absence from his California post.
He has developed training systems for the military, including
remedial reading programs.
Dr. Caylor said he chose MSU because "the center is doing
fundamental research in adult education."

He reported he had known

about AAEC's international reputation and wanted to learn more about
research in adult education.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII/111
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State University is registering students

for a course in mining technology being taught on Mondays from 6 p.m.
to 9 p.m. at Harlan Vocational Technical School.
"Fundamentals of Mining and Safety Engineering" is the first in a
series of courses leading to an associate degree in mining technology.
The course deals with roof and rib control, blasting, drainage,
mine gases, ventilation and dust control, safety and other technical
topics.
The class is approved for veterans benefits and will be taught by
a qualified mining engineer.
The Harlan County Independent Coal Operators Association has beeq
instrumental in planning and supporting the mining technology program.

'

Additional information may be obtained from Dr. Jerry Shuck at
Morehead State University, Morehead, Ky.
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.'

Morehead State University's 50,000-Watt radio

station, WMKY·, will continue live broadcasts of the Senate Watergate
Committee on Monday at 10:00 a.m.
Should the committe split into subcommittees in an effort to
speed its work, WMKY will select one subcommittee and follow it
through its deliberations.

Activities of the other subcommittees

will be covered on the basis of their news value on WMKY's evening news
program "All Things Considered."
WMKY carried the Watergate hearings in full before the committee's
summer recess and listener response was enthusiastic.
WMKY, located at 90.3 on the FM dial, .is a member of the National
Public Radio network, the only nationwide.public radio network •
..

It now serves 159 stations· in 42 states, PUerto Rico and the· District
of Columbia.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---"The Ugly Ogre of Locheege Wood" will be
_,

presented Sept. 28 and 29 by the Morehead State University Children's
Theatre Ensemble at the MSU Little Theatre.
The production, directed by Dr. William Layne, will be
presented Friday, Sept. 28, at 8:15 p.m.

Matinees are scheduled

10 a.m. and 2 p.m., Saturday, Sept. 29.
Members of the cast are Bob Willenbrink, Louisville junior: Ron
Harris, Fairdale senior: Vicky Harris, Cynthiana senior; Audrey
Phillips, Morehead sophomore: Sam Spradlin, Hilliard, Ohio, junior;
and Violet Webster, Butler freshman.
Admission is $1.50 for adults and 50 cents for children.
111111 IIIII! !IIIII II
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dennis Karwatka, assistant professor of
industrial education at Morehead State University, has received a
faculty research grant of $1,225.
The funds will be used for a project entitled "Experimental
Applications of Power Mechanics and. Fluid Power Concepts for High
School Industrial Arts Students."
Karwatka, who received his bachelor's degree from Rose
Polytechnic Institute and his master's from Indiana State University,
joined the MSU faculty in 1970.

41-##41-#########
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A book review by Dr. Victor B. Howard, professor
.I

of history at Morehead State University, has been published in a
recent issue of the "Indiana Magazine of History."
He reviewed Volume II of "A History of Missouri" by Perry
McCandless.

#41-#41-########
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MO~HEAD, Ky. --- Dr. Harry F. Sweeney, director of the

health education program at

Morehea~

State University, has been

.elected.t? 'the State Advisory Council for Health Education•
He· will attend the council's .first

me~ting

Monday, ·oct. 1,

at the ·Capital Plaza Tower in Frankfort.
The ·council is. responsible for examining all aspects of the
health.edt~cation

program in Kentucky.

'11'I 1111"II

I

MOREHEAD·,

"!-<Y· ---

,Professio~al

Dr. John

w. Payne, head of the department of

laboratory experiences at Morehead State University,

attended· a meeting of the ptate Committee on Professional Laboratory
Experiences ·Sept. 15 in Louisville.
The committee_. which is.a sub-committee of the Kentucky Council

.

of Tea~her.Education,
is responsible to study regUlations pertaining
.
to standards for.professional laboratory experiences (student
teaching); .
·..
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University, the Kentucky Livestock
Improvement Association and Bourbon Stockyards are sponsoring a
livestock judging school Friday, Sept. 28, at the MSU Farm on Ky. 377,
five miles north of Morehead.
The day-long event begins with registration at 8:30 a.m. at the
horse show ring.

Dr. Charles Ward, dean of MSU's School of Applied

Sciences and Technology, will welcome the group.
Instructional classes begin at 9:15 a.m.

Judging classes and

instructors are beef cattle, Charles cannon of Flemingsburg; swine,
Robert Hall of Lexington; sheep, Gene Megli of Winchester; dairy, Bob
Walls of Maysville; and horses, Dr. Robert Kline of MSU.
'
Contests begin at 12:15 p.m. with competition for youth and
adults.

Persons 18 years old and under are considered youth.

Dr. Charles Eastin, president of the Kentucky Livestock
Improvement Association, will present awards at a 2 p.m. ceremony.
Additional information can be obtained from Roger Eckstein, MSU
Farm manager and chairman of the event.
####
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With economic problems forcing more and more

small Kentucky farmers off the land and into the cities, Morehead
State University is seeking better farming methods to boost small
farm incomes.
MSU President Adron Doran feels the University can add much to .
the farm economy of the Eastern Kentucky region.
"Government officials, academic leaders and agricultural economists
alike have, for some time now, been concerned with the problem of the
small farmer in Kentucky," Dr. Doran said.

"He is the man with a ·few

acres who often gives up the ghost and goes to Detroit or Dayton,
depleting the agricultural economy as well as the regional population
charts."
'"With this thought in mind, and also realizing that many trained
agricultu~al students leave Kentucky for employment-elsewhere, Dr.

Doran and MSU agriculture staffers are making the university a: focal
point in-the future of Eastern Kentucky agriculture.
.

.

.

Determined to meet the needs of MSU agriculture_ students _'!nd- .
farmers in the region as well, the university, in 1968; purchased a
200-acre farm in the rolling hillside· country of Rowan- County.·
Agriculture students .help operate the .farm and they live in a
modern duplex facility, daily commuting·f.i,ve miles to classes on the
·..

Morehead campus.
(MORE)

MSU Farm 2-2-2-2-2-2
The young men rotate the farm chores under the direction of
Dr. Charles Derrickson, head of MSU' s Agriculture Department. and farm
manager Roger Eckstein.
Eckstein and his family live in the farm's colonial home, restored
and redecorated by Mrs. Doran and Dr. Derrickson.
"The total farm operati_on consists of many compc:ments wh.ich have
been planned to illustrate the type of buildings and programs Eastern
Kentucky farmers can construct or apply on their own farrris," Dr. Doran
explained.
"We want to keep the young people in this region by encouraging
them to apply known agricultural facts to the land back home," he said.
"With the tobacco program looking rather bleak, we are trying to use
our outdoor laboratory to develop programs which can replace tobacco
income, should it 'lanish ·from the scene."
"The.farm's poultry, beef cattle and swine projects are just a few
examples of what our students and local farmers can ·do with a small
farm like this back home," br. Derrickson added.
He s.aid the .university' s feeder pig operation, for j,ns tance, is
most suitable. for Eastern Kentucky because Qf the minima.l land ·;required.··
The university also operates a model poultry operation ·with ·20,'000
laying hens.
The farm's rough pasture lai1d is sufficient. fQr the beef . cattle·
operation.

Presently .the MSU herd

con~ists

of registered pol·led

Herefords and registered Angus cows, most of which·were donated to the
school bY various breeding associations.
(MORE)

MSU Farm 3-3-3-3-3-3
The goal of the beef program is to provide high-quality animals
.which can be sold to Eastern Kentucky farmers at a reasonable price
as "seed stock."
Another phase .. of the beef program is the experience gained by
students in grooming the animals for show • . A.modern show arena on
the farm is used by FFA and 4-H members and for horse shows, including
the MSU Horse Show, which attracted 132 entries in 26 classes this
year.
Two experimental fiberglas greenhouses giVe students experience
in many_phases of horticulture.

The houses are used to produce out-

of-season vegetables and all types of flowering plants.

MSU offers

a two-year program in ornamental horticulture.·
The tobacco operation consists of an 8,400-pound allotment
with proper .attention to poundage, guali ty, housing and curing.

.

·or. Derrickson
and

.

~aid

.experi~entation·

MSU is

t~ing

advantage of the latest research

.by tobacco specialists ar;td is demonstrating to

the sm:a.ll farmer how these methods can be applied in Easter!!· Kentucky.
Growth of the horse industry has p~ompted the university to
offer ·classes.in

horsemanship~

The Department of Agriculture now has

a minor in animal science with emphasis in horsemanship.
In addition to scient.ific '"courses in the feeding, care and
production of·horses, the program includes riding skills for recreation.
Dr. Derrickson describes horsemanship as "a very promising field
of study."
~

.. ..
~

(MORE)

\

MSU Farm

4-4~4-4-4-4

"Our program was started after considerable investigation and ·
~n._response

to ·requests from students and horsemen," he said.

"The

horse industry is a seven billion dollar proposition in.this country
with a growing demand for trained personnel in all areas."
Laboratory sessions are being conducted on the farm where a
modern 30-stall stable houses 15 university-owned horses and others
belonging.to students.
Most of the university's horses were provided by horsemen in
Central .and Eastern Kentucky who have cooperated in establishing
the program.
President Doran has been promoting the horsemanship program
by showing a two-year-old walking horse in regional horse

show~.

He

won a blue ribbon at the recent Powell County Lions Club Horse Show.
Basically, the MSU Farm is an all-around ideal Eastern Kentucky
farm operation:. The main objective, Dr. Doran and Dr. Derrickson
bot:h em:r>hasize, is_to train students in a realistic situation, find
answers to ·.regio"n<H farm problems and present a practical, efficient
family ·farm operation as an example·for·farmers in the region.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- TNo Morehead State University students are
appearing before the Interim Committee on Business Organizations
and Professions in Frankfort on Sept. 27 to discuss a tuition waiver
for Kentucky veterans attending state-suppor·ted colleges and
universities.
Bob Smoot, Hillsboro senior and vice president of the Kentucky
Collegiate Veterans Association, and Dwight 'I'homas, Pinetop senior
and corresponding secretary of the group, will appear before the
23-mernber committee chaired by State Rep. William Donnermeyer.
'!'he veterans' group is proposing that all ·Kentucky veterans begranted a waiver of tuition at state institutions·.
··!

Steve Bandura, Eastern Kentucky University.senior and president
·of the KCVA, also will appear bef<;>re the committee.
1111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "A New Approach to an Old Tradition" is the
theme of the 1973 Homecoming scheduled Oct. 4-6 at Morehead State
University.
The annual celebration opens Thursday, Oct. 4, with an 8:30 p.m.
concert featuring Joan Rivers and Ray Stevens at Wetherby Gymnasium.
)

It is sponsored by the Student Government Association.

Tickets may be

ordered from the University Business Office.
)

Friday's activities include the traditional candlelight dinner
at 6 p.m. in the Adron Doran University Center, followed by the
Homecoming Dance at 9 p.m. in the Laughlin Health Building.
The Homecoming Queen will be announced and crowned during the
dance.

Music will be provided by MSU's award-winning Jazz Ensemble.

Alumni registration is scheduled Saturday from 8 a.m. until noon.
Dedication of B. F. Reed Hall, which houses most of MSU's two-year
technical programs, is scheduled at 10 a.m.
A smorgasbord luncheon will be served from 11 a.m. until 1:30
p.m. in the University Center.

Various receptions and reunions are

scheduled following the 2:30p.m. football game between MSU's Eagles
and Ohio Valley Conference rival Austin Peay.
Tickets for the candlelight dinner, smorgasbord luncheon and
football game may be ordered from the Office of Alumni Affairs, MSU,
Morehead, Ky.

40351.

11111111#
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---

An

TELEPHONE:
AC 606/783-3325

exhibit of Ben Shahn lithographs and Leonard

Baskin woodcuts and etchings opens oct. 1 in the Claypool-Young Gallery
at Morehead State university.
The show, which runs through Nov. 8, features 23 plates from
Shahn's "Rilke Suite" and 15 works from Baskin's "Laus Pictorum
Suite."

The formal opening of the show is scheduled Oct. 25 at 8 p.m.

at the gallery.
Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and 1 to 4 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.
/

An

exhibit of works by Sandi Mardis, Florence graduate student

at MSU, will be shown Sept. 21 through Oct. 4 in Johnson Camden
Library.
A show of paintings by Gary Akers, Grethel graduate student at
>'

MSU, is on display through Oct. 19 in the Cornucopia Room, located
on the ground floor of MSU's Lappin Hall.
Works by Greg Saunders, Newport senior, can be viewed through
Oct. 24 at the Faith Presbyterian Church two miles north or Morehead.
Saunders' pen and ink sketch of the church won first ·prize in a
contest among MSU students.
111111 II II
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---.Mary Meyers, Sciotoville, Ohio, sophomore
at Morehead State University, has been elected president of the
dormitory council for Mignon Tower, a women's residence hall.
Miss

M~en;;,

a 1972 graduate of Minford High School, is the

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Meyers of Rt. 4, Sciotoville.
She is a home economics major.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University starts its second
- '"~-

half centur~-this month and a two-day program will mark the occasion.
In addition to saluting MSU's 50 years as a state institution,
the observance on Sept. 22 and 23 also will pay tribute to the
Morehead Christian Normal School and the work of Mrs. Cora Wilson
Stewart, founder of Rowan County's famed "Moonlight Schools."
MSU President Adron Doran announced that the University has
j

acquired a one-room school building which is being restored as a
"Moonlight Schoolhouse" to honor Mrs. Stewart's fight against adult
illiteracy and MSU's international reputation in adult education
.research.
Sunday, Sept. 23, will be the 50th anniversary of MSU's opening.
The school was founded in 1922 but did not officially open its doors
until 1923.

The campus was used by the Christian Normal School from

1887 until 1922.
Theme of the observance is "Morehead State University In·:Retrospect and In Prospect."

Activities have been arranged to

emphasize MSU's athletic heritage on Saturday, Sept. 22, and the past,
;

present and future of the total university on Sunday, Sept. 23.
j

(more)
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MOREHEAD, KY.---The service potential for America's regional
·qniversities is "fantastic," Dr. Harry E. Rose said Sunday at Morehead

'

''

State University.
Dr. Rose, a professor of education at Jacksonville State

University in Alabama, traced the historical development of MSU at a
convocation observing the start of MSU's second 50 years as a state
institution.
"The regional uniyersity should address its attention to the
strengths and weaknesses of the region it serves," said- Dr. -Rose,
whose 1965 doctoral dissertation dealt with MSU's .history.

'
He praised Dr. Adron
MqU's
. Doran,
'

~eventh

president, for

leading the school from "the throes of obscurity to greatness."

He

said
the MSU chief executive has a "great concern for the lives and
-,
welfare of the young people of Ken~ucky."
'
Lyda Lewis, the 1973 Miss Kentucky and a 1970 MSU alum!lUS, sai_d
?he -was "academically, socially and spiritually" educated at MSU al)g'
::v
~hat

Morehead State is unique because of its "personal touch."
Following the convocation, an open house was held at the one-

room "Cora

W~lson

Stewart Moonlight Schoolhouse" on the MSU campus.

'rhe restored building honors the late Mrs. Stewart, who started a
f;ight against illiteracy in 1911 as

superintenden~

s.~hools.
111111111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A program dealing with questions often asked
by automobile buyers will be broadcast Wednesday, Oct. 3, at 7 p.m.
by WMKY, Morehead State University's 50,000-watt FM radio station.
"Ripoffs and Remedies:

Buying a New car" will be cohosted by

Kenneth Lasson and Phillip J. McLewin.

Former new car salesman

James Askine, who is now a consumer advocate specializing in
1

automobile problems, will be a special guest.
Listeners may telephone questions and comments to WMKY at
783-3371 and these questions will be relayed to program participants
at National Public Radio studios in washington, D. c.
WMKY, operating at 90.3 on the FM dial, is a member of the
National Public Radio network.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A little white schoolhouse has materialized among
the high-rise buildings on the campus of Morehead State University.
)

It is the restored Little Brushy School. originally located eight
miles north of Morehead in Rowan County.

Donated to MSU by William

Dailey of Morehead, the frame building is being refurbished for use as
a museum and has been renamed the "Cora Wilson Stewart Moonlight
Schoolhouse."
Now situated adjacent to University Breckinridge School near the
center of the MSU campus, it houses artifacts of the one-room school
era.and displays of the "Moonlight School" movement in adult education.
The school was constructed in 1910 during the administration of
Mrs. Stewart as Rowan County school superintendent.

She started the

"Moonlight Schools" where volunteer teachers taught reading and writing
by night to adults.

The schools were named because classes were

conducted only on moonlit nights.
The "Moonlight: School"1nmovement spread rapidly and Mrs. Stewart
became head of the Kentucky Illiteracy Commission and later the World
J

Illiteracy Commission.

A Kentucky historical marker has been moved to

the school site to commemorate Mrs. Stewart's work.
Used for 53 years, the school was abandoned in 1963 when a new

'

consolidated school opened.

Little Brushy was among the schools used

for the "Moonlight" classes.
(MORE)
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Moonlight School

2-2-2-2~2

"We felt the University's international recognition in adult
education needed to be permanently marked and, at the same time, we
want to pay tribute to the heritage of Mrs. Stewart and her pioneer
effort,·" said MSU President Adron Doran.
MSU's Appalachian Adult Education Center, established in 1967 to
develop adult education programs in 13 states, was cited by the United
Nations last year for "meritorious work in world literacy."
The "Moonlight Schoolhouse" was opened to the public Sunday as
part of a two-day observance of the start of MSU's second 50 years as
a state institution.
111111111111111111
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Special to the Morehead News

The Service potential for America's regional universities is
"fantastic," Dr. Harry E. Rose said Sunday at Morehead State University.
I

Dr. Rose, a professor of education at Jacksonville State University
in Alabama, traced the historical development of MSU at a convocation
observing the start of MSU's second 50 years as a state institution.
MSU President Adron Doran presided at the program, which had as its
theme "MSU--In Retrospect and Prospect."
"The regional university should address its attention to the
strengths and weaknesses of the region i t serves," said Dr. Rose, whose
1965 doctoral dissertation dealt with MSU's history.
He praised Dr. Doran, MSU's seventh president, for leading the
school from "the throes of obscurity to greatness."

He said the MSU

chief executive has a "great concern for the lives and welfare of the
young people of Kentucky. "
Lyda Lewis, Miss Kentucky of 1973 and a 1970 MSU alumnus, said
she was "academically, socially and spiritually" educated at MSU and
that Morehead State is unique because of its "personal touch."
A portrait of Gov. W. J. Fields, who became governor shortly after
the Morehead State Normal School opened in 1923, was presented to the
University by his son, Frank Fields of Frankfort.
Other platform guests included:
Henry Haggan and Mrs. Emma Shader Sample, original faculty members;
Miss Anna Carter, who served as secretary to each of MSU's seven
(MORE)

MSU Convocation 2-2-2-2-2-2-2
presidents: Boone Logan of Ashland, president of the Morehead Normal
School Club: Grace Crosthwaite of Morehead, secretary of the MNS Club.
Sherman Goodpaster Jr. of Owingsville, whose father was on the
commission which decided to

locat~

the school at Morehead: Dr. Warren

Lappin, retired MSU vice president who served on the faculty from 1924
through 1971: Russell Williamson of Inez, first graduate of the
Morehead State Normal School.
Clella Porter and Bethel Hall, who taught in the "Moonlight School"
of Rown County: Dr. Robert Martin: president of Eastern Kentucky
University: William Dailey, who donated the "Cora Wil.son Stewart Moonlight Schoolhouse" to MSU: Morehead Mayor William Layne: Tom Hamilton,
a 1962 alumnus who delivered the invocation and benediction •.
Dr. Harry Mayhew, chairman of the Observance Committee: Dennie
Warford, student member of the Board of Regents: Dr. Madison Pryor, faculty
member of the Board of Regents: B. F. Reed, Sam Kibbey and Cloyd
McDowell, citizen members of the Board of Regents.
Following the convocation, an open house was held at the one-room
"Cora Wilson Stewart Moonlight Schoolhouse" on the MSU campus.

The

restored building honors the late Mrs. Stewart, who started the fight
against illiteracy in 1911 while superintendent of the Rowan County
schools.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. Gerald L. Steibel, associate director of
the national security education program at the National Strategy
Information Center in New York, is speaking Thursday at Morehead
State University.
Dr. Steibel, who is also director of foreign affairs research
at the Research Institute of America, will address a 10:20 a.m.
meeting of a national security class in Baird Recital Hall.

The

meeting is open to the. public.
He is a consultant for the Department of Defense and the
Stanford Research Institute and a member of the board of trustees of
Freedom House.
The national security course is an elective nine-week course to
acquaint students with their responsibilities regarding the military
and the defense of the u. S.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIH
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Appalachian Adult Education Center at
Morehead State University has received a ?80,000 grant from the Right
to Read office in Washington, D.

c.

The funding allows the center to continue three Right to Read
projects started last year and to set up two new projects in Kentucky.
The three existing projects in Rowan and Montgomery counties in
Kentucky and Pike County, Ohio, have been nationally recognized for
their unique use of successful adult learners as instructors and for
the delivery of adult basic education instruction in the learners'
homes.
Right to Read is a department of Health, Education, .and Welfare
effort to reduce the nation's illiteracy rate.

The Right to Read

funding is the fourth grant award the AAEC has received this fiscal
year.

Others have come from the Adult Education Act and from the

Bureau of Libraries and Learning Resources.
#11111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Morehead State University orchestra,
conducted by Douglas Engelhardt, has a busy schedule on Monday, Oct. 8.
Children's concerts are scheduled at 10 a.m. at the Ashland
Performing Arts center in Ashland and at 8 p.m. in MSU's Baird
Recital Hall.
Both pe-rformances are free and open to elementary students of the
region ar.d to the general public.
The program includes selections by Giannini, Shostakovich,
Biegger, Williams, Gould and Gounoa.

#llllllllllll#####
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The annual Sigma Alpha rota Performance Award
Recital will be presented Sunday, Oct. 7, at 3:30p.m. in Morehead
State University's Baird Recital Hall.
The Morehead Alumnae Chapter of the music honorary presents a
performance award annually to an MSU student who scores highest in an
audition.
The recital, which is free and open to the public, opens with an
oboe performance by Lynette Taylor Davidson, Fairdale senior at MSU
and the 1971 winner.
Mark Seay, Tipp City, Ohio senior and a runner-up in this year's
contest, w.ill present piano selections by Brahms.
Kenton Cooper, Ashland senior .and also a runner-up this year,
will. perform flute numbers by Wilhelm Popp, Jacques Ibert and Camille
Saint-Saens.
Soprano Cheryl Melloan, the 1973 winner, will sing works by
Antonio Vivaldi, Hugo Wolf and Charles Gounod.
1111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- ,M9reheacl St-a~~ Up.~versity. is- seeking_-documents,
.

.

!

letters, newspaper
·'-clippings,campaign. materials
. and. pex:son._al
, - . . . ... - : . , . - -·- . ~ -- -1, . _-\~·
.

possesslci~:'--()f :former Kentucky ·qov. -William ;/. )~·:i.elds; who served frcm
1923 through 1927.
\

Frank Fields of Frankfort, son of. the late governor, has
_,._ ___

---

--

. -: .:-:·:~~ ....!·.: '

....;.-

~portrait of his father-to .the-University for u~e'·i.Ji.:a· Fiel~·, disp):ay
'
.
,(: ·' \'
"··:_. .
being established at MSU-'s Johnson· Camden Library .

.

A Demc.·:::rat, Gov. Fields took.of_fice in December after Morehead
State No:o:-mc..1 School opened for classes in September, 1923.

A native

of cart'S'!: Cc-unty, he spent 14 years in the U .. S.-_House Of·'Representati'iel

j

·"and became known as "Honest Bill from Olive Hill."
Martin Huffman, MSU's director of printing and a great-nephew of

•

. the former governor, is heading the drive to collect the Fields papef,~:·
M5U Preddent Adron Doran said of the project:
"It is appropriate that the. Fields papers and other possessions
pe housed in the University librarY- since- thi-S;-\is the largest major
library near his home town and in view of the school's long as~ociatich
. ... - w, _;-_

..:--

with tl}e Fields family."
'Mrs.

w.

J;. Fields, the governor's wife, served ·as a member of the

-fi~JMprehead State Normal School Board of Regents.

Fields Hall, a

·~i)m'en • s residence hall on the M5U campus, was named in her honor.
f- A. e;choolmaster 1 s desk used in the Fields home has been purchased

t

· b:l_' .Mrs . Adron· Doran.
-Persons desiring to donate or loan material should contact Mr.
Hu~~p.~at

·9:-27-73

MSU.

The telephone is 606-783-3325.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A combination of the new and the traditional
will be featured Oct. 5-6 at Morehead State University's Homecoming
1973.
The Oct. 5 activities open with the traditional Candlelight Dinner
hosted by Mrs. Mignon Doran, MSU's first lady.
dinner for the 12th consecutive year and the

She is planning the

"Mignonettes,·~

consisting

of Mrs. Doran on the organ, Walter Barr on the trumpet and MSU student
James Mason on drums, will perform.
Attendance at the dinner has increased from about 40 persons at
the first event in 1961 to more than 900 persons last year.
The Homecoming Queen will be crowned later that night during the
Homecoming Dance

~hich

begins at 9 p.m. in Laughlin Health Building.

Alumni registration is scheduled Saturday from 8 a.m. until noon.
Dedication of B. F. Reed Hall, which houses most of MSU's two-year
I

tech.~ical

programs, is schedulad at 10 a.m. Saturday.

The traditional smorgasbord.luncheon will be served from 11 a.m.
unt.il 1:30 p.m. in the University Center.
scheduled

follo~ling

Various receptions are

the 2:30 p.m. football game between MSU and Austin

Peay.
MSU President Adron Doran, riding a prize winning show horse
owned by the University, will present the colors in pre-game
cere::tonieso
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's debate team,
coached by George (Skip) coulter, opens its 1973-74 season Thursday,
Oct. 4, at Middle Tennessee State University •

•

MSU will enter four teams in the three-day Early Bird Tournament
which is expected to attract 95 college teams.
The MSU varsity debaters are Dan Grigson, Maysville senior:
Stephen Hohmann, Louisville sophomore; Kathy Justice, Ashland sophomore)
Donald Kazee, Ashland sophomore; Debbie Poore, Hodgenville sophomore;
Carol Snider, Madisonville sophomore; Pam Todd, Madisonville junior;
and Susan Washburn, East Monroe, Ohio, senior.
MSU is hosting the annual Eagle Debate Tournament on oct. 19 and
20.

The team also is scheduled to compete Oct. 10-12 in the Henry

Clay Debates at the University of Kentucky.
This year's national debate topic is "Resolved:

That the federal

government should control the supply and utilization of energy in the
United States."
#IIIII/#
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "Mr. Cartoon" from WSAZ-TV in Huntington,

w. Va., will be the guest of honor Saturday, Oct. 13, at the fall
festival sponsored by the Mignon Doran Woman's Club at Morehead
State University.
He will appear at the festival from 9 a.m. until 11 a.m. in·
Button Auditorium.

The program includes cartoons and games,

refreshments, a picture-taking session with "Mr. Cartoon," a bake
sale and a white elephant sale.
Admission is one dollar per child and parents will be admitted
free.

A babysitting service will be available for one dollar per

child.
··:

All proceeds will go toward a scholarship tor a needy student.
and for the Morehead Child Care Center,
a non•profit professional
.
.
.

baby-sitting service opening in January,. 1974,
For·further information, call Mrs. Karen ijammons at·783-2126
'
.or 784-7479.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jerry Brumagen of Mt. Olivet served as a judge
at the recent livestock judging school at the Morehead State University
Farm.
Brumagen was the chief judge in the dairy judging contest.
The livestock judging school, sponsored by MSU, the Kentucky
Li~estock

Improvement Association and Bourbon Stockyards, attracted

323 junior contestants and 30 adult entries from 13 counties.
Judging contests included beef, dairy, horses, sheep and swine.
Roger Eckstein, MSU farm manager, was director of the livestock judging
school.
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Ky.---Clayton Krehbiel, coordinator of choruses ut

Florida State University, will be the guest conductor Oct. 18 and 19
at the 14th annual Morehead State University Choral Festival.
Regional high school students will audition and rehearse on
Thursday, Oct. 18.
The MSU Chamber Singers, combined choruses and orchestra will
present an 8 p.m. concert Thursday in Baird Recital Hall.

James

Ross Beane, festival manager, will conduct the choruses and Douglas
Engelhardt will conduct the orchestra.
The program includes works by Orlando di Lasso, Johann Pachelbel,
Phillip Rhodes, Ralph Hunter and Alan Hovhaness.
Rehearsals will continue Friday, Oct. 19.

A concert is scheduled

at 8 p.m.
The Festival Chorus, composed of high school musicians and
conducted by Vasile Venettozzi and Joe W. Figg of MSU, will open the
program Nith selections by Gastoldi, Schalk, Berger and Luboff. Leah
Burgess, Louisa junior, will accompany on the piano.
Krehbiel will conduct the Festival Chorale's performance of
arrangements by William Byrd and Mozart and Larry Keenan of MSU will
be the pianist.

Krehbiel will then conduct the Festival Chorale and

University Choir as they sing "The Peaceable Kingdom" by Randall
Tl~.ompson

o

The closing nurnber is "In the Beginning of Creation" by
Pinkh:o.m.

The combined choruses will be conducted by Krehbiel.

The concerts are open to the public.
10-4-7 3
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three concerts and a joint junior recital are
scheduled

nex~

week in Morehead State U.niversity's Baird Recital Hall.

The annual Sigma Alpha Iota Performance Award Recital will be
presented Sunday at 3:30 p.m.

Performing will be two winners and two

runnersup in an annual audition conducted by the Morehead Alumnae
Chapter of the music honorary sorority.
Lynette Taylor Davidson, the 1971 winner, will present oboe
selections and soprano Cheryl Melloan, the 1973 winner will sing.
1-!ark Seay and Kenton Cooper, 1973 runner sup, will perform piano works
and flute selections, respectively.
The MSU Orchestra, conducted by Douglas Engelhardt, will present
a young people's concert Monday at 8 p.m.

The program includes works

by Giannini, Shostakovich, Riegger, Williams, Gould and Gounod.
Pam Howard of Greenville, Ohio, and Daryle Maser of ll!onongahela,
Pa., will present a joint

ju~ior

recital Tuesday at 8 p.m.

ll!iss

Howard plays a French horn and Miss Maser is a trombonist.
The MSU Jazz Ensemble I, directed by Walter Barr, will present
its first concert of the school year Thursday at 8 p.m.

Selections

oy Bill Holman, Gerald Wilson, Thad Jones, Hank Levy, Armando Noriega
and Dave Zoller are featured.
The performances are free and open to the public.
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F. Reed Hall, a five-story classroom and office

building which houses most of Morehead State University's technical
programs, is being dedicated Saturday morning as part of the 1973
Homecoming Weekend.
John D. Whisman, states regional representative to the Appalachian
Regional Commission, will make the dedicatory remarks at 10 a.m. in
the building's auditorium.
MSU President Adron Doran will preside.

Mr. Reed, a coal

executive from Drift, Ky. and a member of MSU's Board of Regents, will
respond.
The building was completed this summer at a cost of $3.6 million.
It includes two levels of enclosed parking.
Reed has served 16 years on the Board of Regents.

He is

executive vice president of the Turner Elkhorn !\lining Co. and past
chairman of the Eastern Kentucky Regional Development Commission.

He

receivad the "Public Service Award" from the MSU Alumni Association
1 ;;:.;, t

:~;rear

,

~fuisman,

a former Eastern Kentucky resident, was active in state

government and regional development affairs before assuming his current
position.

He represents 13 states on the ARC.
,'/ 1: 11##
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---l\'laj. Gen. William H. Blakefield, deputy
commanding general of the First

u.s.

Army,

~1ill

S))eak Thursday,

Oct. 11, at Morehead State University.
He will discuss "The Role of the National Guard and Reserve
Forces" at 10:20 a.m. in Room 231 of Baird Music Hall.

The meeting is

open to the public.
A native of Wisconsin, Gen. Blakefield entered the service in
1939 as a second lieutenant.

A veteran of World War II, he has served

in Japan, Korea, Turkey and Germany.

He is a former commander of the

Army Intelligence Command and former chief of staff for the Eighth
Army.
Gen. Blakefielcl visited MSU last spring to present "Outstanding
Civilian Service Awards" to MSU President Adron Doran and other MSU
educators for creating the national security course.
The course is elective. and is designed to acquaint students with
p~oblems

of national security and individual responsibility regarding

military service.
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l"!OREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Jazz Ensemble,
directed by Walter Barr, is presenting its first concert of.the fall
semester Thursday, Oct. 11, in Baird Recital Hall.
The 8 p.m. program includes

1~orks

by Bill Holman, Gerald Wilson,

Thad Jones, Hank Levy, Armando Noriega and Dave Zoller.
Members of the Jazz Ensemble are selected by audition and
participation is not limited to music majors.
The concert is free and.open to the public.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Glenn and Judy Rogers recently completed
_,

work on their doctoral degrees and regoined the faculty at Morehead
State University.
Mr. and Mrs. Rogers, who are assistant

pro~essors

of English

at MSU, received their doctorates from the University of North
Carolina.
Mrs. Rogers, the former Judy Robinson of Shelbyville, joined
the MSU faculty in 1967.

She also holds a bachelor's degree from

Centre College and a master's from North carolina.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. c. L. Robinson, she attended UNC
on a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship in 1965-66 and had a Woodrow Wilson
Career Advancement Fellowship in

1966~67.

Rogers, who joined the MSU faculty in 1967, earned his bachelor's
degree at Centre and his master's at the University of Kentucky.
His parents are Mr. and Mrs. Clive Rogers of Irvine.

llflflflflfl
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Science or Science Fiction" will

be discussed at a luncheon Wednesday, Oct. 17, at Morehead State
University.
Dr. Douglas Scutchfield, Morehead physician, will spealc at noon
in the Adron Doran University Center as part of "Sciences in the '70's,"
a day devoted to career opportunities in science and mathematics.
Selected high school students and their teachers and counselors
have been invited to visit the MSU campus for the day.
Registration will be from 9 to 11 a.m. at Lappin Hall.

MSU

President Adron Doran will welcome the visitors.
Career information sessions and tours of exhibits and facilities
are on the agenda.

An afternoon seminar for high school science

teachers is scheduled at the University Center.
More information can be obtained from Dr. John c. Philley,
Department of Geosciences, MSU, Morehead, Ky.
is 783-2166.

10-5-73
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has entered two
teams in the Henry Clay Debates this coming weekend at the University
of Kentucky.
Steve Hohmann, Louisville sophomore, and Pam Todd, Madisonville
junior, comprise one team and the other consists of Susan Washburn,
East Monroe, Ohio, senior, and Carol Snider, Madisonville sophomore.
More than 120 teams, including many of the finalists in the
1973 national debate tourney, are expected to compete.
The Hohmann-Todd team posted a 5-3 record last weekend in the
Early Bird Tournament at Middle Tennessee State University.

The

Washburn-Snider duo finished with a 4-4 mark.
MSU is hosting the annual Eagle Debate Tournament on Oct. 19
and 20.

1111 II :'1 II II II
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MORT.HEAD, Ky.---B. F. Reed's contributions to Eastern Kentucky
were recognized here Saturday when a five-story classroom building
was dedicated in his honor at Morehead State University.
John Whisman, states representative to the Appalachian Regional
Commission, praised Reed's work as former chairman of the Eastern
Kentucky Planning Commission.
Reed, a coal executive from Drift, said the commission "tried
to change the trend in Eastern Kentucky when the only way we could
go was up."

He cited MSU President Adron Doran's leadership in

guiding the University to "amazing gro'ilth."

Dr. Doran also served on

the commission.
Reed has b-zen a member of the l-!SU Board of Ragents for 16 years.
Whisman describad the building's name as "very appropriate"
because it honors "an outstanding citizen who has contributed so
mach to the region."
Completed this summer at a cost of $3.6 million, B. F. Reed Hall
contains classrooms, offices, laboratories and two floors of enclosed
parking.

It houses most of MSU's technical programs.

The dedication ceremony was staged as part of Morehead State's
Homecoming Weekend.
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MOREHEAD, Ky •. --- Mrs. Adron Doran, the wife of Morehead State
University's

presid~t,

is on the road this week.

Mrs. Doran, founder and director of MSU's Personal Development
Institute, is addressing more than 300 secretaries from the Kentucky
Department of Economic Security at a Thursday afternoon workshop at
the Phoenix Hotel in Lexington.
Friday will find her in Jackson for two appearances during the
54th annual convention of the Upper Kentucky River.Education Association.
She will address the morning session and participate in an afternoon
panel discussion.
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Morehead State University has recorded its largest enrollment
in history with 6,578 persons registered for fall semester classes.
The figure surpasses the previous record of 6,460 which was set
in 1969 and tied last year.
Graduate enrollment also is the highest ever at MSU with 1,501
persons registered.

Other class figures include freshmen, 1,734;

sophomores, 1,132; juniors, 1,016; and seniors, 1,195.
The total enrollment includes 3,366 women and 3,212 men.
per cent of MSU's students are Kentuckians.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---More than 2,000 musicians from 35 Kentucky high
schools are participating Saturday, Oct. 20, in the eighth annual KMEA
Marching Band Festival at Morehead State University.
Each band will be rated on performances beginning at 12:30 p.m.
in Jayne Stadium.

The bands have been divided into seven classes

based on enrollment.
Eugene Norden, MSU's associate director of bands, is regional
chairman of the event which is sponsored by the Kentucky Music
Educators Association.

Admission is one dollar for adults and 50

cents for children.
Bands scheduled to participate include:
Ashland Paul Blazer, Boone County, Boyd County, Bourbon County,
Bracken County, Breathitt County, carroll County, cawood, Dixie
Heights, Elkhorn City.
Elizabethtown, Fleming County, Harrodsburg, Henry County,
Highlands, Jenkins, Laurel County, Lee county, Louisa, Mason County,
Montgomery County, Mt. Sterling.
Newport, Nicholas County, Paintsville, Pikeville, Pendleton
County, Raceland, Rowan County, Simon Kenton, Walton-Verona,
Williamstown Senior High, Williamstown Junior High, and Western High
of Louisville.
:11111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dauna Browning, B.lue Ash, Ohio, senior at
Morehead State University, has been elected president of Sigma ·
Sigma Sigma sorority and president of the council of Nunn Hall, an
MSU residence hall.
A recreation major, Miss Browning is serving her second term
· as president of the sorority.

She is also a member of the Student

Government Association, the women's volleyball team and the women's ·
basketball team. ·
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
~472

w.

Browning of

Ellman Ave., Blue Ash.
··=
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University Jazz Ensemble,
conducted by Chris Gallaher, will be in concert Wednesday, Oct. 24,
at MSU's

B~ird

Recital Hall.

Free and open to the public, the 8 p.m. program includes "Ultimate
Rejection," "I Remember Clifford," "Cleopatra's Asp," "Killing Me
Softly/Alone Again," "She's a Mother," "Stout Blues," "The New eat's
Meow, " "Sophisticated Lady, " and "3, 2, 1, 0. "
Soloists· will be Don Howard, piano; Danny Dixon, guitar; Jack
Elgin, alto; Mike Slaughter, trumpet and flugelhorn; Lee Hager, drums;
Ron Boggs, flugelhorn; Ken Chinn, trombone; and Doug Quadrano, tenor
saxophone.
Gallaher, a doctoral candidate at Indiana University, is a membe=
of the

trun~et

section in Henry Mancini's Orchestra.

MSU faculty in 1972.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Rebecca Payne Shockley of Macomb, Ill.,
is presenting a guest piano recital Saturday, Oct. 20, in MSU's
Baird Recital Hall.
The 8 p.m. program features selections by Bach, Brahms,
Beethoven and Ginastera.

It is free and open to the public.

Mrs. Shockley, the sister of Karl Payne of the MSU music
faculty, is a native of Cincinnati.

She holds bachelor's and

master's degrees from Indiana University.

She has completed some

work toward her doctorate at IU and has studied in London at the
Royal Academy and at the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee.
Her husband is a professor of political science at Western
Illinois University.

1111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.----Robert c. Walshe, instructor of music at
Morehead State University, is presenting a faculty recital Tuesday,
Oct. 23, in MSU's Baird Recital Hall.
The 8 p.m. program, which is free and open to the public,
consists of horn selections by Danzi, Berlioz and Stich.
Walshe will be assisted by Mrs. Norah Figg of Morehead and
four MSU music faculty members.

They are Anne Beane, soprano:

Douglas Engelhardt, violin: Keith Huffman, viola: and Suanne Blair,
cello.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- nearly 2,000 educators representing (26) school
systems are expected to attend the annual convention of the Eastern
Kentucky Education Association, scheduled Oct. 18 and 19 at Morehead
State University.
It will be the first EI<EA convention outside Ashland in recent
years as the group celebrates its 50th anniversary.

The convention

theme is "The Golden Year in EKEA."
"I am delighted that the membership of the Eastern Kentucky
Association has accepted our invitation to hold the 1973 annual
meeting on the campus of Morehead State University in observance of
its Golden Anniversary," said MSU President Adron Doran.
"The university has a very close working relationship with the
EI<EA since the officers and most of the members are alumni," Dr. Doran
added.
The convention opens Thursday, Oct. 18, with an EKEA board of
directors meeting at 11 a.m.

A delegate assembly is set for 4 p.m. in

Room 111 of the Claypool-Young Art Building.

A reception will be at

7:30p.m. in the Adron Doran University Center Ballroom.
Friday's agenda opens with an 8 a.m. buffet breakfast in the
University center.
Beginning at 9 a.m., exhibits by book salesmen and suppliers of
educational materials and services will be displayed in the Laughlin
Health Building.
(MORE)

/

EKE~!Mee~ing

at MSU-2-2-2-2-2

Dr. Andrew Holt, president emeritus of the University of TennGssee
and a past president of the N:.ltional Education Association and the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, will deliver the keynote
address at 10 a.m. Friday in Wetherby Gymnasium.
Dr. Lyman Ginger, Kentucky state superintendent of public
instruction, also will appear on the program.
Joe Creason, columnist for the Louisville Courier-Journal will
speak at a departmental meeting for teachers of English and foreign
languages at 1 p.m. in the University Center.
EKEA President Ronnie Back, a teacher in the Ashland Independent
District, has predicted record attendance at the sessions.

10-10-73
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---"Annual sessions of the Kentucky General Assembly
will make the legislature more responsive to the needs of education in
Kentucky,"

u.s.

Rep. Carl D. Perkins said Friday at the 50th annual

convention of the Eastern Kentucky Education Association (EKEA).
"',,.

The Hindman Democrat, who heads the House Committee on Education and

··~~

Labor, strongly endorsed the proposed state constitutional amendment in a
speech to more than 800 persons attending the EKEA's main session at
MOrehead State Un±versity.
Perkins, who served in the Kentucky legislature before being
elected to Congress in 1948, described the present constitutional
limitation of a legislative session every two years as

~a

deterrent

to educational progress."
Perkins encouraged the educators to work for passage of the annual
sessions amendment in the November election.
Support of another amendment was sought by Dr. Lyman Ginger, state
superintendent of public instruction.

He urged the EKEA membership "to

.711'

take the state superintendent out of partisan politics" by voting for
the amendment which will make the superintendent's position appointive.
Ginger spoke in favor of legislation allowing Kentucky teachers to
retire after 30 years of service and a lump sum payment to benefit teachers
already retired.
Dr. Andrew Holt, president emeritus of the University of Tennessee and
EKEA's keynote speaker, urged the teachers and administrators to be
professionals.

"A professional is one who goes above and beyond what is

expected of others," he said.

'
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Special to Bath County News-OUtlook
By Mary R. Faulkner
MSU Student Journalist
Morehead State University fullback Frank Jones; who led the
Eagles in rushing last season with a total of 498 yards, is back
with even greater performance this fall.
An

Owingsville junior, Jones, along with tailback Jimmy

Johnson, lead the list of returnees in the offensive backfield.
Jones averaged five yards per carry in his first two seasons
of c6llege football.

Before last Saturday, he .was averaging 6.6

yards per carry each game with an average of 58 yards rushing each
game.
In the recent Murray game, Jones got 80 yards in rushing with
five carries.

In the Middle Tennessee game, he carried 15 times

for 101 yards •.
Saturday.' s Homecoming game against Austin Peay· was . the bes.t
ever for Jones.

His talent as a football.player was widened when he

rushed 161 yards in 30 carries--nearly half. the .Eagles·total· offensive.

.

yards.
He scored a touchdown in the third

:

·qu~rter

and received 'the

most valuable player award of the game for his outstanding performance.
(MORE)

Frank Jones, MSU fullback 2-2-2-2-2-2
Jones.is a graduate of Bath County High School, where he began
)

playing on the football team when he was
in the·eighth
grade.·
He·
.
'
.
.·
was most successful. in his senior year, earning the All-State and
)

All-American titles.
Jones, a football scholarship recipient, earned his first letter
last season.

Starting out. as tailback, he was moved to fullback

position after Bill Cason graduated.
Last season in the second quarter of the MSU vs. Murray game
tailback Jimmy Johnson was injured.

Jones replaced Johnson and

rushed 78 yards and gained a touchdown for the Eagles.
When asked which position he would rather play, Jones replied
"I would rather play tailback, but I'm satisfied playing fullback."
He said that he "thoroughly enjoys playing football."
"The only drawback," he said, "is that it is very time consuming."
A health and physical education major, ·Jones hopes to play pro
football after graduation •
. .
MSU Head

Football Coach Roy Terry said that, "Jones is an

excellent blocker, has good ·speed and strength and is .a hard worker.• "
'"He· is graded highly in the films each week," Coach Terry said.
"He needs to work on . catching but is also improving in that area."
Coach Terry con~luded that, "He stands a good chance ·of playing
pro: football with his valuable blocking ability.

This is one of the

main assets l?ro coaches look for when signing on a player."

,,,,,
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Potential scientists, student musicians, regional
educators and college debaters will be visiting next week at Morehe&d
State University.
Selected high school students and their science teachers and
guidance counselors are participating Wednesday in "Sciences in the
'70's," a day devoted to career opportunities in the sciences and
mathematics.
The 14th annual MSU Choral Festival is scheduled Thursday and
Friday with free concerts presented daily at 8 p.m. in Baird Recital
Hall.

Clayton Krehbiel, coordinator of choruses at Florida State

University, is the guest conductor.
Nearly 2,000 educators representing 26 school systems are
expected to attend the annual convention of the Eastern Kentucky
~

Education Association Thursday and Friday.

Featured speakers are

Dr. Andrew Holt, president emeritus of the University of

Tennessee~

and Dr. Lyman V. Ginger, Kentucky superintendent of public instruction.
More than 2,000 musicians from 35 Kentucky high schools are
participating Saturday, Oct. 20, in the eighth annual KMEA Marching
Band Festival at MSU's Jayne Stadium.

'

Performances begin at 12:30 p.m.

The annual Eagle Debate Tournament, which begins Friday at 10 a.m.,
is expected to attract 45 entries.
II II II II llitttifif4Fif4f
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. Erwin W. Straus, Lexington psychiatrist, is
addressing the national security class Thursday, Oct. 18, at Morehead
State University.
Dr. Straus is a professor of clinical psychiatry at the UK

(

Medical School and a research consultant at the Veterans Administration
in Lexington.

His topic is 't'llhe Psychology of Conflict."

The class

is scheduled at 10:20 a.m. in University Breckinridge School Auditorium
and is open to the public.
A native of Germany, Dr. Straus received his M.D. degree in 1917.
He has

ta~ght

psychiatry at the University of Berlin, Black Mountain

College in North Carolina, Jobbs Hopkins University and thejUniversity
of Kentucky.
A co-founder of the medical journal, "The Neurologist," he is a
veteran of World War I and helped formulate and write the American
GI "Bill of Rights."

He has three honorary doctoral degrees.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Student musicians, regional educators and college

·-

debaters will be visiting next week at Morehead State University.
The 14th annual MSU Choral Festival is scheduled Thursday and
Friday with free concerts presented daily at 8 p.m. in Baird Recital
Hall. Clayton Krehbiel, coordinator of choruses at Florida State
University, is the guest conductor.
Nearly 2,000 educators representing 26 school systems are
expected to attend the annual convention of the Eastern Kentucky
Education Association Thursday and Friday.

Featured speakers are

Dr. Andrew Holt, president emeritus of the University of Tennessee,
and Dr. Lyman V. Ginger, Kentucky superintendent of public instruction.
The annual two-day Eagle Debate Tournament, which begins Friday at
10 a.m., is expected to attract 45 entries.
More than 2, 000 musicians from 35 ·I<entucky high schools are
participating Saturday, Oct. 20, in the eighth annual KMEA Marching
Band Festival at MSU's Jayne Stadium.

Performances begin at 12:30 p.m.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Judi Cropper, daughter of Mr and Mrs. Eldon
Cropper of Mason, Ohio, has recently become a pledged member of the
Gamma Psi Chapter of Sigma Sigma Sigma national sorority at
Morehead State University.
111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three Morehead State University. administrators
are appearing·Thursday in Lexington at the annual convention of the
Kentucky Personnel and Guidance Association.
Mrs._Mi~non

Doran, director of MSU's Personal Development Institute,

will speak to an interest group at 9 a.m. on "Counseling the Total
-student."
Dr. Charles Ward, dean of the School of .1\ppli_ed Sciences and
Technology, will discuss "Two-year College Technical Programs" at a
10:15 session.
Also·at 10:15 a.m., Frank Sandage, instructional coordinator of
MSU's Trio Program, will speak on "Accountability in Counseling."
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Irish-American author J. P. Donleavy is
appearing Thursday, Oct. 25, at Morehead State University.
He is lecturing at 10:20 a.m. in MSU's Button Auditorium and
conducting a luncheon discussion at noon in the Adron Doran Universit:y
Center.
The lecture is free to the public and high school English students
in Eastern and Central Kentucky have been invited.
Donleavy's visit is part of his first American tour and is cosponsored by the MSU Concert and Lecture Series and the Division of
Languages and Literature.
Compared in style with James Joyce, the novelist is a native of
New York City but has lived and worked in Ireland for several years.
Hi.::: works include "The Ginger Man," "A Singular Man," "The On:i.on
Ec:t.ers" and "A Fairy Tale of New York," which was released last month ..
Donleavy's appearance is the first event of the 1973-74
ar>.'3. Lecture Series.
,'I lilt##
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---·Five Morehead State University faculty members
and three graduate students are appearing Oct. 27 at the fall conference
of the Kentucky Council for the Social Studies, meeting at Henry Clay
High School in Lexington.
Mrs~

Charlotte Gillum and Bruce Bissmeyer of University Breckinridge

School will appear at a mock legislative assembly at 9:15a.m.
Dr. Paul Randolph, MSU professor of history, and Sarah Clay
Stephens, MSU graduate student and a teacher at Prestonsburg High
School, will appear on a 10:15 program dealing with "International
~elations:

The Newspaper in the Classroom."

Dr. Randolph will moderate a section on "Ari. Inquiry Approach to
World.History" atll:l5 a.m.
Emma Brown, MSU graduate student and a·teacher at Simon.Kenton High
School, will appear on an 11;15 a.m. program dealing with role playing.
Another'MSu graduate student,· Mrs. Pat Parke of Ashland Paul Blazer
High School, will

p~esent

a paper on· "A Board of Arbitration for Labor

and Management" at a session at 11:15 a.m.
Mrs. Lois Huang! a teacher at MSU's University Breckinridge School,
is on an 11:15 prograll\. concerning sixth grade social studies. ·
'. Charles Holt, MSU assistant professor of history, will" appear on
an 11:15 program dealing with "The us·e of Folklore in the Classroom."
Holt is a member of the conference planning committee.
(MORE)

MSU, Social Studies meeting-2-2-2-2-2
A series of video tapes featuring "Glimpses of Africa" by Dr.

Perry LeRoy, MSU professor of history, will be shown throughout the
day.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University students will be
active Oct. 28-30 at the annual convention of the Kentucky Music
Teachers Association at Eastern Kentucky University.
Entering competitions on Oct. 28 are Kenton Cooper, Ashland
senior, college auditions for voice; Sarah Damron, Elizabethtown
sophomore, college artist auditions; and Beverly Williams, White
Mills junior, Louisville Orchestra Concert competition •.
Original compositions by four MSU students will be performed.
They are Stephen Lin, Louisville junior; Robert Taylor, Portsmouth,
Ohio, junior; Larry Simpson, Louisville senior; and David Vance,
Englewood, Ohio, junior.
Students scheduled to perform are Lynette Davidson, Ft. Mitchell
senior; Ron Davidson, Fairdale senior; Darryl Davis, Cincinnati, Ohio,
senior; Larry Gardner, Dayton, Ohio, sophomore; Bob Myers, Dover
junior; and Mark Seay, Tipp City, Ohio, senior.
Larry Keenan, MSU assistant professor of music, is president of
the Kentucky Music Teachers Association.

Dr. Frederick Muel-ler,

associate professor of music, is the group's composition chairman
and Mrs. Keith Huffman of Morehead is the KMTA secretary.
1111111111 :'1 /1 g
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---John H. Clark, Flemingsburg sophomore at
Morehead State University, is a member of the MSU Jazz Ensemble.
A graduate of Fleming County High School, Clark plays tuba and
bass trombone in the group which is directed by Chris Gallaher.
is the son of Mrs. Jeannette M. Clark of Flemingsburg.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Recalling his personal experiences as a state
legislator, Morehead State University President Adron Doran has urged
public support of a constitutional amendment calling for annual
sessions of the Kentucky General Assembly.
Dr. Doran, Co-chairman of the nonpartisan Committee for
Legislative Reform, served 10 years in the legislature, including two
terms as Speaker of the House, before accepting the MSU presidency in
1954.
If approved by voters next month, the amendment will provide for
annual 45-day sessions of the General Assembly instead of the present
60-day session every two years.
"There is a discrepancy between the will of the people and the
vested interests of lobbyists," Dr. Doran said in a speech to the MSU
faculty.

"The special interest groups oppose annual sessions because

they fear it will be more difficult to influence individual
legislators."
He described as "impractical" the use of a constitution written
in 1891 to operate a state in 1973.
Dr. Doran pointed out that 40 states have annual legislative
sessions and that Kentucky ranks 41st in the nation in the amount
spent on legislative operations.

He noted that $130 million in federal

revenue sharing money has been held in escrow for 18 months because
the General Assembly has been out of session.
(MORE)

-·
Legislative Reform 2-2-2-2-2

"There is an imbalance in the workload caused by the current
provision that legislative days be consecutive."

The MSU president

said, "This results in a logjam at the end of each session.

The

annual sessions of 45 non-consecutive days would give a member
sufficient time to study legislation."
Dr. Doran said nearly 60 per cent of the legislation passed by
the 1972 General Assembly was approved on the final day and more than
90 per cent of the bills were passed during the final 10 days of the
session.
"It is time to give the legislature back to the people," Dr.
Doran added.

"Under the provisions of this amendment, the General

Assembly would convene in March following the inauguration of a
governor which would give the governor and legislators time to
prepare and consider budgets."
111111111111 ######
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four Morehead State University nursing faculty
members and 32 students last week visited the Eli Lilly Pharmaceutical
Co.. in Indianapolis, Ind.
Faculty members making the field trip were Mrs. Betty Porter,
Mrs. Jane Ray, Mrs. Linda Salyer and· Mrs. Betty Tapp.
The purpose of the field trip was to supplement class work on
pharmacology, the study of drugs.
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"Annual sessions of the Kentucky General

Assembly will make the legislature more responsive to the needs of
education in Kentucky,"

u.s.

Rep. Carl D. Perkins said Friday at the

50th annual convention of the Eastern Kentucky Education Association
(EKEA).
The Hindman Democrat, who heads the House Committee on Education
and Labor, strongly endorsed the proposed state constitutional
amendment in a speech to more than 800 persons attending the EKEA's
main session at Morehead State University.
Perkins, who served in the Kentucky legislature before being
elected to Congress in 1948, described the present constitutional
limitation of a legislative session every two years as "a deterrent
to educational progress. "
Perkins encouraged the educators to work for passage of the
annual sessions amendment in the November election.
Support of another amendment was sought by Dr. Lyman Ginger,
superintendent of public instruction.

s~ate

He urged the EKEA membership

"to take the state superintendent out of partisan politics" by vot.:.ng
for the amendment which will make the superintendent's position
appointive.
Dr. Andrew Holt, president emeritus of the University of

,

Tenn.esse~

and EKEA's keynote speaker, urged the teachers and administrators to
be professionals. "A..professional is one who goes above and beyo!:d
what is expected of others, " he said.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---U. s. Rep. Carl D. Perkins has strongly endorsed
a proposed state constitutional amendment calling for annual sessions
of the Kentucky General Assembly.

His remarks were made during the

50th annual convention of the Eastern Kentucky Education (EKEA) meeting
at Morehead State University.
"Annual sessions would make the legislature more responsive to the
needs of education in Kentucky," the Hindman Democrat said at the ·
group's main session last Friday.

He encouraged EKEA members to work

for passage of the amendment in the November election.
Dr.·Lyman Ginger, state superintendent of public instruction,
asked the' EKEA membership ·to "take the state superintendent.: out of
partisan politics" by voting for another amendment which will make the
state superintendent's position appointive.
Dr. Andrew Holt, president emeritus of the University of Tennessee
and the EKEA's keynote speaker, urged the teachers and administrators
to be professionals.
Mrs. Frances Miller, an elementary teacher in Ashland's Fairview
School District, was nominated without opposition as the new presidentelect of EKEA.
•·

Nominated without opposition for vice-president was

Marvin Moore, an elementary teacher in Rowan County.
Renamed to the EKEA Board of Directors were Jack Webb of Greenup

,

County, Velma Wilcox of Ashland and Jane Wright of Maysville.
named was Ralph O'Quinn of Floyd

Cou~ty.

(MORE)

Also

EKEA at MSU 2-2-2-2-2
Mrs. Alma Coyle of Bath County was chosen as the association's
alternate delegate to the NEA convention and Lewis Campbell of Floyd
County was selected for a seat on the nominating committee of the
Kentucky Teacher.s Retirement System.
The delegates voted unanimously to change the group's by-laws,
effective next year, to provide for nomination of officers at least
two weeks before the convention begins.
EKEA's delegates adopted a resolution urging the Kentucky
Education Association to "live within its current income" and not to
fill the proposed new position ··of assistant executive secretary while
faced with $50,000 in unpaid bills.
EKEA asked the Kentucky High School Athletic Association to
consider banning spring football practice in a move to "upgrade" spring
sports.
The delegates also adopted a resolution requesting that the EKEA
j

Board of Directors return the convention to the MSU campus in 1974.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Morehead State University History professors
are participating in the seventh annual History Forum Oct. 31 and
Nov. 1 at Duquesne University in Pittsburgh, Pa.
Dr. Edmund Hicks, head of the Department of History, will be the
conunentator on an Oct. 31 session dealing with "Aspects of the Military
History of World War II."
Dr. John Kleber, associate professor of history, will present a
paper on "Gilded Age Humanitarianism:

A Look at Robert G. Ingersoll"

at a session on Nov. 1.
The three-day forum, which closes Nov. 2, features 46 sessions
with more than 1,200 persons expected to attend.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twelve high school bands received superior ratings
last weekend in the eighth annual KMEA Marching Band Festival at
Morehead State University.
Sponsored by the Kentucky Music Educators Association, the
competition involved 31 bands from Central, Northern and Eastern
Kentucky.
Rated superior on the basis of performances at MSU's Jayne
Stadium were:
Ashland Paul Blazer, Bourbon County, Boyd County, Elizabethtown,
Elkhorn City, Fort Thomas Highlands,'Henry County, Lee County,
Louisville Western, Paintsville, Pendleton County and Washington
County.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIII.'II
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MOREHEAD, ·Ky.---Dr. Marion McKenna, dean of the University of
Kentucky C91lege of Nursing, is appearing Nov. 6 at Morehead State
University to address District 19 of the Kentucky

N~rses

Association.

Dr. McKenna, president-elect of the KNA, will discuss the future
of nursing in Kentucky at the 7:30 p.m. session in MSU's B. F. Reed
Hall.
Registered nurses and student nurses from District 19 are invited
to attend.

Mrs. Doris McDowell, chairman of MSU's Department of

Nursing and Allied Health, is district president.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Morehead State University Vets Club is
sponsoring an informal question-and-answer session concerning
veterans' benefits on Monday, Nov. 5, in the U.N. Room of the
Adron Doran University Center.
Paul D. Deaton of the

Vet~rans

Administration Regional Office

in Lo-g.isville will be present for the 10 a.m. session.
"All veterans, students and non-students, are urged to come
and present their individual problems," said Bob Smoot, Vets Club
advisor.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. Howard Nesbitt, professor of health,
physical education and recreation at Morehead State University, last
weekend led 27 university Breckinridge School sixth graders on a
camping trip to Carter Caves State Resort Park.
Dr. and Mrs. Nesbitt, who also is an MSU faculty member, and
seven MSU recreation students--Mike Tackett, Billy Johnson, Robert
Fritz, Loui Gill, Labon Richardson, Rick Stultz and Bonnie Beall--accompanied the students from Mrs. Lois Huang's class.
The

gro~p

noon Sunday.

departed Morehead at 4 p.m. on Friday and returned at

Activities included archery, horseback riding, nature

hikes, a cave tour and lessons in tent pitching, lashing, rope tieing
and handling of knives and axes.
Holly Caruso, an MSU recreation student, entertained the group
Friday night with guitar playing.
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· ·MORE.HEAD, Ky. __ ;_ The formal opening of an exhibit of prints
by Ben Shahn and Leonard Baskin is scheduled Thursday, Oct. 25, at
8 p.m. ·in Morehead State University's ClayJ?ool-Young Gallery •.
. The MSU Quintet will perform.

Members are Mary. ·Albers, oboe;

Dr. William.Bigham, clarinet; Dr. Frederick Mueller, bassoon;
Robert.Pritchard, flute; and Robert Walshe, French horn.
Soprano Anne Beane, accompanied by Pritchard, Dr. Bigham and
cellist Suanne Blair will present two vocal selections.
The opening is free to the public.

111111111111
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The exhibit closed Nov. 8.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---When Dr. and Mrs. Adron Doran talk with each
other ahout "the college," _they have to be specific.
In ·addition to Dr. Doran's 20-year presidency of Morehead State
University and Mrs. Doran's role as.First .Lady and·director of MSU's
Personal Development Institute, they also have close ties with two
other colleges.
Mrs. Doran is a member of the Board of Trustees of Pikeville
College and Dr. D·oran recently was named to a five-year term on the
Board of Directors of Freed-Hardeman College· in Henderson, Tenn.
Dr. Doran is an alumnus of Freed-Hardeman,. a j1.mior college
which is expanding·to

four~year

status.·
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Joe Dipyatic, Ellsworth, Pa., senior at
Morehead State University, is presenting a trumpet recital Friday,
Nov. 16, in MSU's Baird Recital Hall.
The 8 p.m. program includes works by Corelli, Balay and
Chailleux.

He will be accompanied by Ruth Danks.

Dipyatic, the son of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Dipyatic Sr. of
Ellsworth, Pa., is a graduate of Bentworth High School.

He is

a member of the MSU Marching Band, the Symphony Band and Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia music fraternity.
The recital is free and open to the public.
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Ky. --- Dr. William Amiott, executive secretary of

Sigma Nu fraternity, will be the guest speaker Nov. 7 at Morehead
State University for the semi-annual meeting of Kentucky's college
fraternity deans and interfraternity councils.
The meeting is scheduled from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. at the Adron
Doran University Center.

Fraternity staff personnel and undergraduate

IFC officers from Kentucky colleges and universities will exchange
ideas and discuss mutual problems.
Ron Walke,
president of

~ffiU's

l'~U's

associate dean of students, and Jack Matthews,

Interfraternity Council, are hosting the session.
11111111/J:#
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity at Morehead State
University is sponsoring a "Bike-A-Thon" on Saturday, Nov. 3, to raise
money for the American Cancer Society.
The event starts at 9:30 a.m. on the MSU campus with riders
cycling 12 miles to Salt Lick and returning.
Sponsors will pledge donations for each mile completed by the
cyclists.
Entry forms are available at the Adron Doran University Center
and at various Morehead businesses.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Marc D. Glasser, assistant professor of
English at Morehead State University, recently completed work on
his doctorate at Indiana University.
Dr. Glasser, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Glasser of 143
Walnut Ave., Revere, Mass., joined the faculty of MSU's School of
Humanities in August, 1972.
He received his bachelor's degree from the University of
Massachusetts in 1967.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Nell Collins, assistant professor of education
at Morehead State University, recently received her educational
specialist degree from the University of Kentucky.
A Morehead native, she joined MSU' s University Breckinridge
School faculty in 1969.

She has a bachelorls degree from MSU

and a master's degree from the University of KentuCky.
Mrs. Collins is a member of the Kentucky Education Association,
National Education Association, the National Council of Teachers of
English, University Woman's Club, the Morehead United Methodist
Church and the MSU and UK alumni associations.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Cassity of Morehead, she
has two children.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Hundreds of high school students are expected
to visit Morehead State University Nov. 2 and 3 for "High School Guest
Days."
Registration starts Friday, Nov. 2, at the Adron Doran University
Center.

Campus tours and academic advisement sessions are on the

agenda from 9 a.m. until noon on Saturday.
The visitors will be

gu~sts

of MSU for the 2 p.m. football game

between Morehead State and Ohio Valley Conference foe East Tennessee.
Guests may stay overnight in MSU residence halls.
For more information, contact MSU's Division of University
Services.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Morehead State University Spanish Club
is sponsoring a Spanish dinner Nov. 15 at the Adron Doran University
Center.
Proceeds from the meal. which is open to the public, will go
to send a Spanish stud_§nt to study in Spain next .summer. -. Tickets are
$1.50 for adults and 50 cents for children.

The ticket deadline is

Nov. 12.
"We are planning to create a Spanish atmosphere and will be
serving Spanish food," said Carmen Turull, Spanish Club president.
"We are hoping to offer all of our guests a delightful evening."
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four faculty members and two students from
Morehead State University's School of Sciences and Mathematics are
·presenting· papers .. this weekend at the annual meeting of the Kentucky
Academy of Science in Lexington.
Dr. John C. Philley, professor of geosciences,·:will~pretl:i!de .at·
the.Geology Section.

He and James R. Chaplin, associate professor

of goesciences, will present a paper dealing with a new fossil
discovery in Menifee County.
Chaplin and David Jordan, Ft. Thomas sopho)Ilore at MSU, will
present.a·paper titled "Lithofacies Analysis of the St. Louis
.L.i.:uest·one (Mississippian), in the Morehead, Ky., Region."
Chaplin.also is scheduled to present a paper on "Newly Discovered
Mississippian Ammonoids from Rowan County, Ky."
Dr.· William R: Falls, head of the MSU Department of Science
.

Education, .is .Presenting a paper entitled "Student and Teacher
Needs .. in· the Secondary Science

Classro~m in

So)ltheastern Kentucky."

Dr. Yerne·A. Simon, head of the MSU Department of Chemistry, and
Duane R. Greenly, ·Bloomsburg, Pa., graduatE! student-, are presenting
·..

a paper dealing with .the quantitive analysis for hydrogen and flourine
by nuclear magnetic resonance .....
The me.eting begins Friday afternoon and closes Saturday afternoon
on the campus of Transylvania University.
10-29.:73
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A journalism scholarship at Morehead State
University has been named in honor of W. E. Crutcher, publisher
of The Morehead News.
James Armstrong, Catlettsburg freshman at MSU, is the first·
recipient of the W. E. Crutcher Journalism Scholarship.

He is

the son of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Armstrong of. catlettsburg.
The Morehead News is a member of the Kentucky Weekly Newspaper
Association.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Kenton Cooper, Ashland senior at Morehead State
University, won first place in voice competition last weekend at the
state convention of the Kentucky Music Teachers National Association
at Richmond.
A counter-tenor, Cooper will compete in the regional contest in
Birmingham, Ala.

The son of Mr. and Mrs. Bruce E. Cooper of Ashland,

he is a student of Mrs. Vasile Venettozzi.
Sarah Damron, Elizabethtown sophomore, was runner-up in the
piano competition.

A student of Larry Keenan, she is the daughter

of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Damron Jr. of Elizabethtown.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Fresh from winning its first tournament of
the 1973-74 season, Morehead State University has entered five teams
this weekend in the Marshall University Invitational Debate
Tournament.
Debbie Poore, Hodgenville sophomore, and Kathy Justice, Ashland
sophomore, _posted a 5-0 record and were selected as the best negative
debaters in the Autumn Classic last weekend at Tennessee Wesleyan
College in Athens, Tenn.

They defeated the University of Tennessee

in the finals.
Representing MSU at Marshall will be Miss Poore, Miss Justice,
Bob Fritz, Madison, Ind., freshman; Dan Grigson, Maysville senior;
Steve Hohmann, Louisville sophomore; Don Kazee, Ashland sophomore;
Gary Padgett, Louisville freshman; Carol Snider, Madisonville
sophomore1 Pam Todd, Madisonville

juni~r;

and Susan Washburn, East

Monroe, Ohio, senior.
The MSU debate team is coached by George (Skip) Coulter.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Three Grayson residents are serving as
graduate assistants this year at Morehead State University ..
They are Vaugl.n Caudill, accounting; cperyl Hall, art; and
Charles Johnson, biological sciences.
A 1973 MSU alumnus, Caudill served as state president of
Phi Beta Lambda honorary and as an officer in Delta Sigma Pi,
the Accounting and Finance Club, Blue Key and Phi Kappa Phi.

He

was a "Distinguished Military Graduate" and received his pilot's
license through the Army ROTC program.

He is the son of Mrs.

Jesse Caudill of Rt. 2.
Mrs. Hall, a 1966 gr01duate of Lincoln Christian College, is,
a former art teacher iri Lincoln, Ill.' and Hamilton, Mass.

..

art works have been exhibited in Kentucky.

Her

Married to Gary Hall,

a professor at Kentucky Christian College, spe is the daughter of

~s. Theodore Thompson of 507 N. Michigan Ave·~,· Marshall; I'll.·.
Johnson, a 1973 MSU graduate, is the .son. ·of Claytonr:di.. Johnson
~

of

R~.

4, Grayson.

MSU graduate assistants receive a monthly stipend for working
20 hours we'ekly ·while enrolled as full-time graduate students.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Terri Williams of 2913

Hummi~gbird

Ct.,

Dayton, Ohio, is a graduate_assistant in telecommunications this
year at Morehead State University.
A 1971 graduate of MSU, Miss Wili'iams was selected for "Wbo's
Who in 11J!lerican Universities and Colleges."
..· :''.

She is ·a member of

Delt<l' Gamma' 'sorority and cardinal Key Honor and was first runnerup

in the 1971 "Miss MSU Pageant."
Miss Williams is the

d~ughter

of Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Williams

.of 2913 Hurnniingbird · ct:, Dayt:on: Ohio·.·" ·
MSU graduate assistants receive a monthly stipend for_ working
20 hours weekly while enrolled as full-time graduat:e students,. "'
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MOREHEAD, Ky,---Seven persons from the Cincinnati-Northern
Kentucky area are serving as graduate assistants at Morehead State
University.
The graduate assistants and their assignments are James Alford,

I

Covington, graduate office; Ronald Bertram, Falmouth, biological
sciences; Terry Blong, 11394 Snider' Rd., Cincinnati, Career Opportunities
Program; Janice Cushman, Florence, elementary education; Robert Guillaume,
Florence,
I

a~riculture;

Roberta Webster, Butler, English; and Beverly

-

Wood, Falmouth,- English'.
MSU graduate assistants receive a monthly stipend for working 20
hours weekly 11hile enrolled as full time students.
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D10REHEAD, Ky. ---Three Pendleton Countians are serving as
graduate assistants this semester at l"lorehead State University.
They· are Ronald Bertram, a graduate assistant in biological
sciences, and Roberta Webster and Beverly Wood in ·English.·
Bertram, a 1972 MSU graduate, is a member of Blue Key Honorary
Fraternity, the Kentucky Academy of Sciences and the National Geographic
Society.

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bertram of Rt. 4,

Falmouth.
Miss Webster, a 1973 MSU alumnus, is a former editor of "Inscape"
literary magazine and a former member of "The Intimate Cyr"cle·". singing
group.

She is a member of Lambda Iota Tau and Kappa Delta Pi honoraries.

Her parents are Mr. and "Mrs. Robert Webster of Rt. · 2, · B_utler.
~trs.

Wood, a 1973 MSU graduate, was a staff member fqr WMKY, MSU's

50,000-watt FM radio station.

Married to Ron W.ood of Mountain Grove,

·Mo., she is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles· LaFollette· of Rt.. 5,
Fa,lmouth.
MSU graduate assistants receive a

monthl~

stipend for

20 hours l.,reekly \vhile enrolled as f-ull time· students.
########
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three senior recitals and two concerts are
scheduled during the week of Nov. 11 at Morehead State University's
Baird Recital Hall.
A senior organ recital by Terry Ensor of Mt. Sterling opens the
schedule Sunday, Nov. 11, at 3 p.m.

Other programs include a

composition recital by Larry Simpson of Louisville Wednesday at
8 p.m. and a trumpet recital by Joe Dipyatic of Ellsworth, Pa., Friday'

at 8 p.m.
The MSU Percussion Ensemble, conducted by Robert Schietroma, MSU
assistant professor of music, will perform Tuesday at 8 p.m.
Walter Barr, MSU assistant professor of music, will direct the
Jazz Ensemble on Thursday at 8 p.m.
All performances are free and open to the public.
llllllllllllllllllflllll
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Her concern for others took Julie Ramsey
to Jamaica last summer •.
Now a. freshman at Morehead State University, the Lexington coed
was among_l2 Senior Girl Scouts selected to spend more than a month
in Jamaica on an International

Opport~ity

Literacy Project.

Working with the Jamaican Girl Guides, the American Girl Scouts
spent two weeks teaching adult basic education to•persons between
16 and 75 years old.

Classes included reading;

~riting,

and

mathematics.
Another two weeks were spent in camps.

"We were advisors and

observers," Julie said.
Miss ·Ramsey, who. has been in scouting for 10 years, said Jamaica's
scouting

pro~ram·

is "behind the times."

"Adults don't allow the girls

enough voice in the program and the discipline is too strict," she

.,·~eir

•

_program is· developing and the leaders· realize that scouting

builds citizens· for .tomorrow but the ·girl·s need to be more involved,"
she adde·d.
Julie·is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Ramsey of 344
.
'
.
.
Holly Hill Dr •. , Lexington. She joined the Girl Scouts as a Brownie

,

....

and attained the First Class .Scout rating .at the age of 14.

She is

co-adv{sor of the ·newly-organized Rowan County Senior Girl Scout Troop.
1111111111###
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l-10REHEAD, Ky. --- Career opportunities in technical fields will
be highlighted here Wednesday, Nov. 14, at Morehead State University's
"World of Technology Day."
The day-long program is sponsored by MSU's School of Applied
Sciences and Technology.

It begins with registration at 9 a.m.

in the Lloyd Cassity Building.
are scheduled until noon.

Exhibits, demonstrations and tours

Featured will be the facilities of MSU's

new $3.5 million B. F. Reed Hall which opened this fall.
Career information sessions are set during the afternoon and
guidance counselors and teachers will participate in a concurrent
ser:tinar.
Dr. Charles F. Ward, dean of MSU's School of Applied Sciences
and Technology, is directing the program.
llllllllllllll
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's debaters captured 10
trophies Saturday in the Marshall University Big Green Debate Tournament
at Huntington,

w.

Va.

MSU won the sweepstakes trophy for the best overall performance.

T~e

team of Steve Hohmann, Loaisville sophomore, and Pam Todd, Madisonville
junior, posted a 5-l record in winning the varsity division.
Don Kazee, Ashland sophomore, and Dan Grigson, Maysville senior,
finished fourth in the varsity division and compiled a 4-2 record.
Hohmann, Miss Todd and Grigson were selected as first, second and third
best varsity speakers, respectively.
Robert Fritz, Madison, Ind. freshman, and Carol Snider, Madisonville
sophomore, won the novice affirmative competition with a 4-2 mark.

Miss

Snider was selected as third best novice speaker.
Kathy Justice, Ashland sophomore, and Gary (Rook) Padgett,
Louisville freshman, were members of the second place negative"team in
the novice division.

Miss Justice was named the fourth best novice debater.

The tournament win was the second straight for Coach Skip Coulter's
squad.

They will compete in the Kentucky Colonel Classic Nov. 8-10 at

Western Kentucky University.

1111111111###
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Nearly 500 pounds of food for the needy was
collected last week during the annual Lambda Chi Alpha "sorority
kidnap" at Morehead State University.
During the event, each MSU sorority president is held for
ransom until her group collects a pound of food for each active
member.
Sigma Sigma Sigma won first place with 193
was second with 139 pounds.

I

Chi Omega

Eight sororities participated.

#IIIIUIIHII#
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Morehead Alumnae Association of Kappa Delta
sorority will sponsor its third annual Benefit Art Show Nov. 11-29
at Morehead .State University's Claypool-Young Gallery.
The formal opening is !3unday, i1ov. 11,
2· p.m. until 4 p.m. at the gallery.

1~i th

a reception from

It is open to the public.

'?roceeds from entry fees go to pL1rchase play equipment for the
Gateway School for Handicapped Children.
Area artists may enter four categories:

oil and acrylic painting,

watercolors, dra1-.ring and prints ann three dimensionaL

Works will be

accepted from 1 p.m. to 4 p. m. Thursday and Friday.
A "Best on

Sho~1"

ribbon 1r1ill be presentec1 and cash pri:res and

ribbons will be awarded for first place in each category.

Second

and third places ribbons also will be presented.
F·or additional information, contact Mrs. Mabel Reynolds, 438
Knapp Ave., Morehead.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University is hosting two-year
college students from throughout Kentucky on Nov. 16 and 17 for
"Transfer Weekend."
Registration starts Friday, Nov. 16, at the Adron Doran
University Center.

Campus tours and academic advisement sessions

are on the agenda from 9 a.m. until noon on Saturday.
The visitors will be guests of MSU for the 2 p.m. football
game between Morehead State and Eastern Kentucky.

Guests may stay

overnight in MSU residence halls.
For more information, contact the Director of Admissions at
MSU.
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A "Bike-A-Thon" sponsored by Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity at
Morehead State University raised more than $700 last weekend for
the American Cancer Society.
Fifteen riders representing five MSU sororities and three
fraternities completed a 25-mile round trip to Salt Lick.
Sponsors pledged donations for each mile completed by the
cyclists.
Don Minto, Staten Island, N.Y., graduate student at MSU, was
the "Bike-A\!lmhon" chairman.

####11111111111:
Monday is the deadline to purchase tickets for the Morehead
State University Spanish Banquet scheduled Thursday, Nov. 15, at 6 p.m.
at the Adron Doran University Center.
Tickets are $1.50 for adults and 75 cents for children.

Proceeds

from the dinner will be used to send an MSU student to Spain next
summer.

For further information, contact Dr. Olga Mourino in Room 421C

of the Combs Building.

1111111111####
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jerome L. Mahin and Isaac

w.

Unseld of

Louisville are serving as graduate assistants this semester at
Morehead State University.
Mahin, a 1973 MSU graduate, is a graduate assistant in the
Department of Sociology.

An Army veteran, he is the son of Mr.

and Mrs. George E. Mahin of 4311 Winnrose way, Louisville.
Unseld, who is also a 1973

~u

graduate, is a graduate

assistant coach for the MSU basketball team.

A three-year letterman

and former team captain, Unseld will coach the junior varsity team
and scout opponents.

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Unseld of

8807 Lynn Hall Ct., Prospect.
Graduate assistants receive a monthly stipend for working
20 hours weekly while enrolled as fulltime students.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Cheryl Melloan, Louisville sophomore at Morehead
State University, will portray "Anna" in Rodgers and Hammerstein's
"The King and I," which is being presented Nov. 28-30 at MSU's
Button Auditorium.
The popular musical is the last theatre preformance of the fall
semester.

Curtain time is 8:15 p.m. nightly.

A music major, Miss Melloan is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Melloan of 8000 Nancy Lane, Louisville.
Dr. William J. Layne is directing_ the play.

Joe Figg is the

music director and Paul Whaley is the technical director.

Constance

Phelps of the Pioneer Playhouse in Danville is the guest choreographer.

#HUIIIIHUifllll!!ll!!lll!!l
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Bobby Myers, Dover junior at Morehead State
University, has been cast in lead role in "-The King and I," which
will be presented Nov. 28-30 in MSU's Button Auditorium.
The polular

Rodger~

and Hamrnerstein musical is the last theatre

performace of the fall semester.

Curtain time is 8:15 p.m. nightly.

A music major, Myers is the son of Mr. nnd Mrs. George Myers
of Box 44, Dover.
Dr. William J. Layne is directing the play.

Joe Figg is the

musical director and Paul Whaley is the technical director.

Constance

Phelps of the Pioneer Playhouse in Danville is · guest choreographer.
11111111111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Portsmouth, Ohio, students at Morehead
State University are members of the 1973-74 MSU Percussion Ensemble.
They are Alan Slocum, a freshman and the son of William L.
Slocum of 1626 Highland Ave., and Rob Taylor, a junior and the son
of Carlos Taylor of 349 Hinkley Hollow Rd.
The Percussion Ensemble, directed by Robert Schietroma, presented
its first concert of the semester last week.

llllllllllllllllllllllll
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Special to the Morehead News

Representatives from Morehead State University, the Kentucky
Department of Education, ROPES Gateway Development and MSU's
Appalachian Adult Education Center community school projects in
Montgomery County, Owensboro, Ashland and Pike County, Ohio, are in
Flint, Mich., this week to visit the Flint Community Schools.
They are guests of the Matt Foundation which has been responsible
for the development of the model community school program in Flint.
Community school programs demonstrate the maximum use of school
facilities, opening schools at night for use by all members of the
community, and offering varied programs to meet the needs of all age
groups.
The trip is co-sponsored by MSU and by the AAEC which is
concerned with the developement of community schools in the
Appalachian region.
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Bobby D. Chaffins of Garrett· is 'Serving_

as a research assistant this semester· at Morehead State University.
A 1972 graduate of MSU, ~affins is assigned to the Bureau of
Research and Development.

He ·is pursuing a master.'s degree in.
·~.

· secondary education.

He is the son of Mr. and Mr,s. Kellie Chaffins of Rt. 2, Garrett.
MSU graduate assistants

receive~a

monthly stipend for working

20 hours weekly while enrolled as full-time students.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Thanksgiving holiday at Morehead State
University starts Wednesday, Nov. 21, at noon.
Offices will be closed and classes will be dismissed until
Monday, Nov. 26, at 8 a.m.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- William M. HUffaker of Maysville is serving
as a graduate assistant this semester at Morehead State University •.
A 1973 MSU graduate, Huffaker is assigned to the Department
of Biological Science.

Married to the former Kathryn Ludwick of

Hillsboro, Ohio, he is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde L. Huffaker. of
Rt. 3, Tazewell, Tenn.
MSU graduate·assistants receive a monthly stipend for working
20

hours weekly while enrolled as full-time students.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- After adding four trophies to its collection
last weekend, Morehead State University's debate team is competing
Friday and Saturday in the Morris Harvey College Tournament at
Charleston, W. Va.
Sophomo~es

Debbie Poore of Hodgenville and Kathy Justice of

Ashland won the junior division last weekend in the Kentucky colonel
Classic at Western Kentucky University.
They posted a 10-1 record, defeating University of Tennessee

in the quarter-finals, Middle Tennessee in the semi-finals and
University of Kentucky in the finals.

Miss Justice ranked fourth

among 68 speakers.
Carol Snider, Madisonville sophomore, and Gary Padgett,
Louisville freshman, reached the quarterfinals with a 6-2 preliminary
record.
MSU received the second-place sweepstakes trophy.
Representing MSU at Morris Harvey will be Miss Snider and Dan
Grigson, Maysville senior: Steve Hohmann, Louisville sophomore; Pam
Todd, Madisonville junior: Padgett; and Don Kazee, Ashland sophomore.
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Payne, chairman of Morehead

State University's student teaching program, has been reelected to
a two-year term as director of the 8th Wildlife District of The
League of Kentucky Sportsmen.
Dr. Payne originally was elected to the post in 1971.

The

district includes Rowan, Bath, Montgomery, Boyd, Greenup, Carter,
Lewis, Menifee, Wolfe, Nicholas, Fleming, Mason, Bourbon and
Morgan. counties.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---seven Morehead State University students are all
up in the air.
It's because they are enrolled in the flight training program
sponsored by Army ROTC and have been learning to fly this semester.
The future pilots are John Hinton of Falmouth, Robert Justice of
Miamisburg, Ohio, Steve Kinney of Lexington, Allen May of Kimper, Joe
Ramey of Grayson, Steve Tabor of Louisville and Allen Taylor of
Alexandria.
"The purpose of the program is to identify cadets who could
successfully pass the Army's flight program," said Major John Vititoe,
I·lSU' s flight program coordinator.
He explained that each cadet receives nearly 37 hours of pilot
training valued at about $900.

The Army pays travel expenses to the

Montgomery County Airport, where the training is conducted.
During the week before fall semester began, the cadets attended
ground schooJ for seven hours a day for five days where they learned
a.bout weather, principles of flight and cloud formations.
When the term began, each cadet started traveling to !-it. Sterling
to log air miles.

The program is strictly extracurricular and no

academic credit is awarded.
The men are trained in a two-seat, single-engine plane, which
~~ajor

Viti toe described as "a VW with wings."

The instructor spends

eight to ten hours teaching the students the basics of flight and
emergency procedures.

Each solos at his own pace.
(MORE)

MSU Pilots 2-2-2-2-2

'

' ' .~

Justice, Kinney, Ramey and Tabor already have completed their
solo flights.
~pply

After completing the program, the seven cadets can ··

for private pilot's licenses.
"I was always interested in flying and I felt this program

provided the ideal opportunity," said Ramey.
experience.

"Flying is really an

Remaining.calm and having confidence have helped me in

the training."
In return for the flight training, the men must agree to apply for
the Army aviation program and, if offered a slot within six months,
must accept it.

Persons enrolled in the program also agree to serve

four years of active duty.
llflflflflllllllllllllll!l
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Donna M. Newsome, daughter of Mr.- and Mrs. Andrew
L. Tatman of 480 Lorlita Lane, Bethel Park, Pa., is serving as a
graduate assistant this semester at Morehead State University.
A 1973 graduate of MSU, Mrs. Newsome is assigned to the
Bureau of University Affairs in the yearbook office.

She is a

member of Delta Gamma Sorority and the Cardinal Key National Honorary
Society.

She was listed in Who's Who in American Colleges and

Universities.
Mrs. Newsome is married to Donald Ray Newsome who is a graduate
assistant football coach at MSU.
MSU

graduate assistants receive a monthly stipend for working

20 hours weekly while enrolled as full-time students.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University President Adron Doran
has been reappointed to a new, four-year term by the MSU Board of
Regents.
)

The 10-member board voted unanimously to extend Dr. Doran's tenure
as MSU's seventh president until June 30, 1978.
)

His present contract

expires June 30, 1974, and will mark 20 years in the post.
Dr.

w.

H. Cartmell of Maysville, the board chairman, said the new

contract represents "a vote of the highest confidence in President
)

Doran and provides assurance to the University that its leadership will
remain in competent hands."
Dr. Doran, the dean of Kentucky's public university presidents,
said he was "deeply gratified" by the board's decision.

"I readily

accept the challenges that face public higher education now and in the
future," he added.
Dr. Doran was named to the MSU presidency in 1954 and has served
more than three times longer than any of his. six predecessors.
Voting for the new contract were Dr. Cartmell, Lloyd Cassity and
Sam Kibbey of Ashland, Cloyd McDowell of £arlan, Jerry Howell of
Jackson, William Justice of Pikeville, B. F. Reed of Drift, Crayton
Queen of Mount Sterling, Dr. M. E. Pryor, the faculty representative,
and Dennie Warford of Lawrenceburg, the board's student member.
1111111111#1111###
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University debaters won the varsity
and junior divisions and captured seven trophies last weekend in the
Morris Harvey College Tournament at

Charle~ton,

W. Va.

Steve Hohmann, Louisville sophomore, and Pam Todd, Madisonville
junior, posted a perfect 5-0 record to win the varsity competition·.
Hohmann was selected as top speaker.
Also in the senior division, the team of carol Snider,- Madisonville
sophomore, and Dan-Grigson, Maysville senior, finished third with a 4-1
record.

.,.. ..-

Gary (Rook) Padgett, Louisville freshman, and Don Kazee,.Ashland
sophomore, won the junior dil!'ision with a 5-0 record.

Kazee and Padgett
.,

were named first and second speakers, respectively.
Teams defeated by MSU included Eastern Kentucky, Murray· State,
'
Virginia Tech, West Virginia University
and· Pittsbur'gh.
.
.
. The ~u squad, coached by George (Skip)_ cou·lter, has -won ·22
trophies in six tournaments this year.

Three MSU teams will compete

Nov. 30 and Dec.·l in the. Ohio Valley Conference Debate Tournament at
Western

Kentucky~

###111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---"The King and I," Rodgers and Hammerstein's
popular musical, is being presented Nov. ~S-30 in Morehead State
University's Button Auditorium.
Curtain time is 8:15 nightly.
50 cents for children.

-·

Admission is $1.50 for adults and

MSU students are admitted on ID cards.

Cast in the lead roles are Cheryl Melloan, Louisville senior,
as "Anna" and Mike Clark, Madeira, Ohio, freshman, as the King.

Miss

Melloan was the female lead in MSU's 1972 production of "Man of La
Mancha."
Dr. William J. Layne is the stage director, Joe Figg is the
vocal music director and Paul Whaley is the technical director.

The

MSU Q:;:chestra will be conducted by Douglas Engelhardt and Constance
Phelps, who danced in the Broadway production, is the guest
choreographer.
II II llllllllllllll
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VJ{)REHEAD, Ky. --- The "joy of singing" is taking the Black
Gospel Ensemble from Morehead State University to Atlanta, Ga. this
weekend for the National Black College Choir Festival.
The choir, which was organized in 1969, is leaving Thanksgiving
Day.

The festival is sponsored by the Southeastern Regional

Association of the United Campus Ministry.
Composed of 66 members, the choir will be represented by 52 of
its members.
"This is a great honor to be invited to a festival of such
magnitude," said Jerry Gore, the choir's advisor.
"I remember when we s.tarted with only 28 members who were
looking for a spiritual outlet," Gore said.

"We felt that by singing

the gospel we were worshiping in our own form."
The choir's original name was the VJ{)BU Choir and it was part of
the Morehead Organization of Blacks for Unity.

In 1970 the group's

name was changed to the Black Gospel Ensemble.
"We were inspired by the Edwin Hawkins Singers' 'Oh, Happy Day', •
Gore said.

The Ensemble concentrates on modern songs and sings very

few spirituals.
Some of the songs performed by· the group are "Step to Jesus, "
''~recious

Lord," "How I Got Over," "The 23rd Psalm" and "Reach Out

and Touch Somebody' s Hand. "
The group rehearses twice a week for two hours and appears at
ragional churches almost every Sunday.
(MORE)

/

Gospel Ensemble 2-2-2-2-,2
"We have more men interestpd in singing than :wometl at+d we
'
generally aren't music majors," Gore said. The group of 40 men and
26 women includes two men from Nigeria, one woman from Ripley, Ohio,
)

and 63 Kentllckians.
i'

The Black Ensemble's performance last yearat a United Methodist

Youth convention in Huntington,

w.

Va., earned

the

choir its

invitation to Atlanta.
"The festival is a means of carrying on our her:i.ta~e,"
Gore said, "and

11-20-73
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hope to sing there again next year."
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Women's Chorus and
Men's Glee Club are presenting a Christmas concert Dec. 4 at 7 p.m.
in Baird Recital Hall.
The Men's Glee Club, directed by Joe w. Figg, will sing "The
)

Boar's Head," "0 Tannenbaum," "Mary Had a Baby," "I Wonder as I
wander," "La Virgen Lava Panales" and "March of the Kings."
Jo-Anne Keenan and Larry Montgomery will be featured soloists
with the Glee Club.
Directed by Vasile Venettozzi, the Women's Chorus .will sing
"Hosanna," "He, whom jouous shepherds praised," "Wexford Carol,"
"Come, Ye Gay Shepherds," "Fa La Nana Bambin," and "From The Hills
and From The Vales."

Deborah' Easton will be the soloist.

The groups combine to sing Pinkham's "Christmas Cantata" with
Figg directing.
The program is free and open to the public.

1111111111
MOREHEAD, Ky.

Morehead State University's Men's Glee Club

and Women's Chorus will sing Pinkham's "Christmas Cantata" Sunday,
'

Dec. 2, at the First Christian Church in Morehead.
Joe w. Figg will direct the combined chorus during the 10:50
a.m. service.

The group will be accompanied by the Brass Ensemble.
1111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Two seniors from Bourbon County High
School and two from Millersburg Military Academy attended a
recent Army ROTC scholarship assistance orientation session
at Morehead State University.
Attending the day-long orientation were Ray Leedy and
John Stout of Bourbon County and George Kell and John Withrow
of MMI.
The scholarship assistance program is designed to acquaint
outstanding high school seniors from Eastern Kentucky with Army
ROTC and to explain the procedure to follow when

~pplying

for the

four-year ROTC scholarship.
"These high school seniors have two requis.ites for the
scholarship---academic performance and leadership potential,"
said/Col. Eff

w.

Birdsong Jr., MSU professor of military science.

"We are' assisting them in obtaining more information about the
scholarships."
'

The orientation included briefings on the scholarship
program and various extracurricular

acti~ities.

The group viewed

exhibitions by the Pershing Rifles Drill Team and the Pershing
Berets, a women's drill team.

Members of the MSU Raider company

presented a rappelling demonstration.
111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Mike Koehler and Timothy Perkins, seniors
at Fleming County High School, attended a recent Army ROTC
scholarship assistance orientation session at Morehead State
University.
The -scholarship assistance program is designed to acquaint
outstanding nigh school seniors from Eastern Kentucky with Army
ROTC and to explain the procedure to follow in applying for the
four-year ROTC scholarship.
"These high school seniors have two requisites for the
scholarship---academic performance and leadership potential,"
said Col. Eff W. Birdsong Jr., MSU professor of military science.
"We are assisting them in obtaining more information about the
scholarships."
The orientation included briefings on the scholarship program
and various extracurricular activities.

The group viewed

exhibitions by the Pershing Rifles Drill Team and the Pershing
Berets, a women's drill team.

Members of the MSU Raider company

presented a rappelling demonstration.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The annual Student Christmas Art Sale is
scheduled Dec. 3 through Dec. 14 at Morehead State University's
Claypool-Young Gallery.
Works available for purchase include:

water colors, prints,

drawings, oils, photographs, ceramics and sculpture.
Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and from 1 p.m. until
4 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.

The gallery is open from 7

p~m.

to 10 p.m.

Monday and Wednesday.
llllllllflllllllllllllfl
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---An art exhibit of mixed media by Eddie Horton,
Danville junior at Morehead State University, and
1973 MSU graduate, is on

displ~y

s~

McXinney, a

through Dec. 12-in MSU's Johnson

Camden Library.
~he

exhibit is free and open to the public.

are for sale.
lllllllllllllllllllllllllfll
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Hoping to add to its collection of 22 trophies for
the season, Morehead State University is entering four teams this weekend
in the first Ohio Valley Conference

Debate Tournament at Bowling Green.

Representing MSU will be Steve Hohmann, Louisville sophomore; Kathy
Justice, Ashland sophomore; Don Kazee, Ashland sophomore; Gary Padgett,
Louisville freshman; Debbie Poore, Hodgenville sophomore; Carol Snider,
Madisonville sophomore; Pam Todd, Madisonville junior; and Susan Washburn,
East Monroe, Ohio, senior.
The MSU squad captured seven trophies and won the varsity and junior
divisions in the recent Morris Harvey College Tournament at Charleston, W. V<
Hohmann and Miss Todd posted _a perfect 5-0 record to win the varsity
competition and Hohmann was selected top varsity speaker.
Padgett and Kazee teamed to win the junior division with a 5-0 record.
Kazee and Padgett were named first and second speakers, respectively.
A week earlier, Miss Poore and Miss Justice won the junior division
in the Kentucky Colonel Classic at WKU.

They posted a 10-1 record and

Miss Justice ranked fourth among 68 speakers.
Miss Snider and Padgett reached the quarterfinals with a 6-2
preliminary record.

MSU received the runner-up sweepstakes trophy.

llllllllllllllllll
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Cheryl Melloan of Louisville

i~

presenting

a senior soprano recital Sunday, Dec. 9, at 3 p.m. in Morehead
State University's Baird Recital Hall.
The program, which is free and open to the public, includes
works by Vivaldi, Wolf, Brahms, Puccini, Faure, Bizet, Silver,
Read and Rorem.

Miss Melloan will be accompanied by Lucretia

Stetler.
A graduate of Pleasure Ridge Park High School, Miss Melloan
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth W. Melloan of 8000 Nancy
Lane, Louisville.
She had the lead role in the 'recent MSU production of "The
King and I" and she was selected as best actress for her 1972
performance as Aldonza in "Man of La Mancha."
A past president of Sigma Alpha Iota music honorary, she is
a member of Student Music Educators National Conference and the .
Baptist Student Union.

111111111111
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Special to The Ledger-Independent

-·
Morehead State University will offer a program leading

~o

a

inaster's degree in business administration for persons employed·
in business. and industry in the.Maysville area, starting·in January.
An

··organizational meeting is scheduled Wednesday; Dec. 5,

at 7:30 p.m•. at Maysville Community college. · Coming from MSU
to explain the program will be Dr. John R. Duncan, dean of
graduate programs, and Dr. Richard Baxter, dean of the school of
Business and Economics.
Classes will. be offered during evening hours for· the convenience
of persons·who are employed during the daytime.
Details of the program, ranging from.admission requirements
to. costs,· ·.will be· covered at the organizatio.nal session.
"We.···are.
excited
.about
the prospects of providing
opportunity
.
.
.
.
.
for persons

..
in

'

'

. .- .

'

.

the
Maysville
area .to complete the' requirements for
. .
.
'

master's degree. in·· business administration," said MSU President
Adron Doran.

"It. ·places. the University in a positiori·to better

serve the people. of this region."

IINIIIIIIIIIIII
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University President Adron Doran
said Friday that MSU is making a "serious attempt" to conserve
energy in the face of a national energy shortage.
A six-member Energy Conservation Committee, headed by Dr. Jerry
Howell, MSU's director of environmental studies, has instituted
25 energy-saving measures on the campus.
The controls include lowering of room and building thermostats
to 68 degrees, reduction of indoor and outdoor lighting wherever
feasible, consolidation of night classes into as

fe~1

classroom

buildings as possible, enforcement of a 50-mile-per-hour speed limit
for university vehicles, creation of car pools for faculty and staff
travel and a ban on all portable electric heating and cooling devices.
"Our students and faculty and staff mem.bers are vitally concerned
about the prospects of an energy crisis," Dr. Doran said.

"These

conservation measures have been greeted with a splendid spirit of
cooperation."
The MSU president said the energy committee would order
additional actions if necessary.

"All of us regard this as a serious

attempt to avoid wasting energy in any form," he added.
J-WJd.!•.U..U.."-''·ll:
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Thirty-six Morehead State University seniors

have been selected for inclusion in the 1973-74 edition of "Who's
Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges."
Selected were:
Gary W. Adkins, Greenup; Baxanna S. Arnett, Ashland; Dauna L.
Browning, Cincinnati, Ohio; Robert E. Byrd Jr., Bellaire, Ohio; Paul
S. Caudill, Morehead; Vaughn E. Caudill, Grayson, Rhonda R. Cooper,
cynthiana; Nancye R. Danks, Ashland; Jeffrey W. Davidson, Hanover, Pa.
William E. Dodson, Minford, Ohio; Dale C. Emmons, Hillsboro;
Marilyn B. Emmons, Manchester; Bradley C. Fahrney, Dayton, Ohio;
Elaine M. Feder, Demossville; Dorothy D. Feldman, Lancaster; Linda' S.
Frantz, Frankfort; William H. Gaunce, Carlisle; Joseph M. Gilman,
Shelbyville.
Mary

s.

Guelda, Louisville; Ronald L. Harris, Fairdale; William

E. Hesch, Fort Thomas; Leona E. Johnson, Louisville; Kathleen K.
Kearns, Russell; Kathy M. King, Ashland; Alice M. Lambert, Florence;
Linda J. Lloyd, Toledo, Ohio; Nancy S. Long, Shelbyville.
Janice E. Martin, Erlanger; Jack B. Matthews, Gallipolis, Ohio;
Debra N. Mattingly, Louisville; Deborah A. Plummer, Xenia, Ohio;
WL~ifred

Patricia

K. Salyer, Elkhorn City; William R. Tuttle, Winchester;

s.

Walsh, Louisville; Susan K. Washburn, East Monroe·, Ohio;

and Sherry B. Werline, Catlettsburg.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- William E. Dodson of Minford, Ohio, has
been designated as a "Distinguished Military Student" at Morehead
State University.
Sixteen MSU senior Army ROTC cadets received the honor.
'

"Distinguished Military Students" are selected on the basis of
leade~ship

and interest in the military.

They must rank in the

top third of their military science class and in the upper half of
their graduating class.
A 1970 graduate of Minford High School, Dodson is vice
president of Scabbard and Blade military honorary.

The recipient

of the Reserve Officers Association (ROA) Award, he attended the
ROA mid-winter conference in Washington, D.C.
Dodson, an art major, designed MSU's Golden Anniversary
celebration emblem.
Dodson of Minford.

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. William M.
He is married to the former Ellen Queen.
NNIIII!J
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Kenneth E. Musser, St. Paul sophomore
at Morehead State University, has been awarded a three-year
Army ROTC scholarship.
The scholarship pays for books, tuition and laboratory
fees.

It includes a monthly cash allowance of $100.

Upon

graduation from MSU, Musser can be commissioned a second
lieutenant and must serve four years on active duty.
A member of the ROTC Raider Company, Musser is the son of
Charles MUsser of St. Paul.

He is a 1972 graduate of McKell

High School.

111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two sophomore coeds from Morehead State
University have captured the Ohio Valley Conference debate
championship.
Kathy Justice of Ashland and Debbie Poore of Hodgenville
defeated Murray State to win the first annual tournament at Bowling
Green.

They posted a 4-2 record in preliminary rounds and defeated

Middle Tennessee in the

semi..,fina~s.

Another MSU team compcsed of Susan Washburn, East Monroe, Ohio,
senior, and Carol Snider, Madisonville sophomore, finished third.
They had a 5-l mark in preliminary rounds and lost to Murray in the
serrii-firials.
Miss Washburn was named top individual debater and Miss Justice
was second.

Miss Poore finished third in extemporaneous speaking.

The MSU team received the second place sweepstakes trophy.
Pam Todd, Madisonville junior, and Dan Grigson, Maysville
senior, reached the finals of the extemporaneous speaking contest
and qualified for the national contest.
The six trophies raised MSU's first semester total to 28.
Miss Justice, who is in her first season as a varsity debater, has
won five speaker awards.

#####
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---High school seniors may apply for four-year
college scholarships offered by Army ROTC until Dec. 31.
This is the first year the Army ROTC scholarship program has .
been open to girls.
Col. Eff Birdsong, professor of military science at Morehead
State University, announced that applications may be obtained by
contacting him at MSU.

The telephone is 606-784-9221.

)

More than 1,000 four-year, full-tuition ROTC scholarships will
be awarded to high school seniors this year.

In addition to tuition,

text books and laboratory fees, the scholarships pay a monthly
allowance of $100.
Applicants can use the scholarships at more than 280 colleges
-and universities offering the four-year Army ROTC program.

However,

they must be accepted at the college.
Upon completing ROTC and graduating from college, scholarship
winners are commissioned second lieutenants in the US Army and
serve on active duty for four years.
Ifill/ II fill###
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Dr. Adron Doran, president of Morehead State University, and
Dr. Robert Cope, president of Pikeville College, have announced an
agreement to offer courses on the Pikeville campus which will lead
to a master's degree from MSU.
Starting in January, 1974, graduate classes will be taught at
Pikeville each semester by faculty members from both institutions.
A joint statement issued by Dr. Doran and Dr. Cope described the
agreement as •(an historic step for graduate education in Eastern
Kentucky."
"We are delighted to have been able to enter into this agreement
which will utilize the resources of a public university and a private
;

college to made advanced study available to more citizens of the Big
sandy Region," the two presidents said.
The program starts with the spring semester and registration is
scheduled Jan. 9 and 10 from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30p.m. on the Pikeville
campus.

Regular graduate fees will be in effect and enrollment will

be limited during the spring semester to Kentucky residents.
Additional information is available from Dean John Waddell,
acting academic dean at Pikeville College, or Dr. John R. Duncan,
dean of graduate programs at Morehead State University.
11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's spring semester
begins Jan. 7 with registration of graduate students and seniors.
They will enroll from 8 a.m. until 3 p.m. in the Laughlin
Health Building.

Juniors and sophomores register Tuesday, Jan. 8.

I

Freshmen sign up Wednesday, Jan. 9, beginning at 9 a.m.
Classes start Thursday, Jan. 10, at 8 a.m.

Registration of

part-time students for night and SatlJ.rday classes will be Saturday,
Jan. 12, from 8 a.m. until noon in the health building.
An orientation program for entering freshmen and transfer

students is scheduled Jan. 7 at 8:30 a.m. in Room 231 of Baird
Music Hall.
llllllllllllll
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Leona E. Johnson of Louisville is among
36 Morehead State University seniors selected for the 1973-74
edition of "Who's Who Among Students in American Universities
and Colleges."
An elementary education major, she is the daughter of

Mrs. Kittye E. Johnson of 2336 W. Chestnut, Louisville.
Miss Johnson has been a vocalist with the MSU Stage Band.
An officer of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, -she was second runner-

up in the 1972 "Miss MSU Pageant."

llflflflf:fl
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(Special to The Trail Blazer)

Henry c. Haggan, 80, who served as an agriculture professor at
Morehead State University for 41 years, died last Tuesday morning in
Louisville.
Mr. Haggan was attending a Kentucky Farm Bureau convention when
he suffered an apparent heart attack.
A native of Nicholasville, Mr. Haggan was born July 5, 1893.

He

received bachelor's and master's degrees from the University of
Kentucky and served as principal of Perryville High School from 1919
until 1923.
He came to MSU, then Morehead State Normal School, in 1923 as one
of the school's original faculty members.

He headed the Department

of Agriculture until retiring in 1964.
Mr. Haggan, who was active in 4-H Club work for more than 40 years,
J

was a Red Cross volunteer and served 10 years as Red Cross chairman.
He was a pioneer in reclamation of rural cemeteries in Eastern Kentucky.
Funeral services were held Thursday"at Lane Funeral Home and
burial was at Perryville.

He is survived by his widow, Mrs. Pearl

Harmon Haggan; a daughter, Mrs. Mary Phillips; and two grandchildren,
all of Morehead.
111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has its own television
star, a veteran of seven years in front of the cameras.
He is Dr. Lewis Barnes, a professor of English and an expert in
linguistics.

He will be featured in four televised courses during the

spring semester.
Dr. Barnes, with 28 years of college teaching experience, started
on live television but in recent years has videotaped courses for
replay.
Beginning Jan. 14, four MSU linguistics courses taught by
Dr. Barnes will be televised for credit.

One of them--Reading and

Linguistics--will be shown on the Kentucky Educational Television
J

network each Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 7 p.m.
The other three are for early morning viewers.

"Linguistic

Composition" will be offered by WAVE-TV in Louisville each Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 6:15 a.m.

"Folk Literature" will be aired by

WSAZ-TV in Huntington, Til. Va. at the same time.

WKRC-TV in Cincinnati

will show "Semantics" on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday at 6:30 a.m.
The courses are open to juniors, seniors and graduate students
and each carries three semester hours of credit.
minutes long.
(MORE)

Each program is 30

Dr. Barnes 2-2-2-2-2
Dr. Barnes' taping schedule has been demanding--at least three
lessons weekly.

Most of the advance work is production of visual:

materials, the 25 to 30 charts, drawings and photographs used in each
lesson.
Taping sessions require about two hours to put one 30-minute
lesson "in the can" but Dr. Barnes says he finds it almost easy to
teach his invisible stud·ents.

"It's almost second nature to me after

all these years in the classroom," he said.
His wife, Dr. Ruth Barnes, helps write the scripts.

"It takes

about a semester to finish an entire course," Mrs. Barnes said.

"We ··

type scripts for around 45 presentations which last 29 minutes each,
then prepare a syllabus."
Once the "television
J

professor~·

moves into camera range in MSU' s

main studio, he becomes the center of attention for the director, three
cameramen, two floor men and three control room engineers.

. "It's a

team effort and they make me look good," Dr. Barnes said.
"No other university in this area even begins to offer nearly as
many televised credit courses," said Dr. Barnes, "Nearly 1,000 teachers
have received graduate credit and another 250 students have earned
undergraduate credit from our television classes."
llllllllllllllll If#
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A· former Morehead State University student, Carl A. Warnock,
·has beem named vice~president and comptroller-treasurer ·of
.Chrysler. canada Ltd._.
Mr. Warnock,. who attended MSU for- two -years·, also will be·

elected to Chrysler Canada's board of directors.· He was formerly
'·

.-

director of pricing within the Comptroller's Office of Chrysler

.., .
' .

,,

--Corporation in De.troit.
In his new position, Mr. Warnock will be responsible for

·the direction· of -all financial planning~ analysis arid control activities of Chrysler canada.

'

~.

..

. Mr. Warno9k joined Chrysler Corporation in 1957 and pri~r
...'

to his appointment as dir~ctor of PriCing .held posi ti~ns- as · ·
comptroller of automotive sales group and director of management
organi_zation and s_ystems sta-ff.
_Born in Kehoe·,· Ky.', in 1918, Mr •. Warnock is. a grad:uate _6£:
Carter City High School.

He attended MSU during the· 1935-36 and

1936-37.school years.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Vaughn E. Caudill of Grayson is among
36 Morehead State University students selected for the 1973-74
edition of "Who's Who Among Students at American Universities
and Colleges."
An accounting major, Caudill

Caudill of Rt. 2, Grayson.

is the son of Mrs. Jessie

He is a former state and local

president of Phi Beta Lambda business honorary.

At a state

conference of Phi Beta Lambda, he finished second in accounting
competition and was selected "Mr. Future Business Executive."
A member of Delta Sigma Pi and Phi Kappa Phi, he was
treasurer of the Accounting and Finance Club and secretarytreasurer of Blue Key National Honor Fraternity.
Caudill, who completed MSU's voluntary Army ROTC program,
was named a "Distinguished Military Student."

He will go on

active duty after completing his master's degree.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Linda J. Lloyd of Toledo, Ohio, is among
36 Morehead State University seniors selected for the 1973-74
edition of "Who's Who Among Students at American Universities
and Colleges."

An elementary education major, she is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert E. Lloyd of 3903 Crary Dr., Toledo, Ohio.

She

is president of Zeta Tau Alpha sorority and a member of the
University Senate.
A member of the executive committee for the "Miss MSU
Pageant," she was chairman of the committee which won the prize
for the best program book for local beauty pageants in Kentucky
in 1973.

111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Seven Morehead State University students
from the Ashland area ·have been selected for the 1973-74 edition
of "Who's Who Among Students at American Universities and
Colleges."
They are Gary W. Adkins, Greenup; Baxanna S. Arnett, Ashland;
Vaughn E. Caudill, Grayson; Nancye R. Danks, Ashland; Kathleen K.
Kearns, Russell; Kathy M. King, Ashland; and Sherry B. Werline,
Catlettsburg.
Thirty-six MSU students were selected for' the honor.
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Alice Lambert of Florence and Janice

Martin of Erlanger are among 36 Morehead State University
seniors s'elected for the 1973-74 edition of "Who's Who Among
Students at American Universities and Colleges."
Miss Lambert, a sociology major, is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Lambert of 15 Dell Ave., Florence.

The pre'sident

of Pi Gamma Mu honorary, she. is a member of cardinal Key National
Honor Sorority and the Morehead Players.

An

English~m~jor,

Miss Martin is the daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. Johns. Martin Jr. of 3510 Cowie Ave., Erlanger.

She is

editor of the 1974 "Raconteur," MSU's yearbook, and copy editor
for the "Trail Blazer," the campus newspaper.

She won second

place in a short story contest sponsored by "Inscape," a campus
literary maga.zine.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Sally Guelda of Louisville is among
36 Morehead State University seniors selected for the 1973-74
edition of "Who's Who'Among Students in American Universities
and Colleges."

An elementary education major, Miss Guelda is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl T. Guelda of 3728 Luken Dr., Louisville.
She is a member of Kappa Delta sorority, the Student Council for
Exceptional Children and Gamma Beta Phi honorary.
She plans to teach special education or elementary education.
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Adkins of Greenup and Kathleen

K. Kearns o.f Worthington are among 36 Morehead State University

'

seniors selected for the 1973-74 edition of "Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities and Colleges."
A geography major, Adkins is the son of Mrs. Mary Adkins
of Greenup.

Vice president of the Interfraternity Council, he

is a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity.

He is a member of

the Young Democrats and associate director for·the 1974 "Miss
MSU Pageant."
A business administration major, Miss Kearns is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Grover F. Kearns of Worthington.

She is a member

of Delta Gamma sorority and a "little sister" of the Collegiate
Knights.

She was a member of the 1972-73 Homecoming Court and

was "Miss Raconteur" for 1973.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is offering four
English courses on television during the spring semester, starting
the week of Jan. 14.
The cour.ses are taught by Dr. Lewis Barnes, MSU professor of
English, and are open to college juniors, seniors and graduate
students.

Each course carries three semester hours of credit.

English 516, Reading and Linguistics, will be shown on the
Kentucky Educational Television network from 7 p.m. to 7:30p.m. on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
WAVE-TV in Louisville will air English 595, Linguistic
Composition, from 6:15 a.m. to 6:45 a.m. on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday.
English 544, Folk Literature, will be telecast by WSAZ-TV in
Huntington, W. Va., at the same time.
WKRC-TV in Cincinnati, Ohio, will show English 510, Semantics,
on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday from 6:30 a.m. to 7 a.m.
Additional information and registration forms are available
from Dr. Harry Mayhew, Morehead State University, Morehead, Ky.
40351.
111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Winifred Kay Salyer of Elkhorn City is among 36
Morehead State University seniors selected for the 1973-74 edition of
"Who's Who Among Students in American Universittes and Colleges."
A mathematics major, she is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Winfred
Salyer of Star Route, Elkhorn City.

She is a member of the Baptist

Student Union, Mu Phi honorary, Kappa Delta Pi honorary and the Society
of Physics Students.
Miss Salyer, who is in MSU's Honors Program, received the Fenton
T. West Scholarship last year.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Diana Feldman of Lancaster is among 36
Morehead State University seniors selected for the 1973-74
edition of "Who's Who Among Students in American Universities
and Colleges."

An accounting major, she is the daughter' of Mr. and Mrs.
Isidor Feldman of Rt. 3, Lancaster.

She is secretary of the

Panhellenic Council and a member of the Accounting and Finance
Club, the Dorm Council and Delta Gamma sorority.
Miss Feldman is a Golden Heart of Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity and a former member of the Spanish Club.

A recipient

of a Blue Key Scholarship, she is in the Honors· Program.
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and Mrs. Dale Emmons are among.36

Morehead .State University students selected for the 1973-74
'

.

·edition· of "Who's Who Among Students in American Universities
1.

and Colleges.""
An agricultural science major,.,Emmons is the son of· Mr.

and Mr.s. Lowell L. Emmons -of Rt. 1, Hillsboro,
I .

He is president

'

-of Delta Tau
Delta
and a
·.
. .
. . fraternity and' the Young Democrats
.
-

-

,member of Delta Tau Alpha agricultural.honor society.
He served t.liree years in the. MSU student government and is ·
senior representative this· year.

He received the American Farmer

Degree from the Future Farmers of America.
Mrs. Emmons is the former Marilyn Benge of Rt. 1, Manchester.

·A political science and 'sociology major, she is the· daughter of
Mr. ·ana· Mrs; . Arnold ·Benge.

She is
.

-.

.

pr~sident·of

.

the Political

Science Club and .secretary of the Young ·Democrats •

. ..
'

A participant in the Honors Program, she is a member of Pi

1

Gamma Mu, soc±:cii science honoraxy.
,·.
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Duane Hawkins, formerly of Wheelersburg, · ·

is serving as director of cartmell-Hall, a men's residence hall;
and as director of refrigeration rental in the Bureau of Student
_Affairs at Morehead State University.
A graduate of Minford High

Schoo~,

Hawkins received his

bachelor's degree from MSU in 1972 and his master's degree last
summer.

He is an Air Force veteran •.

·Hawkins, the son of the Rev. and Mrs. Henry Hawkins of Rt. 2,
Wheelersburg, is married to·the former Brenda. Applegate of Milan,
Ind.
.,_:.

.,
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Dec. 31 is the deadline for high school

seniors to apply for four-year Army ROTC scholarships.
This is the first year the ROTC scholarship program has been
open to women.
Col. Eff Birdsong, professor of military science at Morehead
State University, announced that applications may be obtained by
contacting him at MSU.
More

th~n

The telephone is 606/784-9221.

1,000 four-year, full-tuition ROTC scholarships will

be awarded to high school seniors this year.

The scholarships cover

text books, tuition, laboratory fees and a monthly allowance of $100.
Applicants can use the scholarships at more than 280 colleges
and universities offering the four-year Army ROTC program.

However,

they must be accepted at the college of their choice.
Upon completing ROTC and graduating from college, scholarship
winners are commissioned Army second lieutenants and serve on active
duty for four years.
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Morehead State. u:r:iivers:i.ty. is·:·offering _a •. ·

' · .. _graduat~ class. at.. the Lexing_ton Adult

·i~~rning c~nte;- _·during . ~h~ .
•·.

'

.,..

·.. spring ·•s1;mes.ter.

:.J···

,_-.

··"':,An o:r::ga:J;l_~za tional meetingdor- Ed)lcation: 6.52; ~e Communi t:'(
', ..

'

.

'

..School, will be Jan. 9 at 6:30 p.m •. at the Adult Learning Cen:ter.
,-.-,

. The. eras~.- which . ca~ries
thre~.. semest~r ho~~s
.of . gradua:t~
.
.

·,

.

·"

/-~

·-, .,. .

i.

'

credit, will meet on Wednesdays from 6:30...
to :9,p.m•, The·regist::ration ·
·::
·'e

• ..

''·

. •,
;

-

', ,,

;

_:.'

··semester hour •. ·

:':!. -.

'

fee for graduate students who are reside_:p.ts of Kentucky is $27. per.
.'
,_;..
.,·.· . ,'.

.

.For further. information~ contact· Dr •. 'John Durican,· deim of

·•.

·· graduate programs at Morehead Sta.te~ University~
•

•·
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•

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State

TELEPHONE:
606/783-3325

U~iversity

is offering

two graduate classes in. Bqurbon County during the spring semester._
An

organizational meeting for Education 656, Principles of

Guidance, is set Jan. 7 at 6:30 p.m. at Paris High School.
The first meeting of Education .680, History and Philosophy of
Education, will be Jan. 8 at 4 p.m.
Principles of Guidance will mee't Mondays from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
and History and Philosophy of Education will meet on Tuesdays from
4 to 6:30p.m.

Both courses carry three hours of graduate credit.

The registration fee for graduate students who are residents
of Kentucky is $27 per semester hour.
For further information, contact Dr. John Duncan, dean of
graduate programs, at Morehead State University.111111 ,, 1111
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James Bonfield. ·of Mt •. sterling and Robert

A •. 'Gribben. of Wintersville,. Ohi:o, ·have completed the voluntary
Army ROTC program at MOrehead State University and have been
·commiss'ion~d

.. .-

second lieutenants •

Bonfield, who served as operations officer and.public affairs
officer for the Cadet Brigade, was commissioned in the Regular Army.
A qualified parachutist, he will. serve a year in the infantry before
r'eporting to his assignment with the Ordance corps.
· Gribben received a ·u.s. Army Reserve commission in field
artillery..

He will serve three months on active .duty at Ft. ·Sill,

Okla. and then revert.to the Army Reserve.
Bonfield, the son of· Mrs. James Bonfield-of Mt. Sterling, is
. married to the former Margaret Nunan of Winchester.

.

.

..

.· G·ribbeP,i the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert· Gribben of 172

~arkview

Drive," Wintersville, Ohio, is married to .the former Shirley.. Johnson

..

of Louisa."

#######
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'

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Being an Army commander on a college campus is
nothing new for Col. Eff

w.

Birdsong, professor of military science at

Morehead State University.
The 27-year Army veteran, who joined the MSU faculty in July, also
served four years at another MSV--Murray Stat·e -University.
During his tenure at Murray State from July, 1967, through July,
1971, the school's ROTC program became the third largest in the nation.
Twice Murray State won the award for the outstanding unit at summer
camp and four times his rifle and pistol teams won national
championships.
He is hopirg that the success he enjoyed
'

..

.(\.;'

to the eastern p~,.t "of J,<:,entucky-'
with him.
·..

a~ Mu~ray
.

'

has transferred

"I h~ve several steps in

"\~o:·r

mind to enhance the ROTc.program here.

We are placing more emphasis

on the rifle team and we plan to--offer more a,dventure-type training
to the cadets," he said.
"Presently some of our cadets are involved in rappelling," the
tall (6-4) colonel said.

Rappelling is the art of descending from

mountainous terrain by use of ropes.

A skilled climber can cover a

distance of 100 feet in less than six seconds.
"We're going to introduce an orienteering course," Col. Birdsong
said.

"This will involve students

irid~roble~s

of land navigation with

an emphasis on map and compass work a,pd physical ability,"
(~RE)

'

Col.. Birdsong 2-2-2-2-2

The colonel has been supervising an ROTC Scholarship Assistance
Program to inform high school seniors about opportunities offered by the
Army's scholarship program.

The scholarship pays all fees, books and

tuition plus an allowance of $100 per month.

There are currently 39

such recipients at Morehead State, he said.
His military service has taken him to a variety of places and
assignments, including three tours in Korea.
working with young people," he said.

"I always find myself

"Most of my work has been in the

field of counseling and advising and I really enjoy working with the
students here."
When he is not working with students, Col. Birdsong likes to hunt,
fish, water ski and golf.

A native of Lawton, Okla., he has a

bachelor's degree from the University of Maryland and a master's
degree from Murray State.
He and his wife, Ona, have a son and a daughter.
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MOREHEAD,. Ky •. ---: Morehead·. State University is offering. two'
'

.

graduate classes
•

'

.

in
•

1-··:

Bracken ·County, during the .·spring semester~'

''. ,·

I

'·

·'

·An organizational meeting for Education .. 610,,· Advanced Human
... ,

.. ;•:

Growth and .. Dev~lopment,. is set J_?n; 10 _a~. ;4:-':30 p~m. at Bracken

~

~-"

.._

'

· " County I{igh ·School.·: · . .·
'

,·

"

0

.'
·~'l

The f:i,rst mee.ting of 'Education 680, History and Philosophy.
. of Education, :·will. be Jan. 8 at .4 .J,>.m •. at the ·high_ school.
·· ..

Advanced Human Growth and Development will ·meet Thursdays.·

.·.

-

'• .

from 4:40 ·-to 7 p.m. and.:History and Philosophy of·· Education wiLt
meet on. Tuesda,ys from 4 to 6·: 30. p.m.
. ,. \

Both courses carry these-· : ·

hours of gradu'ate credit.

..,

· The regie:t,ration fee for.graduate students who are residen,ts'
.

:..:,ii~\~~~~j1·:·,.

..

.. -·: ' .

''

• of Ken1:,uckY, is. $27· per···semester hour • .'

'I

. -':;

-.'

'

..
''

. .·,,
";

conta~t. :Qr. Jo~n Duncan·, dean of

For

.> . .-.

,•.

'

'

.

graduat~ prqg_:r~ms

. '

·' ·.·

T.

.

at Morehead State Univ.ersity •.
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606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is offering a
graduate class in Martin County during the spring semester.
Al:J. organizational meeting for Education 656, Principles of

Guidance, will be Jan. 10 at 4 p.m. at the vocational school of
Inez.
The course carries three semester hours of graduate credit
and will meet. on Thursdays from 4 to 6:30 p.m.

The registration

fee for gradu?te students who are Kentucky residents is $27 per
semester hour.
For further-information, contact Dr. John Duncan, dean of
graduate programs at Morehead State University.

II II II II ,'1 II II
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAJ;>, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is offering
four classes in Montgomery County during the spring semester.
An organizational· meeting for Education, 680, History and
Philosophy of Education, will be Jan. 7 at 4 p.m. at Montgomery
County Junior High School.

The three-hour graduate course is

scheduled to meet on Mondays.
An organizational meeting for Education 590, Supervision of

Student Teaching, will be Jan. 7 at 6:30p.m. at Montgomery County
Junior High School.

The three-hour class is open to juniors,

seniors and graduate students.
Also on Jan. 7 at 6:30p.m. the first meeting of Education
599, Reading Workshop, is set at A. o. Smith Co. in Mt. Sterling.
The three-hour course is open to juniors, seniors and graduate
students.
Geography 500,.Soviet Union, will meet for the first time
on Jan. 9 at 6:30p.m. at Montgomery County Junior High.

.

It is

'

a three-hour course open to juniors, seniors and graduate students.
The registration fee is $18 per semester
students who are Kentucky residents.

h~ur

Graduate students who are

residents of Kentucky pay $27 per semester hour.
(MORE)

for undergraduate

MSU courses2-2-2-2-2-2-2

For further information, contact Dr. John Duncan, dean.of
graduate programs at Morehead State University.

/III II II II
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is offering a
graduate course in Kenton County during the spring semester.

An organizational meeting for Education 653, Planning and
Evaluating the Adult Program, is set for Jan. 10 at 4 p.m. at
Covington Junior High School.
The class carries three semester hours of credit and will
meet on Thursdays from 4 to 6:30 p.m.

The registration fee for

graduate students who are residents of Kentucky is $27 per
semester hour.

Out-of-state graduate students pay $56 per

semes.ter hour.
For further information, contact Dr. John Duncan, dean of
graduate programs at Morehead State University.

111111 II II/I
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MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is offering two
upper-level courses in Lewis County during the spring semester.

An organizational meeting for Geography 505, Conservation of
Natural Resources, will be Jan. 9 at 6:30 p.m. at Lewis county
High School.
T4e first meeting of education 528, Activities and Materials
in Early Childhood Education, will be Jan. 10 at 6 p.m. at Lewis
County Elementary School.
Both courses are open to juniors, seniors and graduate
students and carry three semester hours of credit.

The registration

fee for undergraduate students who are Kentucky residents is $18
per semester hour.

Graduate students who are Kentucky residents

pay $27 per semester hour.
For further information, ·contact ·Elr •. John Duncan,· dean of
graduate programs at Morehead Statle University.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University.is 0f!fe:i::d!u,g
three upper-level ¢lasses in Greenup County during the spring semester •
An organizational meeting for two education clas.ses will be

helq Jan. 7 at 4:30 p.m. at Greenup County High School.

The

courses are Education 599, Workshop in Research Applications,
and Education 600, Research Methods in Education.
An organizabional meeting for Geography 629, The Mediterranean,

is set for Jan. 9 at 6:30p.m. at the high school.
Education 599 carries one semester hour of credit and is open
to juniors, seniors and graduate students.

Education 600 is a

'
two-hour graduate_ course.

Geography 629 is a three-hour graduate

course.
The registration fee for undergraduate students who are
Kentucky residents is $iS per semester hour.

Graduate students

who are Kentuckians pay $27 per semester hour.
For further informatiou,, contact Dr. John Duncan, dean of
I

graduate programs_ at M,orehead State University.

1111111111##
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is offering a
graduate course in Knott County during the spring semester.
An organizational meeting·for Education 680, History and
Philosophy of Education, will be Jan. 10 at 6:30p.m. in the
Science Building at Alice Ll0yd Co'll~ge.
The class carries three semester hours of credit and will
be taught on Thursdays from 6:30 to 9 p.m.

The registration

fee for graduate students who are residents of Kentucky is $27
per semester hour.
For further information, contact Dr. John Duncan, dean of
graduate programs at Morehead State University.

UIIIIIIH#
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Morehead State University·is offering six

classes in Johnson County during the spring semester.

An

organizationa~

meeting for two graduate physical education

classes is set for Jan.· 7 at 6 p.m. at Paintsville Elementary
School.
The courses are Physical Education 605, Planning Facilities
for P.E., and P.E. 670, Research Problem.

P.E. 605 carries two

semester hours credit and P.E. 670 ii:s a one-hour course.•
On,Jan. 7, at 6:30p.m. an organizational meeting for
Psychology 558, Psychological Te.sting, is scheduled at
Vocational Rehabilitation·"'center. in Thelma.

th~

The -three-hour course

is open to juniors, seniors and graduate students.

An organizational· meeting for two one-hour graduate education
courses will be Jan. 8 at 6:30 p.m. at the Vocational Rehabilitation
Center.

The courses are Education 670, Research Problem (Adult

Education) and Education 688, Seminar in Adult Education.
Two industrial education courses will be offered at Mayo Area
Vocational School on Tuesday evenings.

They are I.E. 393, Methods

of Vocational Industrial Education, and I • • 497, Seminar in
Vocational Industrial Education.

An organizational meeting will be

announced soon.
(MORE)

MSU C1asses-2-2-2-2-2

The registration fee for undergraduate students who are
residents of Kentucky is $18 per semester hour.

Graduate students

who are Kentucky residents pay $27 per semester hour.
For further information, contact Dr. John Duncan, dean of
graduate programs at Morehead State University.

#####
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is offering a
construction technology class in Harlan County during the spring
semester.
An organizational meeting for Constructional Technology 102,
Surv~ying

I, will be announced soon by the Harlan State Vocational

Technical School.
The class, which carries three semester hours of credit, will
meet on Mondays from 4 to 7 p.m.

The registration fee for

undergraduate students who are residents of Kentucky is $18 per
semester hour.
For further information, contact Dr. John Duncan, dean of
graduate programs at Morehead State Hniversity.

lllllllll.'o'lll
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is offering an
upper-level class in Fleming County during the spring semester.
An organizational meeting for Education 599, Workshop

(Improving Instruction), is set Jan. 10 at 4 p.m. at Fleming
County High School.
The class is open to college juniors, seniors and graduate
students.

It carries from one to three semester hours of credit.

The registration fee for undergraduate students who are
Kentucky residents is $18 per semester hour.

Graduate students

who are residents of Kentucky pay :$;27 per semester hour.
For further information,
g~aduate

c~m,tact

programs at Morehead State University.

#####
12-19973
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606-783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University is offering two
upper-level courses in Morgan County during the spring semester.
An organizational meeting for Education 599, Workshop in Research
Applications, and Education.600, Research Methods in Education, will
be Jan. 10 at 6:30 p.m. at the JFK Library in West Liberty.
Education 599 is a one-hour course open to juniors, seniors and
graduate students.

Education 600 is a two-hour graduate course.

Both

are scheduled to meet on Thursday nights.
The registration fee for undergraduate students who are Kentucky
residents is $18 per semester hour.

Graduate students who are Kentucky

residents pay $27 per semester hour.
For further information, contact Dr. John Duncan, dean of graduate
programs at Morehead State University.

II 111111111111111111#
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is offering six
upper-level courses in Pike County during the spring semester.
Organizational meetings for the courses are scheduled during
the week of Jan. 7-11.
Courses offered, credit hours and-dates of organizationa+
meetings are:
Education 599, Workshop (Research Applications), 1 hour, Jan.
11, 6 p.m., Pike County Board of Education Building.
Education 600, Research Methods in Education, 2 hours, Jan.
11, 6 p.m., Pike County Board of Education Building.
I

Health 612, Public Health Services, 3 hours, -Jan. 7, 6:30
p.m., Pikeville High School.
Physical Education 576, Special Problems in Physical Education,
1-3 hours, Jan. 10, 4:30p.m., Phelps .High School.
Physical

Educ~tion

576, Special Problems in Physical Education,

l-3 hours, Jan. 10, 7:30p.m., Pikeville High School.
History 552, The World, 1939 to Present, 3 hours, Jan. 8,
6:30p.m., Pikeville High School.

(MORE)

..

MSU Courses 2-2-2-2-2-2

Courses numbered 500 or above are open to juniors, seniors
and graduate students and the 600 courses are for graduate
students.

The registration fee is $18 ·per semester hour for

undergraduates who are Kentucky residents.

Graduate students who

are residents of Kentucky pay $27 per semester hour.
For further information, contact Dr. John Duncan, dean of
graduate programs at Morehead State University.

1111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is offering two
upper-level education classes in Letcher County during the spring
semester.
An organizational meeting for Education 599, Workshop (Curriculum)

and Education 630, curriculum Construction, will be Jan. 10 at 4:30
p.m. at the Whitesburg High School Library.
Education 599, which carries one semester hour of credit, is
open to juniors, seniors and graduate students.

Education 630, is

a two-hour course for graduate students.
The registration fee for undergraduate students who are
Kentucky residents is $18 per semester hour.

Graduate students who

are residents of Kentucky pay $27 per semester hour.
For further information, contact Dr. John Duncan, dean of
graduate programs at Morehead''State University.

llllllllllllll
12-20-73

courses to be offered, credit hours and dates of organizational meetings
'

'

are:
Education 599, Workshop (Research Applications), 1 hour, Jan. 7,

..
~·

6:30p.m.
Education 600, Research Methods in Education, 2 hours, Jan. 7,
6:30p.m.
Education 627, Reading in the Elementary School, 3 hours, Jan. 9,
6:30p.m.
Education 251, Practicum for Auxiliary Personnel, 2-3 hours,
Jan. 8, 6:30p.m.
Education 322, Teaching Elementary Social Studies, 3 hours, Jan. 9,
6:30p.m.
Education 337, Reading in the Intermediate Grades, 3 hours,
Jan. 9, 6:30p.m.
Education 321, Teaching of Arithmetic, 2 hours, Jan. 8, 4 p.m.
Education 101, Workshop (Teaching of Arithmetic), 1 hour, Jan. 8,

4 p.m.
Health. / 203, Safety and First Aid, 3 hours, Jan. 10, 6:30p.m.
Physical Education 203, Safety and First Aid, 3 hours, Jan. 10,
6:30p.m.
(MORE)

1'
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606-783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University is offering 14
courses in Breathitt County during the spring semester.
Organizational meetings for the classes are scheduled at
Breathitt Coliseum during the week beginning Jan. 7.

The

-;

,,;..,.·

,.i

/

MSU Courses 2-2-2-2-2

Art 221, School Art II, 2 hours, Jan. 7, 4:30p.m.
Speech 110, Basic Speech, 3 hours, Jan. 11, 4:.30 p.m.
Science 590, Science for the Elementary Teacher, 3 hours, Jan. 10,

4 p.m.
Sociology 101, General Sociology, 3 hours, Jan. 7, 6:30p.m.
The registration fee for undergraduate students who are Kentucky
residents is $18 per semester hour.

Graduate students who are residents

of Kentucky pay $27 per semester hour.
Because of the energy crisis, classes will be consolidated and
offered on the same night, whenever possible, to eliminate additional
travel by 1 university personnel.
For further information, contact Dr. John Duncan, dean of graduate
programs at Morehead State University.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Cannonball Adderley Quintet is visiting
Morehead State University next month for a public performance and to
help conduct a two-day jazz clinic for high school musicians.
The concert is scheduled Jan. 24 at 8 p.m. in MSU's Wetherby
Gymnasium.

It is sponsored by the Concert and

Lec~ure

Series.

Tickets

will be available at the door.
Veterans of every major jazz festival in the

u.s.,

group members

are Julian (Cannonball) Adderley on alto saxaphone, Nat Adderley on
trumpet, Walter Booker on bass, Roy McCurdy on drums and Hal Galper
on electric piano.
The clinic, which opens the same day, is limited to 35 high school
ensembles.

Members of the Adderley Quintet will serve as clinicians

and adjudicators.
The MSU Jazz Ensembles and each of the high school groups will
perform during the clinic which ends with an awards and honors concert
at 4:30 p.m. on Jan. 24.
Information on the clinic may be obtained f*'om· Walter Barr, MSU
Music Department, Morehead, Ky. 40351.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Registration for Morehead State University's
spring semester starts Monday, Jan. 7, and classes begin Thursday,
Jan. 10.
Graduate students and seniors enroll Monday from 8 a.m. until
3 p.m. at the Laughlin Health Building.

Juniors and sophomores

register Tuesday and freshmen sign up Wednesday.
An orientation program for entering freshmen and transfer students
is scheduled Monday at 8:30 a.m. at Baird Music Hall.
Registration of part-time students for night and Saturday classes
will be Saturday, Jan. 12, from 8 a.m. until noon.
llllllllllllllllll####
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Ronald F. Tucker, associate professor of industrial education
at Morehead State University, has completed his doctoral degree in
education at Oklahoma State University.
His dissertation is entitled "Analysis of Decision Making Processes
Related to Career Education as Employed in the

u.s.

House of

Representatives Committee on Education and Labor."
A native of Morehead, Dr. Tucker joined the MSU faculty in 1967
after teaching industrial arts in high schools and working as a safety
engineer for Gates MaDonald and Co.

He holds bachelor's and master's

degrees from MSU.
Dr. Tucker received an EPDA fellowship and served as an intern
with the House Education and Labor Committee in the

u.s.

Congress.

He is the son of Mrs. Mildred Tucker of Morehead and is the
father of four children.
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MOREHEAD,· Ky. --- A team of 12 Morehead State University
faculty members visited Louisa High School last week as guest
lecturers.
The visitors and their topics were:
Dr. Lewis Barne.s, professor of English, "Linguistics;"
VasileVenettozzi, assistant professor of music, "Chorus;" Dr.
Jack Bizzel, professor of political science, "U .'S. Government;"
. Dr. Billy Moore, associate professor of education, "American
Education. ".
Lake Cooper, associate professor of mathematics, "Careers
Requiring Mathematics;" Larry Netherton, assistant professor of
radio-TV, "Status of Radio;" Patti Rai Smith, instructor of home
·e·conomics, "Careers;" Dr. Thomas Morrison, professor of economics,
"We Don'· t E_at. the Pr-ice Level."
.

.

Helen Northcutt, assistant professor of business education,
"Office Practice;'_' Gary _Akers, graduate assistant in art, "Art;"
Larry Keenan, assis.tant profes.sor of music~ ·"Career Opportunities
in Music;"
arid ·Dr.
Mik~ Brown, associate professor of health,
..
.
physical education and rec+eati'on, "Recreational Activities on
Campus •.-..
,.·The MSU faculty member-s were very well impressed ·with the
high school, .the faculty and the student body,,- said John High,
MSU' s associate director o.f university services.
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Five colleg:e credit· courses., including one
.

.

·produced by ·Morehead State University, will be offered statewide
beginning Jan. 14 on Kentucky Educational Television (KET) •. ·
. The Highe.r Education Consortium, formed. in late summer· to
promote televised credit courses on KET, lists courses in· education,
linguistics, law enforcement adplinistration, black history.and
culture and contemporary world history.
MSU will award credit for each of the courses· except law
enforcement.
To·earn credit by tele:vision, a student enrolls.at Morehead
State or another of .the ins.t:i.tutions giving credit for the course.
Regi~tration

takes place

py mail.

The student then views the

televised lessons,· completes reading and other assignment~ may
attend 'discussion or "help" sessions aJ:!.d takes a final examination-usually on campus. ·
Dr. Lewis Barn·es, professor of English at· MSU, is the televis:i!on
instructor for "Readi!'lg. and Linguis.tics."

The. course is intended for

teachers and others 'interested in the elements of language pertinent
to reading and the teachii).g ·of .·reading.

..
....

(MORE)

.

··-.

...
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MSU KET Course-2-2-2-2-2-2
Charles Silberman, John Holt, 'Dr. Thomas Harris, Dr. William
Glasser are among the prominent educationa-l thinkers featured in
. ·~Human' Relations and. School Discipline, II a course. for school
·administrators, teachers, parents and .others interested in children,
and in the school learning climate..

It may be taken for graduate or

underg;raduate_credit.
A series developed in Chicago under the influence of Dr.· John
. Hope Franktin is "The. Black Experience."

It deals with black culture

and history from the time of Reconstruction to the ·present.
Dr. Abram SaChar, _Chancellor of Brandeis University, is_.
television'instructor for "The Course of our 'l;'imes," a contempo~ary
world history ·course •.
Persons interested in enrolling in the courses for credit
should contact Higher Education Consortium, 600'Cooper Drive,
· Lexingtpn, Ky.

40502.

•
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Morehead State University and Pikeville College are offering 14
graduate courses in Pike County during the spring semester.
Registration will be Jan. 9 and 10 from 6:30 p.m. to 8:60 p.m. in
the Record Memorial Building at Pikeville College.
The two institutions announced last month that they would cooperate
to offer courses in the Pikeville area leading to a master's degree
from MSU.
Course offerings and meeting days include:
Education 599, Workshop (Research Applications), 1 hour, Friday.
Education 600, Research Methods in Education, 2 hours, Friday.
Education 630, Curriculum

Const~uction,

2 hours,.Wednesday.

Education 680, History and Philosophy of Education, 3 hours, Thursday.
Education 610, Advanced Human Growth and Development, 3 hours, Monday.
Health 612, Public Health Services, 3 hours, Monday.
Physical Education 576-2, Special Problems in PE, 1-3 hours, Thursday.
Physical Education 576-3, Special Problems in PE, 1-3 hours, Thursday.
Physical Education 601, Tests and Measurements in HPER, 3 hours, Tuesday
History 552, The World, 1939 to the Present, 3 hours, Tuesday.
History 660, Seminar:

The World in the 20th Century, 3 hours, Wednesday

English 643, English Renaissance, 3 hours, Friday.
English 680, English Syntax, 3 hours, Friday.
(MORE)

~-
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Classes at Pikeville 2-2-2-2

Mathematics 675, Mathematics for the Elementary Teacher, 3 hours,
Thursday.
For more information, contact John Waddell, academic dean of
Pikeville College.
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Eour Morehead State University students have been awarded $200
scholarships by MSU's Panhellenic and Interfraternity councils.
Receiving grants for the spring semester are Margie Neibert,
Davenport, Iowa, senior; Mrs. Paulette Amoozegar, Morehead junior;
Gladys Herdman, Peebles, Ohio, senior; and Christine Block, Louisville
sophomore.
Awarded on the basis of grades, activities and need, the
scholarships are financed with proceeds from the Blue-Gold intrasquad
football and basketball games.
The Panhellenic and Interfraternity councils are governing bodies
of MSU's fraternity and sorority system.
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Thomas S. Cutshaw, 51, assistant,professor of political
science at Morehead State University, died Sunday, Dec. 23,
·--···-in Lexington.
A native of Fleming, Ky., he joined the MSU faculty in 1968
after teaching at the University of Illinois, Delta College in
Michigan and Transylvania University.
from

~he

He had.a master's degree

University of Notre Dame.

Cutshaw, a veteran of World War II, was a colonel in the
U. S. Air Force Reserve.

He served as an interpreter and

negotiator at the Korean Conflict truce negotiations.
He is survived by a son, Thomas

s.

Cutshaw II of St. Louis;

a daughter, Julia_Tyson Cutshaw of Lexington; a brother and.eight
sisters.
Funeral s·ervices were conducted Dec. 26 in Lexington with
Father·Elmar R. Moore and Father John Garvey officiating.
was in the Lexington Cemetery.
111111 II##
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